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Medallion of James Smithson by N. P. Tiolier,

1817. The back bears Smiihson's signature (reproduced

below medallion), .\houi twice actual size.



HISTORY OF THE
NATIONAL NUMISMATIC COLLECTIONS

By V^/adimir CLiin-Sufanelli

ORIGINS AND EARLY YEARS TO 1880

The national numismatic collections had their

beginnings in the early 19th century in Washington,

D.C. They found a central repositor\' in the Smith-

sonian Institution when that organization was foinided

in 1846 in compliance with the will ofjamcs Smithson,

an English scientist, who beciueathcd his fortune to

the United States for the "increase and diffusion of

knowledge." Smithson's own interest in numismatirs

is indicated in a listing of his personal propert\- which

included "'two pasteboard boxes containing medals,

coins . . . etc." ' as certified ij\' the English consul

in Genoa where he died on June 27, 1829, at the age

of 63 or 64. The disposition of these items is unknown,

but among his effects which did reach the United

States was a medallion (fig. 1) to which was attached

a paper with the words "my likeness" written in

.Smithson's hand." (This medallion has previousK

been attributed to Antonio Ganova, liut it is not his

work. It was modeled in 1817 by Nicolas Pierre

'William J. Rules, "James .Smithson and his Bequest,"

in Annual Report of ih*' Board oj Regents of the Smithsontat: lintilii-

tion . . . for the i'car I87[), Washington 1880, p. 15b.

-The medallion is cast in brass and partly chased. f)\.ii in

shape, it measures .^L'.S x 6:3 mm; its thickness is .") mm .it tin-

border and 10 mm at its highest point. The back shows vertic al

striations from planing and the lightly traced inscription en-

graved on two lines reads, "James .Smithson Esqr./ 1817". It

weighs 134.34.') grams. This medallion served as a model for

the great seal of the Smithsonian by Edw.ard Stabler, ordered

by the first Board of Regents, also for the portrait engraved by

Charles Burt and published by the .Smithsonian for the vignette

which appeared on all of the Institution's publications ii[) to

the 1880s. It was also used as the model for the .Smithson Med.il,

designed by I'aul Vincze and first presented to the Roy.il .Society

at the James .Smitlison Bicentennial celebration in l")(i5.

Tiolier, engraver general at the French Mint from

1816 to 1843.)

On liehalf of the United States Government,

Richard Rush was appointed to receive the Smithson

bequest and he made the necessary arrangements for

transforming the estate into hard mone\', which

amounted to 104,960 gold so\'ereigns, 8 shillings, and

6 pence. ^ Rush reported its safe arrival in New York

on .August 29, 1838/ and deposited the gold at the

Mint for recoining into United States mone\'; it

totaled S508,318.46.-'

No official attempt was made to preserve examples

of the James Smithson gold transfer as historical

mementos. Gertain historical and numismatic facts,

howexer, contribute to the conclusion that at least

two of the so\-ereigns (fig. 2) deposited by Richard

Rush were probably saved from the melting pot and

are now preserved in the national numismatic collec-

tions (see Appendix I).

' For data about the transfer, see Willi.^m Jones Riiels, The

Smithsonian Institution: Documents Relative to its Origin and Hislnrv.

/835-J899, vol. 1., Washington 1901, pp. 7ff.

> Ibid., p. 100, Richard Rush to John Forsyth. This large

quantity of gold was packed in 10.') bags, each bag containing

1000 sovereigns with the exception of one bag which contained

only 960 sovereigns plus the 8 shillings and 6 pence wrapped in

paper. Tlic bags were placed in 1 1 boxes—ten of them con-

tained 10,(W0 sovereigns each, while the eleventh box was used

for the remaining 5 bags—and shipj^cd on board the Mediator.

' Ibid., pp. 101-102. On September 4, 1838, .Secretary of the

Treasury Levi Woodbury requested that $.')(),000 be coined in

gold immediately: see National Archives, Records of the

LInited States Mint at Philadelphia, General Correspondence

and other orders concerning the Smithson legacy, on .Sep-

tember .5, and November .''), 1838.



Because the roots of the Smithsonian Institution's

numismatic collections reach back to the beginnina;

of cultural acti\ity and museum life in the District

of Columijia, a summary of these origins is in order.

As early as 1816 "The Columbian Institute for the

Promotion of Arts and Sciences" was active in

Washington and on May 20, 1818, it was granted a

charter from Congress. During the two decades of

its existence, its interests often .seemed directed toward

Fig. 2.

—

British Sovereign, 1838, fror

original Smithsonian deposit.

the

natural histor>- and especially mineralogy and botany,

but its endeavors were actually quite general in

scope. .•\n interesting numismatic sidelight on the

Institute is that among its founders was Thomas
Law (1756-1834). He came from a prominent English

family and, after a distinguished career in India,

moved to the United States in 1793 where he soon

became one of the most active citizens of Washington.

He was keenly interested in economics and was an

ardent proponent of a national paper currency.

Whenever there was occasion— in publications, at

public meetings, and particularly at meetings of the

Columl)ian Institute—he expounded his ideas for a

"uniform, permanently secure currency," describing

the advantages of the system he championed. The
president and directors of the Columbian Institute

ordered the publication of one of his addresses, showing

the interest they were taking in Law's proposals and

extolling his preoccupations which were so akin to

the modern concept of numismatics.

It can be assumed that the Columbian Institute's

small numismatic collection was kept in the Intitute's

cabinet. (.Additional information is pre.sentec' in

Appendix II.} Insofar as is known, the pui)lic was

ne\er in\itcd to \iew the displays. \\'hen the charter

for the Columbian Institute expired in 1838, associ-

ates "were invited to become members of the Na-

tional Institution, antl to deposit in its cabinet their

effects, books, and papers." ''

The National Institution for the Promotion of

Science, or the Xational Institute as it was later

called, was organized on May 15, 1840, under the

leac'ership of Joel Roljcrts Poinsett of .South Carolina,

Secretary ol \\ ,ir under President Martin \'an Buren.

Its purpose was to establish a national museum with

tl'.e idea that, later, it would be entrusted with the

administration of Smithson's bequest.

The distinction of being first to offer public ex-

hi!)its featuring numismatic objects, however, goes to

John V'arden, an enterprising private citizen of

Washington, D.C. He opened a small museum ad-

joining his 5th Street home, in 1836, with displays

consisting of some 500 "curiousities," and he kept a

record of the museum's numismatic collections. In

December 1839 \'arden made arrangements for a

larger museum in the Masonic Hall at 4\i and D
Streets. In 1840 the "Washington Museum" or

"Washington City Museum" was \isited by repre-

sentatives of the Xational Institute who came to

examine the exhii)itions and negotiate concerning

their acquisition. .An agreement was apparently

reached since \'arden sold his collections to the

Institute for SI, 500 in June 1840. The curator of the

.Xational Institute, Dr. Henry King, had the entire

in\entory of \"arden's museum installed in the X'a-

tional Gallery Hall at the L'nited States Patent

Office. X'arden accompanied the collections as an

"assistant, who is also a good mechanic and ar-

ranger ... at SI. 50 per day." " A brief account of

the records from \'arden's museum and excerpts of

clata of numismatic interest are given in Appendix III.

Thus, the National Institute took over the collections

assembled b\' the Columbian Institute and by John

\'arden. For four \ears following its organization in

1840, the Xational Institute was exceedingly acti\e

and prosperous. In rooms made available at the Patent

Office Building (fig. 3) it gathered, under the name of

the "Xational Cabinet of Curiosities,'" a nucleus for a

national museum.
.-\ report of the Committee of the Xational Institute

dated Januar\ 1, 1842, indicates numismatic lioldings

'' BuUelin oj the Proceedings oj the .Xational Institution for the

Promotion oJ Science, Washington, 1841, vol. 1, p. 94; G. Brown
GooDK, "The Genesis of the National Museum," p. 274 in

Report oj the U.S. .Vational .Museum . . . 1891 (Washington.

1892). In fact, the history of some of the objects in the National

Museum may be traced back to the cabinet of the Columbian
Institute.

' Ibid., p. 349.
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Fig. 3.—A View of the Patent Office Building, Washington, D.C. (from Gleason's Pictorial

Drawing-Room Companion. 1853).

that e\cn includccl 500 phister c\isting.s of meclals diicl

seals.'* The cxhiljits featurecl a scattering of numis-

matic material, hut no particular area was c'e\"otcci to

a general numismatic displax . 1 he Institute helped

to create a pulilic t)pinion fa\orahle to the establish-

ir.ent of a natioiKtl museum as an idea worth\- of con-

sideration 1)\' the L'nited .States (Jovernment. It lailecl,

howe\er, to secure puMic recognition, ancl it lost

impetus after the .Smithsonian Institution was estal)-

lished. The transfer of its collections to the Smith-

.sonian commenced in 18.58 liut was not completed

until 1883.

\\ e ha\e rather detailed information .iliout the

scope of the Institute's numismatic collections and the

\arious accretions ol coins, paper currencies, and

medals, as well as numismatic puhlieations. This in-

formation may be found in the four Hulletms published

by the National Institute from 1841 to 184t). These

\olumes record donations of more than 2,800 nu-

mismatic items recei\ed Ironi about se\ent\ donors

(Appendix IV A).

'Ibid., p. 347.

The exhibits arranged by the National Institute

featurecl a scattering of numismatic material. .\o

particular area was de\oted to a general displa\ of

coins or paper monew the entire museum being set

up m.iinh in the style of a cabinet of curiosities.

X'aluable information about some of the numismatic

displa\s around 1852 ma\ L)e found in a manuscript

catalog pre|)ared b\ John \'arden and preser\ed in

the Smithsonian Archives (Appendix I\' B).

.\ more comprehensive account, at least in some

respects, is given in a guidebook to the National

Institute publishecl in 1855 b\ .\lfred Hunter, listing

nuniisin.ttic items on view in the "large and mag-

nificent hall" (fig. 4) (.\])pcndix I\" C).

On .August 10, 1846, an .'\ct of Congress estal)lislnng

the Smithsonian Institution was signed bv President

Polk, and on .May 1, 1847, the cornerstone of its first

building was laid on the Mall. In the earlv vears of

its existeiue and before an\' numismatic collections

were as.semiiled at the Institution, a Smithsonian

project was conceived that inchcates the expanding

interest in coins and med.ds during the first hall ol

the 19th centurv, C:harles Coffin Jevvett, wideK

P.APER 31 : HISTORY OF THK N.\TIONAL NUMISMATIC COLLECTIONS



known pioneer of the American liljrary movement

and Assistant Secretary and Librarian of the Smith-

sonian, projjosecl. to asseml>lc a detailed account of all

public libraries in the United. States. Aware thai

libraries are frequently the repositories of collections

of coins and meclals, Jewett, in his circular to these

libraries, asked if thes had an\ collection of medals

or coins, ancl "If so, please to state the number of

articles of each c'escription." '•* The results of his

efforts, incorporating information received through

1850, were published in a 207-page report printe(l in

1851. It shows that 40 libraries in 14 difTerent states

had collections totaling about 10,000 coins and 1,000

medals. Because of their importance for the histor\-

of numismatics in the I'nitec' States, all data on

coins and medals contained in the Jewett report .ire

presented in Appendix V.

After Jewell's departure from the Smithsonian in

1855, the Secretary, Joseph Henry, tried to continue

his project. In a letter dated December 24, 1858, he

asked the L'nited States Mint for an account of their

numismatic library and collections to be used in a

Smithsonian book on United Slates public libraries. '°

The reply on December 29, 1858, forwarding a listing

of their books, mentions previous correspondence in

.November 1857 on Ihe same subject. Unfortunately,

Joseph Henry never published the wealth of detailed

information assembled for this project.

In addition to the accession lists, several papers

published during the period 1860-1880 in the

Smithsonian's Annual Reports are of special numis-

matic interest (see Appendi.x VI). The accessions

mention a scattering of foreign coins, paper currencies,

and some medals. A set of Japanese gold and silver

coins was presented by Japan's Minister Extraor-

dinary and Plenipotentiary (1870-1872), the Honor-

able .\rinori Mori." to mention a characteristic

example of the donations received. Also, as a result

of general requests for library materials, some publica-

tions were added, such as British Museum catalogues

on ancient CJreek coins '' and some numismatic

|5eriodicals.

GROWTH OF THE COLLECTIONS, 1880-1923

The period after 1880 marked a turning point for

numismatic endeavors at the .Smithsonian. This era

was introduced by two equally important events:

the centennial exposition of 1876 in Philadelphia,

which left such an enormous quantity of material in

the custody of the Smithsonian Institution that a new-

structure (the United States National Museum, now
the .'\rts and Industries Building) had to be erected;

and the appointment of George Brown Goode as

•Assistant Secretary in charge of this Museum. .\Ian\

of the guiding principles expressed by Goode in the

1880s were not realized in numismatics until 1961

when the first series of modernized monetary-history

exhibits was set up.'^

Goode was a collector of coins and medals. As a

result, he understood the peculiar character of the

study of numismatics and recognized the problems

it posed as a museum discipline. In some instances, the

exhibit methods suggested by Goode were dictated

lj\- his overriding idea of their educational and in-

structive scope, to such an extent that they may well

ha\e appeared impractical. In 1881 he suggested

that "a collection of the standard works on numis-

matics shown in a case adjoining a collection of

coins, would have a decided educational value,

giving the public information which they would

otherwise have to seek from curators." ''' Another of

Goode's ideas on the presentation of immismatic ex-

" Charles C. Jkwktt, ".\ppcndix to the Report of the Bo,ird

of Regents of the Smithsoni.Tn Institution, Containing a Report
on the Public Libraries of the United States of .America, Jan-
uary 1, I8.')0," in Fourth Annual Report of Regents of Ihe Smith-
sonian . . Wiishington, 18,50, p. "i, note.

'0 National .\rchivcs, Records of the United States Mint at

Philadelphia, Correspondence.
" Annual Report of the Board of Regents oj the Smithsonian In-

stitution, Showing the Operations, Expenditures, and Condition oj the

Institution for the Tear 1872 [hereinafter cited as SI Report], p. 59.

For other accessions during the period 1860-1880, see the An-

nual Reports for: I860, pp. 79. 8:5; J86-f, p. 88; 1869, p. 54;

1870, p. 49; 1872, pp. 57, 39; 1874, p. 56; 1875, pp. 76f.;

1876, p. 89; 1877, p. 102; 1878. p. 100; 1879, pp. 94. 98; 1880.

pp. 19f, 65f, 111.

'Ibid., 1877, p. 28.

" G. Brown Goode, Museum History and Museums of History,

New York, 1889, pp. 262-263.
H.S7 Report, 1881, p. 87. •
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South Hall in Tin; Miseom of the LInitcd States Patent Office. (From United Stales

Magazine, 1856).

hibits may lie Rlcnned from Professor S. I". Baird in

h's S.;cretary's report in the Smithsonian's Atiinial

Report for 1886: "It is intcncled to arrange a series

of the coins in countries, showing with them also

paper currency and postage stamps, gi\'ing, as far as

possil)le, the history of each coinage." ''^ This casual

comment again demonstrates CJoode's enlightened

direction and independent mind. ()nl\ in its most

p, iu.'S/ Rr/mrl. 1 »(!(., P.iit I

I'.XPER 31 : HISTORY OF THE N.\TIONAL NUMISMATIC COLLECTIONS

recent exhibits, houe\cr, has the National Museum
succeeded in breaking away from the traditional

metalistic approach in nuinisinatics.

Fossiliiy it was because of Goode's concern with

numismatics and his understanding ol the peculiar

character of the science that in the beginning numis-

matics was considered as a se]iarate entit\ . Tlie

National Museum's Re/ioti for IfUid lists '"coins and

medals" as a separate group .imomiting to 1,05.5

7



Fig. 5.

—

^Japanese Gold Pieces from the President Cirant collection on exhibit in the Smith-

sonian's Monetary History Hall, 1961.
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items.'* Shortly, however, the separate count was dis-

continued and not for man\" decades was numismatics

again recognized as a separate division.

In 1893 the entire numismatic collection was with-

drawn from display and stored after being crowded

out by the expanding natural history collections. At

this time an attempt was made to assemble a general

collection of currencies of the world, and numismatic

acquisitions were both nimierous and \aried. Some

major additions to the Museum's numismatic holdings

indicate the general growth trend of the collections.

One of the most outstanding groups of coins received

was a collection of rare Japanese gold and siKer

pieces (fig. 5) which came to the Museum in No\'em-

ber 1886 together with other relics once owned by

("ieneral Ulysses S. Grant. Details of this collection

are given in Appendix \'II.

Another major accession was a collection of Far

Eastern coins bequeathed to the Smithsonian b\'

George Bunker Glo\'er. Received in 1897, this collec-

tion of 2,025 Chinese, Annamese, Siamese, Japanese,

and Korean coins, amulets, and paper money was

considered at the time to l)e the most perfect of its

kind.'' (At the same time, Paul Beckwith, who was

versed in numismatics, was appointed as an aide.)

The Glo\er collection formed the basis for Sir James

Haldane Stewart Lockhart's three-\olunie study The

Ciineru'v of the Farther Enst from Earliest Times up to the

Present Day (Hong Kong, 1897-1898). During this

period the Smithsonian obtained a \-ariety of United

States and foreign coins, paper currencies, and medals.

Much significant numismatic material with associa-

tion value was also added to the collections. Included

are 16 gold and two silver medals awarded to Rear

Admiral Robert E. Perry in recognition of his achieve-

ments in Arctic exploration and the group of six

gold and 13 siher medals conferred on Commodore
Matthew Fontaine Maury by foreign go\ernments in

recognition of his services to science and navigation.

The efforts made in the 1880s toward buildmg an

adequate numismatic liijrar\' were not consciously

continued. (For further information about tlie lil)rar\

and Smithsonian publications with numismatic con-

notations see Appenchx \'\.) The problem of exhibit

space was partialK soKcd b\ the introchiction ot u|j-

right cases, liut still onl\ .i Iraction ot the iumiism,itic

Fig. 6.— Fheodore T. Belote (1881-1953),

curator of the Division of History, Smithsonian

Institution, 1908-1950 (photo courtesy Mrs. 'F.

Belote).

collection could be exhibited and most of it remained

in storage. Tlie lack of space for munismatic disphus

continued generally unchanged until 1914. Room was

mac'e, however, for showing some 300 Polish coins

dating from the late 14th to the mid 19th century

which were presented liy the Polish National .Mliance.

Fhis display was arranged in I'H'i b\' Theodore T.

I-iehne (fig. 6), who had been appointed assistant

cur.itor in tlic Division of Flistorv in 1909.'^ His ap-

''' h'r/n/tf of Ihr Vniti'd Statt's .\atinnal Miniurn umt'i till' Dirt'chim

oj Ihe SmUhsoman In^titulmn [licroinaftcr cited as IKSW'M Rrpoit],

189:i, p. ILM.

''SI Report, 1897, p. 1.^; f/.S'.\.\/ Rrfml. 1«')7, p 7i; I /„•

.Vumismalisl, vol. 11, 1898, pp. 77f.

1^ Born in 1881, Oil the Eastern Sliorc of Virginia, Theodore

T. Belote studied at the University of Richmond and did gradu-

ate work at Harvard where he took his master's degree. He

studied also at the Universities of Berlin and Leipzig and

taught history at the University of Cincinnati before coming to

the Smithsonian in l')08. ,\fter 42 years of service with the

National Museum, he retired in IW:. He died on December 1,

l'),")3, in Washington. D.C. Following is a short bibliography of

Belote's numismatic papers which apply specifically to the

n.itional collection: "The Numismatic Group of the National

Historical Collection," in The Numismalisl (I9'2.'i), vol. :iH, pp.

'V54-539; "Medals of .\ward in the Historical Collection of the

United .States National Museum," op. cit. (1927). veil. HI,

pp. 722-728; "Foreign Medals of .\ward in the Historical

C:ollections ol the United States National Museum," op. cit

( I'l2f|), vol. 42, pp. 123-126: "Hard Money in .Ancient 'Fimes,"

//),• World li Yours (Feb. 19, 1940), vol. 1, no. 20, published by

Columbia University Press in connection with the Smithsonian

Institution Radio Program, 14 pp.
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poinlmcnt pro\idccl a fresli opportunity lor the clc\cl-

opmcnt of numismatic collections in the Smithsonian,

for Belote had particular inclinations toward this

discipline. Also, in the years from 1910 to 1914, with

the addition of a new museum building for natural

history, space was gradually released in the Arts and

Industries Building and the numismatic exhibit area

was expanded. By 1914 Belote had finished selecting,

classifying, cleaning, and labeling coins and medals

for the display.

During World War I and in the early postwar years,

the numismatic acquisitions were heas'ily weighted

toward medals and decorations. Most noteworthy was

the addition in 1918 of 1,200 medallic Lincolniana

which had been as.sembied by Roljert Hewitt.'^ This

group included medals, coins, tokens, and Ijadges re-

lating to almost every notable e\ent of Lincoln's

career. While most of the material was of pureK

historical and niunismatic interest, man\- pieces were

of artistic merit as well, particularK' those struck in

connnemoration of the Lincoln Centennial in 1909

(figs. 7-8). In 1919 the Muscinn started a collection

of World ^Var I awards, decorations, commemorati\e

medals, German satirical issues, and emergenc\ cur-

rencies which was systematically assembled over a

period of several years.^" In 1920, for instance, an

attempt was made to gather a coinplete collection of

LibertN' Loan posters.

The most important event of this period was the

transfer of the Mint collection from Philadelphia to

the Smithsonian. The curator of the Mint collection,

Dr. r. Louis Comparette, died suddenh' in July 1922.

\\ hen the Mints were closed to the visiting public that

year, ijecause of a robbery at the Den\cr Mint, the

Secretary of the Treasury, Andrew W. Mellon, was

prompted to suggest the transfer of the Philadelphia

Mint's numismatic collection to Washington in a letter

to Charles D. ^Valcott, Secretary of the Smitlisonian,

on February 8, 1 923

:

It has recently been deemed advisable in the

interest of safety to close the United States Mints

to visitors. .As you arc aware, there is a large numis-

matic collection in the Mint at Philadelphia. Since

the Mint is to be permanently closed to visitors the

inspection of the collection by the public is no longer

possible. There is an important and very beautiful

selection of coins, tokens and medals, perhaps the

largest and most complete numismalic collection

10,00,

" USAM Report, 1918, p. 27; S/ Report, 1911!, p. 30.
2» USNM Report, 1919. p. 65; 1920, p. 25; 1921, p 1:55: 1922,

p. 12.'5. SI Report, 1919, pp. 27, .30; 1920, pp. -11, 132.

Fig. 7.

—

Lincoln Portr.mt by \'ictor D. Brenner,

1909. Preliminary model for coin design.

owned by the Government. The logical place for

this collection would seem to be in the National

Museum in Washington, and I am writing to ask if

you would consider it feasible to have the collection

transferred there. In case you consider the under-

taking favorably may I suggest that you designate

a representative of the National Museum to inspect

the collection in order that you may be advised as

to its scope and importance, and as to other details

involved in the proposed transfer.

1 he Curator of the Mint at Philadelphia died

several months ago, but we have made no special

cflTort to fill the position for the reason that the

removal of the collection to Washington has been

lenlatively considered for some time.

The collection is under the jurisdiction of the

Director of the Mint, and I shall be glad to instruct

that officer to place before you all available infor-

mation in regard to it. I am enclosing a Catalogue

of the coins, tokens and medals which may be of

interest to you in considering the proposed transfer

of the collection from the Mint to the National

Museum.

I'ormal acceptance by the Secretary of the Smith-

sonian Institution followed on February 19, 1923,

and on February 28, Belote was authorized to inspect

the collection at the Mint in preparation for its

packing and transportation. Afterward, Belote re-

10 BULLETIN 2 29: CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE MUSEUM OF HISTORY .VNU TECHNOLOGY



Fig. 8.

—

Lincoln ^[EDAL by Jvilcs Edouard

Roinc. 1909.

iiiiirkecl: "I roiincJ that the si/'c and iiiiportanci' ul the

collection has lieen \er\- niateriali\- increasecl siiue

m\ last \ isit to the Mint in Phiiaclel[5hia and that tlie

.icce]3tancc ol' tliis collection will place the .Nation-

al Museum in the liont rank of the museums ol

the workl so far as the science of nimiismatics is

concerned."" "'

In 1923 the United States Mint collcctit)n was trans-

ferred from Philadelphia (fi£;s. 9-11) to the Smith-

sonian Institution. This numeric.tlK extensi\e collec-

tion not onK- increased the holdiu'^s ol the national

cabinet, hut, throutjh the historical connotations ol

many of its pieces, also auu;mented the importance ol

this cabinet, (for the liistorv of the Mint c(illeetion

and the details and documents coneernm'.; the

transfer see Appendix \''III.)

.\ total of 18,291 specimens were included in the

transfer, increasine; the holdinsjs of the national

nunnsm.Uic collections from 21,523 to 39,)! 14 items.

In addition to the numismatic material, the Mint

transferred (il4 numismatic books selected by Belote

from the specialized hbrar\ .it the Phil.idelphia Mint

in December 1924.

As a result ol the decision b\ (Ihief ('oiner .\dam

Eckfeldt (fi;;. 12) and Mint .\ss,iver William E.

Du Bois (fit;. 13) to retain the finest numismatic

examples that were struck or appeared in deposit

for recoina^e, the Mint collection is rich in rare

specimens. Foremost amon^ these are early issues

(fi,a;s. 14—15), early patterns (fi,2;s. 16-19), early gold

proofs (figs. 20-24), great rarities in the gold series

(figs. 25-29), historically imjjcjrtant specimens (figs.

30-36), as well as rarities in the later pattern series

(figs. 37-48). Tlie Mmt"s rt-tention polie\' included

also the historic. ilK important private gold issues

(figs. 49-56), as well as rare loreign strikings (figs.

57-60), medals (figs. 61-62), plaquettes (figs. 63-64),

and decorations (figs. 65-66).

Despite these etTorts, the United States coins series

is not complete. "A cursory examination ol the

contents of the collection will re\eal its exceedingK

lragnientar\ conditKin,"" noted T. L. Clomparette,

curator of the Mint, in his "Cataloguer's Note"' to the

Mint catalogue.'"' There are \er>' lew branch mint

issues and, e\en ainoni; the Philadelplua Mint

coinages, regular strikings are often missing while

man\ of the proof coins are present. To augment the

holdings, there ha\e been frec)uent purchases of an-

cient, medieval, and foreign coins as well as United

St.ites coins. A 1914 listing of 4()9 L'nited States

medals in the collection showed that, while the

uroup \vas incomplete, ollieial medals were well

represented.

.\nother important contribution from the L'nited

States Treasury was several engraved steel plates

used bv the Confederate States government for the

issuance of paper currencies in 1861. These plates

for 5-, 10-, 20-, 50-, and 100-dollar notes were seized

bv Major General B. V. Butler at New Orleans in

.April 1862 and sent to the Secretarv' of the Treasurv

(fig. 67).--^

-' For tlic importance of thf collrrtion, sec US.\'.\t Report,

l')L':5, pp. 126f.

--Catalogue of Coiiu, l o/.ens, and Medals in the .Xumnmatie

Colleclionot the Mint of the United Slates . . ., I'll4cd., p ()7-'..

=3 USNM Report, 1926, p. li:!.
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS, 1923-1948

No special curator of numismatics was appointed

after the transfer in 1923 of the Mint collection to the

Smithsonian, and Theodore T. Belote, curator of the

Division of History, remained in charge of the collec-

tions until 1948. They continued to increase—mainh'

through donations—from 40,285 pieces in 1924 to

45,802 in 1933, and by 1948 to 54,175 pieces.

Curator Belote noticed during the Depression the

development of various forms of scrip and initiated

an intense correspondence in an attempt to secure

for the national collections examples of \arious local

emergency issues. In many instances the response was

prompt and it was thus possible to assemble 2bfj

specimens issued from 1931 to 1933 by banks, business

firms, municipalities, and other organizations in the

United States.

.Among the more important additions of medallic

material received during the 25-year period 1923-1948

was a collection of nearly 300 medals and plaqucttes

assembled by the eminent American author and

diplomat Brand Whitlock. Also during this period the

American Numismatic Association loan collection

was installed at the Smithsonian.

In the early twenties Moritz VVormser (fig. 68) con-

ceived and promoted the idea of a display at the Smith-

sonian to be sponsored by the American Numismatic

Association, of which he was president (1921-1926).

The idea originated at the A.N.A. national convention

in 1 922 when Wormser delivered an address aiming

to set forth the historical \alue and importance of

numismatics. He made an impassioned plea for the

recognition and de\elopment of numismatics through

governmental support of the national collections and

through the inclusion of the study of numismatics in

university education. His well-documented address, a

product of thorough study of the situation in foreign

countries, was widely circulated as a special Ifj-page

pamphlet. Wormser sent the pamphlet with a personal

letter to, among others, .A. Howard Clark, secretary

of the .\merican Historical Association and for many
vears a ranking official of the Smithsonian Institution,

and Theodore T. Belote. A close and rewarding co-

Fig. 9.

—

View of the Numismatic Display at the United .States Mint in Philadelphia, 1885.

(From A. M. Smith, Visitor's Guide and History of the United States Mint, 1885).
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Fig. 10.

—

Numismatic Room in the new Mint Ijuildinp; in Pliiladclpliia, 1902 (from Annua!

R,fnrt of the Diratnr nf Ihe Mint, 1902).

operation soon clcvcloped Ijetwcuii Wormser and

Bclote. In retrospect it is clear that one central idea

i^uided Wormser in all his actions—to increase the

size and importance of the national numismatic hold-

inG;s through joint cH'orts until it would rank with sucli

threat representati\e collections as those in London.

Paris, and Berlin. He considered this as a mission ol

the American Ximiismatic Association, derixing irom

its national character and in accord with the purpose

of its federal incor|3oration.

At the association's annual con\ention in 1925, a

resolution was passed authoriziiit; the president to

appoint three persons—preferably residents of the

Washington, D.Cl., area—as the "A.N. A. Smithsonian

C'onimittee" which would cooperate with the Insti-

tution on numismatic problems. The same resolution

considered the establishment, through this committee,

of a numismatic collection to be placed on loan

exhibition at the Smithsonian. In 1927 an .\.N.A.

collection was started by means of a fund donated by

Robert P. King of Erie, Pennsyhania. It was exhibited

at the Smithsonian in 1928. Throughout the depres-

sion and until his death in 1940, Wormser continued

to work at building up this loan collection. Since then

it has continued to grow under the sponsorship of the

a.ssociation. At this writing plans are under way for

the establishment of A.N.A. headquarters in Colorado

Springs, Colorado. When this headquarters is es-

tablished the entire .^.N.A. collection will be trans-

ferred from the Smithsonian to that location.

A major change took place in the Smithsonian

numismatic collection in 1931 when it was mo\ed

from its poorly lighted quarters (fig. 129) to a smaller

biU much brighter area of the Arts and Industries

Building (fig. 130) where it remained until its transfer

to the Museum of History and Technolog>-.
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RECENT HISTORY, 1948-1966

With the help of the continued interest shown by

numismatic circles and particularly by the American

\umismatic Association, the Division of Numismatics

was formally established and Stuart Mosher (fig. 69),

editor of The Numismatist, was appointed on August 27,

1948, acting curator of the Division. He held this

post until his death in February 1956.'^

The collections, which consisted of 54,175 specimens

in 1948, had increased by 1956 to 64,522. This

growth includes the famous Paul A. Straub (fig. 70)

collection consisting of 1,793 gold and 3,855 silver

coins. -^ In addition, Straub continued over the years

to contribute to the national numismatic collections.

The entire donation finally totaled 1,860 gold and

3,886 silver coins. (For details of the transaction see

Appendix IX.)

The importance of this addition to the numismatic

collections is of much more significance than simple

numbers could tell. This collection was built up with

discriminating taste and Specialized knowledge over

many years, in part with deliberate design to fill a

very obvious gap in the Smithsonian's holdings. It

co\ers the period from the 14th to the 20th centuries,

ignoring minor \arieties and insisting on a general

representation of different types and particularly of

the larger multiple units in a;old (figs. 71-73) and

silvei- (fig. 74).

During this period there were many other note-

worthy donations such as a gift from the McCormick-

Goodhart collection of 118 medals commemorating

the 1739-1741 victories of Admiral Edward Vernon

-* Born in Canada, Mr. Mosher settled in Buflalo, New York,

in 1926, and became associate in numismatics at the Buffalo

Museum of Science, While there he wrote his popular book,

The Slorx of Money as Told bv llir Knox ColUctwn (Buffalo. N,Y..

1936). He left Buffalo in 193") for New York City where he was
associated with Waytc Raymond and helped to edit The Coin

Collector's Journal. He also was joint author with VVayte Raymond
of Coins oj the World; the Standard Catalogue oj Tuenlieth Centw\

Issues (New York, 1938). In addition, he joined the staff of the

New Netherlands Coin Conipanv. In January 194,'> he became
editor of The Numismatist, .\moni; his publications is the very

useful papei "Coin Mottoes and Their Translations" which
appeared in The .Vumismatist in 194i! and as a reprint. He died

on February 20, 1956. For his obituary sec The .Vumismatist,

1956, p. 275.

^ US.XM Report, 1949, p. 75 indicates 1,808 and 3,844 re-

spectively as total numbers; a recount established instead the

numbers given abo\e Sec also, SI Report, 1949, p. 21,

(fig. 75),-'' the seal press (figs. 76-77) and tools used

by Edward Stabler,-" the well-known Maryland die-

sinker and steel engraver, and 43 medals and decora-

tions "' awarded to Dr. William Crawford Gorgas

(1854-1920) for his work as sanitation engineer with

the Panama Canal Commission.

From February through September 1956 Mr.

Mendel Peterson served as acting curator of the

Division until the appointment in October of that

year of the present curator. In 1957 followed the

appointment of Mrs Elvira Clain-Stefanelli, first as

assistant curator and in 1959 as associate curator.

New horizons were opened for the development of

the national numismatic collections with the planning

for an expanded exhibit program in the new Museum
of History and Technology.

The broadening of the concept of numismatics

along modern scientific lines and the departure from

antiquated trends of thought dominated by metalism

are worthy of note. Careful consideration was given

to all changes of money economy from simple barter

to deposit currency, which in complex modern

financial transactions often replaces hard cash.

The exhibits built in accordance with these new

concepts were opened in March 1961 in the Arts

and Industries Building and after the completion

of the Museum of History and Technology in

1964 were installed in October of that year in the

Hall of Monetary History and Medallic Art. The
staff of the Division of Numismatics had moved to

the new location in March 1964. By that time it had

been augmented by the addition of Mr. Charles D.

Wilkinson, Mr. Carl H. faeschke, and Mr. R. LeGette

Burris. Mrs. Cora L. Gillilland joined the staff in

1965.

There was a rapid increase in the holdings of the

Division. From 32 accessions comprising 233 speci-

mens in 1957, the accessions rose to 249 in 1966,

while the total holdings climbed from 64,755 in

1957 to 199,747. It is impossible, however, to evaluate

contributions to the national collections on the basis

of imnibers or quantities of the donations. In some

=' US.X.M Report, 1951, p. 55.

" US.\.M Report, 1951, p. 55; 5/ Report, 1951, p. 20.

" US.\M Report, 1955, p.\l;SI Report, 1955, p. 23,
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Pig. 1 1
.

—

Floor Plan of the numismatic exhibit at the Mint arranged by

T. D. Comparette (from (juulc In the Xumnmatic Colleclion of the Mint. 1913).

cases the gift of a sintjie specimen will exceed in

significance another contribution of thousands of

items, because historical importance— not intrinsic

\alue— is the primary consideration. Thus an heirloom

from the Theodore Roose\'elt family (fig. 8(S)-^ or

from Mr. Kent Packard, a descendant of the noted

engraver Christian Gobrecht, arouses special interest

(figs. 94—97). A group of original sketches, designs on

mica, and models prepared for the 183t)-1838 coinage

in- Christian Gobrecht (figs. 79-82), as well as

additional materials illustratixe of the work of mint

engra\-ers William Kneass, J. B. Longacre, George T.

Morgan (fig. 84), and William Barber are invalunhli-

research materials for the study of die-sinking tech-

niques in the United States since the early lytii

century. Among important die trials is the 183()

ob\erse design by Gobrecht of a half dollar struck

on an octagonal planchet (fig. 78). Two other unique

documents worth\- of note are the original dies

prepared in 1861 by Robert Lovett, Jr., in Philadel-

phia, for the proposed striking b\- the Confcderacv

of a copper cent (fig. 85),'° and the only survi\ing

complete set of six Confederate "chemicograph"

currenc\' ]3lates manulactured by S. Straker and Sons

in London.

r'.S'.V.U Rflml, p. c.

'" US.XM Rfjmrt. 19f>L', p. 46; sec also, John J. Ford. "The

Confederate Clent," The Cutn Collector's Jaurnal ( I9ril ), pp. ')-14.
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Fig. 12.

—

Adam Eckfeldt (1769-1852), chief coiner

of the United States Mint.

The L'nited States paper money collection has been

considerably increased through numerous donations

of Colonial notes—including some uncut sheets

—

obsolete state bank notes, a large and authoritative

collection of Confederate notes, and Raphael P.

Thian"s album entitled "The Currency of the Con-

federate States. . .
." '' Noteworthy is a copper plate

dated September 26, 1778, used in' the British in

New York for counterfeiting 40-dollar Colonial notes

(fig. 87).'^ Various phases of the history of United

States paper money are illuminated by a few selected

examples: two exceedingly rare "seal-skin" notes cir-

culated in Alaska in 1816 by the Russo-American

Company (fig. 88), a scrip for 6,'4 cents issued by

Gadsby's National Hotel in Washington in 1837

(fig. 89), a unique Sub-Treasury interest-bearing

certificate of deposit for the amount of SI 0,000 issued

in 1862 (fig. 90), and a United States 100-dollar gold

certificate, 1877 (fig. 91).^' The specimen printing of

a 100,000-dollar gold certificate (fig. 92) is one from

a large group of such printings of United States cur-

rency notes transferred by the Bureau of Engraving

and Printing.

The remarkable growth in the medals section of the

" USA.Vt Rrport, 1963, p. 41 ; .S7 Repml, 1963, p. 37.

'' Cf. Eric P. Newman, "Counterfeit Continental Currency
Goes to War," 7/«-,V«mi.rma/u/( 19,57), vol. 70, pp. .") G, 137-147;

and by the same author, "The Successful British Counterfeiting

of .\inerican Paper Money During the .Xmcrican Kcvolulion,"

Th- lititiih Xumismalic Journal {\9bn), vol. 29, pp. 174-187.
" VSNM Report, 1961, p. 53.

national collection reflects the recently increased in-

terest in this field in the United States. Indicative of

this growth are additions such as early Washington

portrait medals, a hitherto unknown variety of an

1843 Indian peace medal in pewter distributed by a

Missom-i fur-trading company (fig. 93), a gift from

Harvey G. Stack, ^^ a group of early American medals

depicting notable statesmen (figs. 94—97), and a

imique gold John Paul Jones plaquette executed in

1906 by Victor D. Brenner, received from Mr. and

Mrs. Isadore Snyderman.^'

Particular importance attaches to authoritative spe-

cialized collections such as the Polish coins assembled

by Andrew Zabriskie (fig. 107),'^ the Canadian and

Newfoundland coinages received from the Honorable

and Mrs. R. H. Norweb (fig. 119),^" the \ast paper

monc\' series issued within the ."Xustrian Empire (fig.

121) coming from Mr. and Mrs. Mortimer Neinken,

and especially Willis H. du Pont's famous Grand Duke

Georgii Mikhailovich collection of Russian coins and

medals (figs. 109-118, 124-125). ^'^ This Russian group

is exceeded in extent and importance only by the

holdings of the Hermitage Museum.

" USNM Report, 1963, p. 40; SI Report, 1963, p. 37.

3"' US.Wi Report, 1963, p. 41 ; SI Report, 1963, p. 37.

'^ USNM Report, 1962, p. 46; 5/ Report, 1962, p. 2t

.

" ra.V.U Report, 1960, p. 41 ; 1963, pp. 40-41; SI Report,

1960, p. 18; 1963, p. 37.

3' US.HM Report, 1960, p. 41 ; 1961, p. .')2; 1962, p. 46; 1963,

p. 41; 1964, p. 52; 1965, p. 133; SI Report, 1960, pp. 17-18;

1961. p. 29; 1962, p. 20; 1963, p. 37; 1964, p. 31; 1965, p. 133.
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Often lar[;e collections of a more c;enci"al character

have contributed considerably to the growth of the

national coin cabinet. Such was the case with Mrs.

Catherine Bullowa's donation of more than 21,000

items,'" the 20th-century coins of the world of

Mrs. VVavte Raymond « and Mrs. F. C:. C;. BoncI,"

and the Frederick Hauck asscmblase of 2,47f! gold

coins and medals (fig. 123).^-'

In no lesser measure additions of single, select items

have often enhanced the research potentialities of the

national coin cabinet. Among the ancient coins are

many highly interesting pieces such as: a C^eltic silver

stater from the Danube region (fig. 99) bearing the

name of ''Sosthenes" in Illyric characters; an early

Celtic gold 'o stater (fig. 100) showing a barbarized

design deri\'ed from a posthumous stater of Lysimachus;

an apparently unpublished small bronze coin struck

by the Macedonian city of Amphipolis (fig. 101); a

bronze coin struck in Macedon during the time of

Gordian III (,A.D. 238-244) representing two

temples of Beroia (fig. 102); a bronze medallion

struck at Bizya, Thrace, in the name of Phihppus I

(A.D. 244-249) showing a view of the city with temple

and public building (fig. 103); and a large Roman
bronze so-called contormate (A.D. 356-399) depicting

a view of the Circus Maximus in Rome (fig. 104).

Representing substantial increases in the mediexal

section are a \'ery rare bronze fo/!aro struck during the

10th century at Salerno, Italy (fig. 105) and the

highly artistic bracteate of Falkenstein illustrating

German Gothic art influences on the coinage of the

12th century (fig. 106). The 1574 necessity \ gulden

of Leyden stamped on cardboard during the Spanish

siege of that city is one of the first examples of paper

used in European currency (fig. 108).

The foreign paper holdings were \irtnall\ non-

existent but have been built up since 1956 to one of

the leading collections in the world through sub-

stantial donations by Mrs. Catherine Bullowa, the

Messrs. Stack, and especially Mr. and Mrs. Mortimer

Xcinken. The Hoscheck and Kubitschck collections

from \'ienna, Austria, of o\'er 1(10,000 notes of the

\sorld, including one of the best specializ<'d colleclioiis

of Austrian notes, form the nucleus of this secliou in the

I'll,

^ US.\'.\f Rrjiorl. 1'159. p. .W.

« f W.V.I/ Repml. \')M. p. 41: I'ir,4, p, ",;

Urporl, l')l);5, p. 37; l'll)4, p. SI : l<ll,5, p. I:i:i,

' USNM Rfpoii, ri6:-i, p. 41 ; l'i(,4, p. ~y>: I'ld"), pp \^

SI Report, l')li:i, p. :i7 ; |tlt>4, p. :il ; l'l(,^). p, li i

" IIS.NM Rrporl. I'lli.l. p, \'V2\ SI Rrfmtl, I'll,"), p, IlL'.

li!: ,S7

lii;

Fit;. l;l—Wn.LL^M EwiNO Dn Bois (1810-1881

Mint assayer.

national cabinet. A few highlights exemplify the

historical \alue of many of these items: a Swedish

note of credit, issued by the Stockholm Bank (fig. 120),

is one of the first examples of Ijank notes printed in

the western world; an extremely rare note issued by

the Italians in the comimmity of Osoppo in Lombardo-

Venetia dvu'ing tlie .Austrian siege in 1848 (fig. 121);

and another necessity note signed b>- General

Charles G. Gordon in Khartoum, Sudan, during the

siege by the Mahdi in 1884 (fig. 122).

The section of foreign medals has been built up

sxsteiuaticalK'. An interesting touch was contributed

b\ numerous additions of Russian medals of the

18th and early 19th centuries which came through the

W. H. du Pont donation (figs. 124-125), by fine

Swedish gold medals received from the F. Hauck

collection (fig. 123), and by a group of Spanish-

.'\niericnn proclamation pieces commemorating the

adxent of the last Spanish kings, presented by Mr.
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Joseph B. Stack. The contemporary art medal was

not forgotten and a fine representative group of

foreign creations (fig. 126) has been added to the

regular contributions received from the Medallic

Art Company in New York. Of historical and tech-

nical interest is an obverse die used in 1565 for the

striking of an English marriage medal of Mary,

Queen of Scotland and Henry Darnley (fig. 127).

Finally, mention should be made of steady annual

contributors such as various members of the Stack

family, Mr. Willis H. du Pont, Mr. and Mrs. Mortimer

Neinken, Mrs. Milton Holmes, and others. Through

these regular and in\'aluable additions there has been

a well-balanced increase of holdings within the

various sections of the Division of Numismatics:

coins and tokens; paper money; medallic art;

documentation of the evolution of manufacturing

techniques of coins, medals and paper currencies; and,

as the niost recent adjunct, documentation of the

history of banking.

EXHIBITS

As the previous chapters have discussed the history

and growth of the numismatic collections, this chapter

gives a general view of the development of numismatic

exhibits at the Smithsonian. Before 1860 these ex-

hibits were few and casual. W. J. Rhees mentions only

some Japanese gold and sihcr coins and some prim-

itive media of exchange on display in the west gallery

of the original Smithsonian Building." Later, in 1886,

the arrangement of the collection of medals and

moneys of the world was begun and about 2,000

specimens were placed on exhibition in the north hall

of the Arts and Industries Building, in an effort to

show the monetary standards of different nations and

to give the origin of \arious denominations.^* Also in

the exhibit was a series of bronze copies in duplicate

of all medals struck by the United States Mint.*' An
exhibit was added in 1888 illustrating the money of

Biblical times. Attention was also given to United

States bonds and currency notes and, finally, to

medals of reward and badges."

Fig. 14.

—

Twopence Piece of "Hoggc Money"
struck in the Sommer Islands (Bermuda) about

1616.

'^ William J Rhf.es, .In Account of the Smithsonian Institution,

Its Founder, Building. Operations, etc.. Prepared from the Reports oj

Prof. Henry to the Pegenis, and Other .iulhentic Sources, Washington,
1859, pp. 72-74.

" VS.\.M Report, 1887, p. 1'.'.

'' USNM Report, 1886, p. 12.

"' US.X.M Report. 1888, pp. 115f.

The exhibits illustrating the moneys of the world

apparently were well received. The National Mu-
semn's Annual Ref)ort for the year 1890 emphasized the

popular interest accorded these exhibits, evidenced

by the many valuable loan collections of ancient and

modern pieces. The report again stresses that the

collection "is not limited to metallic currency, but

includes paper currency and various substitutes for

money."' *" Additional information on the scope of

these displays of this period is provided by VV. J.

Riiees in his Visitor's Guide to the Smithsonian Institution

and U.S. .\attonal Museum in Washington, D.C., circa

1890.

Fig. 15.

—

Gold Doubloon struck 1787 by the

New York goldsmith Ephraim Brasher.

In 1891, despite the lack of display space, an exhibit

was installed illustrating Indian shell money of the

early colonial period and also showing shells used for

wampum and wampum belts. This exhibit, arranged

by Dr. R. E. C. Stearns, an associate curator, was

accompanied by an instructive pamphlet, giving a

detailed history of the manufacture and uses of shell

money. The medallic history of the United States also

was shown by means of official medals struck by

{'S.\.\J Report, 1890, p. 142.
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order of Congress, medals coninicmoratinc; local

events, and medals and tokens delineating the histor\-

of Presidential campaigns.'^

These promising beginnings came to a sudden end

in 1893, \vhen numismatic exhibits were crowded

out by the rapidly and \'igorously expanding natural

history collections. At this time the entire nimiismatic

collection was withdrawn from display and placed in

storage. After his appointment as an aide in 1897,

Paul Beckwith attempted to soKe tiic exhibit space

problem b\' introducing the "use of upright cases with

sloping diaphragms covered with oli\e-green \'elvet"
^'^

for coin display, but this was not completeK' success-

ful. Only a fraction of the mmiismatic material could

be displayed and most ol it remained in storage—

a

situation generally imchanged until 191-!—except for

occasional temporary exhibits.

Fig. 16.—P.^kTTERx Copper Cent. 179-.

A new museum structure for natural history re-

leased space in the old Arts and Industries Building

and provided fresh opportimities for the development

of exhibits. By 1914 Theodore T. Belote (appointed

in 1909 as assistant curator in the Division of History)

had completed a selection of coins and medals and

they were placed on exhibit in the northwest court

(fig. 128).^° More than 6,000 coins and medals were

installed in 27 flattop cases, 8 of which were de\'oted

to coins of the United States and its possessions, 1 1 to

European countries, and 8 to .Xsia and .\frica.

Colonial American and United States coins, Lnited

States medals, and a series of "hard times" tokens

were arranged in 12 historical and topical groupings.

The foreign specimens were arranged alphabeticalh'

according to the countries of each continent. The
European countries display included a group of 314

Polish coins, a large series of English and Freucli

historic medals, and a large set of fine Papal medals.

Most of the other foreign medals came from the ex-

tensive H. Adams and C B. Goode collections. In

Fig. 17.—P.vTTERN Dis.ME in copper. 1791.'.

1917 this display was augmented by the Thomas Kelly

Boggs collection of more than 300 foreign decorations,

medals of award, and badges. The display of African

and Asiatic coins and medals was fairly well docu-

mented: the C'hinese representation was impicssive,

nuuibering more than 2,000 pieces, most of which

came from the George B. Glover bequest.

The greatest opportunity for expansion of exhibits

came when die Philadelphia Mint collection, along

with its display cases, arrived at the Museum in Jul\-

1923. The arrangement of this exhibit entailed

considerable planning and intense work, which,

according to Belote's report,'' was divided into three

phases: "The first of these included the removal from

the west-north hall of the .\rts and Industries Building

of tlie collection of historical materials alread\'

occupving this space and its installation elsewhere:

the second included the mechanical work of setting

up in this space the cases received from tlie Treasury

<- USNM R.-iwri. Ifi'il, p, r.i.

«' USMM Rffiori, IH<J7, p. 7 '.,

5" Sec also, USA'Af Repoti, I'lU, pp. :lL'-:i.i.

, 'v t^y " -'
,

Fig. 18.—P.vTTERx Quarter Doll.vr. 1792.

Designed b\' Jose|)h Wright.

Department and preparing them lor exhibition

purposes; and the third included the actual installa-

tion of the numismatic collection" (fig. 129). The old

exhiJDit cases from the Treastiry Department were

refurbished by adding lighting fixtures and substantial

locks and made as stiitable as possible for the installa-

tion of the valuable specimens. On March 31, 1924,

the Secretary of the Smithsonian, C^harles D. W'alcott,

wrote to Secretary of the Treasury Andrew W. .Mellon

that installation of the collection in the numismatic

'' VSSM Report, I'IL'4, pp. IL'fi-lL'9.
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hall was practically completed. The coins were

divided into five main groups: ancient Greece and

Rome; Roman-German Empire and modern Ger-

many; United States; Mexico, the West Indies,

Central and South America; and modern European

countries and their colonics.

During 1925, as a special cooperative project with

the American Numismatic Association, assistance

was provided in setting up special exhibits installed

for Coin ^\cek (February 15-22),^' and similar

arrangements for such exhibits were made in sub-

sequent years.

Fig. 19.

—

Pattern H.\i.r Dismi; in cop|«'r. 1794,

an intermediate step between the half dismc of

1 792 and the regular issue of 1 794.

A rearrangement of the collections took place in

1925 and 1926,'" when the numismatic hall was

divided into four alcoves. These alcoves featured

coins from North, Central, and South America,

and the West Indies; ancient, medieval, and modern

coins of Europe; a display of United States medals;

and an exhibit of European medals. In the center

of the hall was a large circular case with electrotype

copies of ancient coins on the inner circle, and modern
European coins displayed in the exterior sections.

All of the numismatic exhibits were revised in

anticipation of the .\ugust 1926 meeting of the

American Numismatic Association.^' As mentioned

previously, it was through the efforts of Moritz

Wormser, president of the A.N. A., that funds were

donated by Robert P. King of Erie, Pennsylvania,

and a start was made on an A.N.A. collection which

was placed with the Smithsonian on loan. The first

exhibit from this collection was installed in 1928 in

the numismatic hall.

During 1930-1931, the numismatic collection was
moved to a smaller but better-lighted adjoining area

(fig. 130)," where it remained imtil its transfer in

1964 to the .Museum of History and Technology.

The various sections of the collection were arranged

./i

Fig. 20.

—

Quarter Eagle, 1821, proof.

in units to present coins of the United States; coin^

of Mexico, Central and South America; coins o'

ancient Greece and Rome; coins of the Holy Roman
and German Empires; coins of various European

countries; a series of American historical medals;

and a series of European historical medals. There

were also other displays of medals in an adjacent

court which was referred to as the "philatelic and

numismatic unit,'"^'' and in the rotunda and in other

areas.

.\n exhibit was added in 1932-1933 which featured

coins, tokens, and paper currencies issued by state

and local authorities, by commercial firms, and by

private individuals from the Colonial period to the

great depression in the thirties. Included in this

special exhibit were Colonial and Continental paper

currencies, so-called "hard times" tokens issued 1832-

1844, and tokens of the Civil War period.^" During

1934 a new case was assigned for the exhibition of

United States patterns. Various series of United

.States medals previously on display in the rotunda

were transferred to the numismatic hall, which made
it necessary to remove the collection of scrip and

emergency currencies from the exhibit. Along with

this general rearrangement, United States military

and naval decorations were moved from the west

hall and placed on display in the rotunda of the

.•\rts and Industries Building, and exhibits of foreign

ci\il and military decorations were installed in the

west hall.'"

Fig. 21.—Half E.^gle. 1821. proof.

" USXM Report, 1925, p. 116.
'» US.\.\t Report. 1926, p. 1 16.

5* USXM Report. 1927, p. 126.

" US.\'.\I Reoprl. 1931, p. 134; SI Report, 1931, p, 30.

•'• US.WI Report. 1931, pp. 134f.

" USNM Report. 1933, p. 133.
-* USXM Report, 1934, pp. 65f.
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Fig. 22.

—

Quarter E.\gli:, 1841. proof.

Further prosress was made durinc; 193h and 1937

when the ninnisniatic hall w.i.s dixided into an ea.stern

and western section by a central north-south aisle.'''

The wall cases on the eastern side contained coins of

the L'nitcd States, Mexico, and Clentral and .South

America, while the floor cases featured ancient Greek

and Roman coins. The wall cases on the w^est side con-

tained coins of the \arious countries of Fjirope ar-

ranged in alphabetical order. Seven floor cases con-

tained national and local United States medals. Two
floor cases in the northwest corner of the hall were

used for the special display of post World War 1

foreign coins lent by the American Numismatic Asso-

ciation, and this exhibit was enlarged to tliree cases

in 1943.

well-known C'hinese numismatist Kalgan Shih who
was then \-isiting the city.''' In January 1949 a tem-

porary displa\- of United States Presidential inaugural

medals was placed on view in the rotunda of the Mu-
seum of Natural History.''- .\lso during 1949 most of

the 106 existing panels in the numismatic hall were

cleaned, repainted, and prox'ided with new labels for

all coins and medals, and the entire coin exhibit was

arranged in alphabetical and chronological order.
'^''

As a security measure, shatterproof glass was installed

in 19 upright wall cases and burglar alarms were

added in 39 cases (25 more cases were similarly

secured in 1954).'''

Fig. 24.—Eagle, 1858, proof.

Fig. 23.

—

Eagle, 1838. proof.

During the forties, numerous additions and rear-

rangements took place. In 1944 improvements were

made in the installation of the United States naval

and military medals, showing their development from

the Cavil War period to World War II.''" A disjjlay of

coins and medals was added to the exhibits arranged

in the foyer of the Museum of Natural History for the

celebration of the Smithsonian Institution Clentennial

in August 1946. In the following year, under the joint

auspices of the Smithsonian's Division of History, the

Washington Numismatic Society, and the American

Numismatic Society, a special display dedicated to

Chinese coins of the 19th and 20th centuries was ar-

ranged in March in the foyer of the Museum ot

Natural History. The coins were the propert\ of the

By earlv 1950 approximately half of the 1,793 gold

coins from the Straub collection were put on display,

arranged in geographical and cultural di\'isions which,

in turn, were broken down into alphabetical and

chronological series. (For details of the Straub col-

lection see Appendix IX.)

.\lso, at this time, a representative exhibit com-

l^rising about 200 foreign and United States orders

and decorations was arranged, and a selection ol

"paper mone\' issued prior to and during the Amer-

ican Revolution by 12 of the 13 original Colonies was

installed."
'"'' About 1950 the American Numismatic

Association's Moritz Wormser Memorial Collection,

w inch had increased to 2,000 specimens, was relabeled

and rearranged.''''

Special exhibits were prepared for \arious occa-

sions and during 1957 two displays were presented to

public view in the coin hall: One depicted the history

of the Reformation and the other was dedicated to

17th-centurv shooting matches in Saxony. For an

exhibit on the L'nited Nations in October 1957 m the

^•« USNM Rr/mrl, 1937, p. 7.3.

™ US.VM Riforl, 1944, p. 69.

'' USNM Rr/ml. 1917, p. 1.7,

'- USNM Rfjmll, 19(9, p, 7Ji.

•»
I hi. I.

•I US^M Kffwtl, |9-il), p. 79,

"' USNM Rrfmil, 19.^,0, p, HO,

"« USNAt Rrpml, l'i,")l, p .'"j'l

19>1, p, II,
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Museum of Natural History, the division of numis-

matics contributed an extensive display of recent coins

of the world. The following year, a special displa>- of

Napoleonic medals was set up in the Arts and In-

dustries Building.

Planning for rearrangement of the coin hall (fig.

131) was started in 1956 and by 1958 it was decided

to redesign it completely. Detailed scripts and pre-

liminary designs were worked out by the curator and

by Mrs. E. Clain-Stefanelli. The final exhibit layouts

were prepared by Harry Hart.

Meanwhile, several temporary displays were set up

during 1959. In February an exhibit illustrating

.\braham Lincoln's life, his political aims, and his

achievements as shown on medals was installed in the

coin hall.''" In May, on the occasion of a visit of King

Baudouin of Belgium, two displays were set up: one

featured decorations, medals, and rare gold coins

from Belgium, the other was dedicated to the achieve-

ments of Brand \Vhitlock as Ambassador to Belgium

during World War I.'"*

The permanent displays in the coin hall were closed

in July 1959 for dismantling in preparation for the

installation of modernized exhibits: in the interim

arrangements were made for setting up a series of

temporary shows. Some of these, on \-iew from July

through September 1959 in the rotunda of the Arts

and Industries Building, were topically dedicated to

Washington, Lincoln, and Franklin D. Roosevelt;

others featured United States paper currencies,

medals of merit, and decorations.

While materials for regular exhibits were being

prepared, the coin hall was used for several special

exhibits. Louis Eliasberg of Baltimore, Maryland,

lent his entire collection, including specially designed

cases, for a display that was on view from May 1

through August 15, 1960. It was distinguished for its

"completeness of the United States series, superb

condition of the coins, and attractive presentation.'"^"

.\n exhibit illustrating the life and military exploits of

Peter the Great was composed of a selection from

the Willis H. du Pont gift of Russian coins and medals

formerly owned by the Grand Duke Georgii Mikhail-

ovich of Russia.'" A selection of 250 masterpieces of

ancient Greek coins, on loan from a famous private

collection in Boston, was placed on public \ie\\ in

" Sf Re/ioil, 1939, p 41.
ss USA'M Report. 1909, p. 41.
«' USXM Report, 1960. p. 2G; SI Report, 1960. p. 4,'5.

™ US.VM Report, 1960 p. 27; 5/ Report, I960, p. 43

Fig. 25.—Half E.:\gle, 1815.

Fig. 26.—H.ALF Eagle, 1819.

Fig. 28.—H.ALF Eagle, 1824.

Fig. 29.—Half Eagle, 1832.

December 1960; it included outstanding examples

from the 7th to the 2nd centuries B.C."'

The completely renovated hall of monetary history

and mcdallic art (fig. 132) was opened on March 18,

1961, with formal ceremonies attended by govern-

US.\.\f Report, 1901, pp. 31-32.
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Fig. 30.

—

Silver Doi.l.JvR. 1804. "class I" variety

struck in 1834-1835.

y''
. .,: -

''"
. >, J'-

Fig. 31.

—

Silver Doll.-\r. 1804, unique "class 11"

variety, with plain edge, struck in 1858-1859

over Swiss 5-franc shooting piece.

mental dignitaries and distinguished numismatists.
'

Both in concept and design the ncwlv renovated hall

was in bold contrast to the old (fig. 131). Bright,

internally lighted cases replaced the massive wooden

ones which had been dependent on daylight or ceilint;

fixtures for illumination. Attractive displa\- panels

were either decorated and illustrated with background

art work and labels done by silk screening or covered

with linen fabric. The main display in the new hall

was dedicated tu monetary history—from primitive

barter to modern monetary systems—and traced the

development of money as an integral aspect of society.

Displays of coins, tokens, and paper currencies were

arranged in their historical and cultural context,

rather than by conventional classifications. Special

emphasis was given to the various forms of currencies

of North America and their role in the economic and

political groyvth of the United States.

The first half of the display showed significant

phases in the evolution of money economy in the

Western world (fig. 133): earh' economies; the

first coins; the Hellenic world; ancient Rome; the

Byzantine Empire; the penny (fig. 134); the rex-ival

of gold; groats and testons; the dollar; the New-

World: barter on the frontier; C^olonial money, 1607-

1764; spirit of independence, 1764-1787; building a

nation; the I nitcd .States Mint; economic adjust-

ments, 1812-186U; L'nitcd States coin designs; war

and reconstruction, 1860-1873; rise of modern

America, 1873-1900 (fig. 135); and the 20th century.

Special lopical displays completed the basic monetary-

history exhibit, and an-iong the themes illustrated

were the origin of coin names, the Reformation (fig.

136), Clonfederatc currencies, and state bank notes.

Also on display was a reconstruction of a coin stamper

designed by Leonardo da Vinci (fig. 137) which em-

phasized the introduction of mechanization in coining

techniques. This machine was reconstructed for the

Smithsonian Institution by the International Business

Machines Corporation. Prominently displayed in the

reno\'ated hall were the United States Mint collec-

tion and the noted Straub collection of coins, which

together include the world's largest display of gold

coins, and a group of oversized multiple talcrs of the

Brunswick duchies. Also featured were the Japanese

gold and silver coins from the President Grant

collection.

'^i^m^^

'- USN.M Repoil, I'lhl, pp. L"J-;5:i, ill.; ,V/ R,f,.,l, l'H,l, p. 1:',;

sec also, "Smithsonian Institution Numismatic Display, Ex-

tension of Remarks of Hon. .\. Willis Robertson of Virginia

i n tlic Senate of the United States," Coniinssional Rrcord { Monday
March 20, 1961), .\1887-8; V. Clain-Stei anf.lli, "Hall of

Monetary History and Medallic .\rt, Smithsonian Institutioji,

Washington, D.C:.," Museum (1962), \ol. l.'i, no. :i, ill., with

I rench, .Spanish, and Ru.ssian abstracts, pp. I91-l'iii, jlso

pp. XXVH, XXXIl; "Monetary History and Medallic .\rt

a the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C," .\umi\nin

(N.adrid, 1965), vol. 15, no. 75, pp. :5l-48.

Fig. 32.

—

Historical 1838 Proof half dollar

struck at the New Orleans Mint, i'hc first 5(1-

cent piece issued by a branch mini.

Displayed in two table cases were selections Irom

the Willis H. dii Pont donation of Russian coins

illustrating coins issued b\- the Tsars Peter the Great,

Peter II, and Anna as well as the iwlitical aims of

Peter the Great evidenced on medals.
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In 1962 a specially designed semiautomatic case

was installed on an experimental basis. Its 40 mobile

trays were suspended between continuous chain

devices (fig. 138). By pushing electrical contacts, the

visitor could rotate the trays and examine at close

range each of the several hundred coins which were

displayed in this case.'^

All labels and background art work in these ex-

hibits, instead of being typewritten or iiand painted

as previously, were silk-screened. The results were

excellent even for the smallest specimen labels.

Vig. 35.

—

Proof-finish Half Doll..\r, 1855. first

specimen struck at San Francisco Mint.

i-'ig. 33.— The LMqut 1849 Double E.\gle,

pattern for the 20-dollar gold pieces first minted

in 1850.

Fig. 34.

—

Unique Proof Double Eagle. 1854.

San Francisco Mint.

Mounting coins for display has always presented a

challenge. Whenever possible, they were mounted

first in tightly closed individual boxes made of cellu-

lose triacetate K I\'. These are attached to the display

panel with small pieces of "Velcro," which consists

of a strip of nylon hooks which adheres to another

strip of nylon loops. When pressed together the hooks

and loops engage, creating a secure and easily ad-

justable fastener. This method permits easy removal

and replacement of display objects. In addition, by

this mounting method the coins are raised against the

background which accentuates them and produces a

very attracti\e overall effect. Where the size or shape

of a specimen precludes the use of boxes, the item is

often secured in place with a special paraffin wax.

The windows of the display room in the Arts and

Industries Building were covered with filters which

allowed only 8 percent light transmission, thus re-

ducing the danger of harmful radiations and maintain-

ing a low general light level in the exhibit area. Dis-

turbing glare and mirror effects were also reduced,

and the individual internal lighting of the cases was

enhanced. This total lighting arrangement brought

The display cases were provided with cold-cathode

internal lighting. The light boxes were equipped with

specially designed lenses of Lucite (mcthacrylate) for

maximum light distribution. These lenses also serve as

filters for some of the more damaging radiations, their

filter properties for ultraviolet being optimal at a

wavelength of 350 millimicrons The specially de-

signed cases arc equipped with self-locking folding

braces and 'i-inch polished safety plate glass.

US.\M Report, 1962, p. 28.

Fig. 36.

—

Proof-fi.msh Silver Dollar. 1879,

specially struck on the occasion of the February

20 reopening of the Xew Orleans Mint.
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out details of coin desitjn more effecti\ely tlian hic;h-

level room lighting. The same principle applies to

the current numismatic display in the Museum of

History and Technology, where external natural light

is no longer a problem.

With the assistance of the Medallic Art C^ompan)-

and the United States Mint, a display of contemporary

United States medals was prepared in Xo\'embcr 1963

in the Hall of Monetary History and Medallic .Art.''

A unit illustrating the traveler's cheque and its history

was set up in February 1964, using materials made
available by the .American Express C'ompany, the

Bank of Xew Zealand, and Kenneth L. Kelly.'' .\n

exhibit featuring original mint models and designs for

the Kennedy half dollar was opened in March 1964

through the courtesy of the director uf the Mint."''

In .\pril 1964 a large display was installed using

material recei\cd from the Mortimer and Anna

Neinken collection. It illustrates the exoiution ol paper

inonc\' in Austria from the 18th century to the newest

monetarN' reforms of the 20th century. " Two new

exhibits, the "Origin of Coin Names'" and State

F"ig. 37. U.MQUE P.\TTERN H.\LF DoLL.\R, 1838.

Draped bust of Liberty probably designed by

William Kneass.

Bank issues in the L'nited States, were set up in

January 1964 in the numismatic hall.

All the numismatic displays in the Arts and In-

dustries Building were moved to the new Museum of

History and Technology where the hall of numis-

matics was opened on October 23, 1964. While the

new layoiU diflers in many respects from the previous

' rS.VM Rrport. 1964, p. l."l: .V/ Rrfml. l'l(,4, p, 63.
• Ibid.

'" USAM H,pi„l. 1964, p. 1.'9; 1964, p. I:i7; .S/ Rr/ml. 1964,

p. 63; 1965, p. 137.
"' Ibid.

Fiij. 38.—P.-\TrF.R\ Flying E.-vgle Cent. 18.54. in

copper. One of three known surviving pieces.

one, the general character of the exhibit remains the

.same (fig. 139).

From November 1964 through Januar\- 1965 a

special exhibit on "Israel's .Ancient History Through
Its C:oins" featured the internationally famous collec-

tion of ancient coins of Judaea collected by Mr.

.\dolph Reifenberg, author of the standard reference

IxKjk of ancient Jewish coins."'" "Miniature Master-

pieces of Ancient Greek Uoin Engra\-ing" was the

title of another special display (October 1964—

March 1965) consisting of select pieces from the

Dr. Leo Mildenberg collection, Zurich, Switzerland.

Maps, photographs of individual coins, and back-

ground material were used extensi\el\ in these

exhibits.

^Mtt

Fia;. 39.

—

Unique Gold P..\ttern Double E.\gle,

1860. Reverse-designed by Anthony C. Paquet.

Another temporary display', arranged through the

courtesy of the Buenos .Aires .Mint of .Argentina

(Spring 1965), illustrated coins and paper currencies

of this Latin .American country, as well as many

original models lor 19th-centurv coins ol .Argentina.'''

" VS.XM Report, 196-5, p. 137
» Ibid.
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Fig. 40.

—

Gold Pattern Half Eagle, eagle, and double eagle, 1865. Only two of each are

known to e.xist. Use of motto "In God We Trust" officially adopted in 1866 on United States coins.

In 1964 a geometric lathe, used in tracing the

intricate rosette-likc designs tised on currencies and

documents of value, was received from the Security-

Cohmibian Banknote Company, Philadelphia. A new

permanent feature in the hall was arranged in the

fall of 1964 with a selection of contemporary artistic

medals from Europe, featuring prominent artists of

France, Germany, Italy, and Greece.*"

On the occasion of the James Smithson Bicentennial

celebration, September 1965, a special display was

set up featuring Smithsonian Institution award

medals. This included original models as well as

bronze strikings of the new Hodgkins medal designed

by Albino Manca from New York, and the Smith-

sonian award medal by Paul Vincze from London.

"Our New Coinage" was the title of a display

arranged in September 1965, in cooperation with the

United States Mint, showing two sets of experimental

strikings of "clad" material prepared in 1965 at the

Mint for the President's approval. Over 400 United

States and foreign gold coins and medals from the

Frederick A. Hauck donation were selected for an

exhibit arranged in December 1965 in another new
semi-automatic case with rotating trays. Electronic

devices prevent imauthorized access to the material

on exhibit.

Outside Participation

Over the years, numismatic displays have been
made available b\- the Smithsonian Institution to

various national and international expositions and
local exhibits. Among these were:

Fig. 41.

—

Fifty Dollar Gold Pattern, 1877, re-

flecting California's interest in the issuance of

gold coins in denominations up to $100.

:^f f .^

HOY

Centennial Exposition at Marietta, Ohio, July 16-21,

1888. A group of 78 United States medals."

Columbian Historical Exposition at Madrid, Spain,

summer and fall 1892. A scries of American Colonial

coins—medals illustrating the Colonial period and the

Ibid.

*' VS.XM Report, 1889, gives on pp. 182-183 an itemized listing

of these medals. Cf. also SI Report. 1889, p. 53.
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Re\olutionary War, and medals coninienuirative of

political and ci\ic exents—tosjcther with a large

series of paper money extending from the early days

of the American C^olonies down to the national

currency issues;^-

World^s Columbian Expoulion at C'hicago, 1893.

Nearly 600 medals illustrative of American histor\'

from the earliest Colonial days through the Revolu-

tionary War to contemporary e\'ents and including

medals in memory of eminent Americans. Also a

collection of "metallic money of the colonies prior to

the establishment of the United States Mint," a

Collection of American C^cjlonial and ContiniiUal

paper money, state and private bank' notes, and scrip

issued by merchants.'"'

Col/on Slali's and Inteinationul Ex/wsilion at Atlanta,

Georgia, 1895. Principal coins circulating in the

North American Colonies from 1525 to the establish-

ment of the United States Mint in 1793; medals

commemorative of the Revolutionarv War; and coins

mentioned in the Bible. ^^

Tennessee Centennial Exposition at Nashville, Tennes-

see, 1897. Principal coins in use since 1652 in the

- f^—^^

^1

ir€4 '?^f
V'*:'-^ n

Fig. 42.

—

Copper Trial Piece for "metric" double

eagle, 1879, reflecting attempt in Congress to

adopt the metric system.

Fig. 43.

—

Unique Pattern 5-Cent Piece, 1881

bearing m jtto "In God \Vc I'rust."

"2 USNM Report, 1892, p. 1 l.S. Cf. also, .S7 «,/),»/, IH'):i, p. 21

.

"3 USNM Report, 189:i, p. 121.

"* .V/ Report, 1895, p. h'.Vl; also described in (IvRUS Adllr
and I. M. Casanowicz, "Biblical Antiquities. .\ Description
fif the Exhibit at the Cotton States International Exposition,

.\tlanta, 189.0," in USNM Refmrl, 1896, pp. 94.i-lll2:i 4- 4b pis,

;

pp. 982-988 are dedicated to ".\ Selection of the Coins of Bible

Lands."

North American Clolonies and in the United States up
to contemporary issues, including wampum, private

gold coins from Cieorgia, North Carolina, and
C;alifornia; n'.edals commemorative of exents in the

Revolutionary War and the War of 1812; medallic

portraits of tiie Presidents of the L'nited States.^'

A/as/ a-)'nkun-ra< /fii- Exposition at Seattle, Washing-
ton, 1909. .\n exhibit on on the medallic history of

the L'nited States."'

Sesi/uurntennta/ Ex/msition at Philadelphia, 1926. A
series of medals.'''

U'as/iingtoii Cat/ifi/ra/ ipnng festiva/ at Washington,

D.C;., May 10-12. 1945. A special exhibit on the

evolution of Christian symbols on coins, consisting

of 50 photographic prints showing coins arranged in

chronological sequence from Constantine the (Jreat

to 1800.'**

T/ieodore Rooseve/t Ccntemua/ Ex/iilntioii at the Library

of Clongress, Washington, D.C:., May 1958. Clom-

mcmoratixe medals and plaques.'*''

Fig. 44.

—

Pattern Half Dollar, 1891, obverse

showing C'olumbia standing. Designed by

Charles E. Barber.

Ibero-American Numismatic Ex/iihition at Barcelona,

Spain, November 24-December 7, 1958.'° United

States commemorative gold and silver coins illustrat-

ing the historical development of the country; a

complete series of official medals portraying the

presidents of the United States; a large number of

"'.SY Reporl, 1898, p. 99; USAM Report, 1897, p. 73; Repoit

on l/te Untied Stales Government Ex/ii/nt at l/ie Tennessee Cenl'nnuit

Iixposition, .Nasli-.it/e, 1897, Washinston, 1901, pp. 119f.

"•SI Report, 19(9, pp. 81-8:i; and US.\M Report. 1909, p '.7.

" SI RepotI, 1926, p. 48.

"» USNM Report, 1945, p. 77.
V.I "Xhc Theodore Roosevelt C:entcnni,il Exhibit," / lie

/.iljin>v of Congress Ouartertv Journat of Current Acijuisitions ( May
l'i");i), ^ol. 15, no. :i, pp. 106-164, especially p. 129, no. 94;

pp. 1301'., no. 100; p. 135, no. 121.

"" USNM Report, 1959, p. 41.
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medals, plaquettcs, and original models dating from

1889 to 1920 desicjned by the noted American

medallist Victor David Brenner, as well as a selec-

tion of medals illustrating twenty years of modern

medallic art in the United States.

\ational ,\'umismatic Convention at Boston, August

24-27, I960." Die-sinking techniques at the United

States Mint during ihe early 19th century; United

States patterns; and Peter the Great's life and

military exploits as illustrated on 18th-century medals.

Lincoln Museum at Washington, D.C., spring 1961.

The history of the Medal of Honor.

Hancock County Centennial Exhibition at W'eirton,

West Virginia, March 1963, on the occasion of the

West \'irginia Centennial Celebration. Coins, paper

money, and tokens used in West Virginia in 1863.

CARE OF THE COLLECTIONS

Equally as important for museum purposes as the

acquisition and exhibition of numismatic specimens

is the care and maintenance of these specimens, which

includes not only their proper handling and conserva-

tion, but frequently also involved and difficult

problems of restoration and technical examination

and analysis.

Little is known about the care of coins and medals

in the early years of the national collections except

that no guiding policies are apparent and the practice

was largely a matter of the attitude of the individual

to whose care the specimens happened to be entrusted.

The earliest e\idencc of any systematic approach to

the problem appears in the work of Theodore T.

Belote in preparing a reorganization of the exhibits in

1914. At that time he saw to the cleaning of every

coin and medal to be displayed, but even of this no

details are given as to the methods he employed.

We do know, howexer, that the storage of the reference

collections posed .serious problems for him, and

Belote decided to arrange them in alphabetical order

according to the donors and lenders. He dedicated a

considerable amount of time to this task which was

completed in 1916.'-

'""^z::.

Fig. 45.—LNiquE Pattern in Gold of double

eagle, 1906. Designed by Charles E. Barber.

Over the next two decades the lack of a numismatist

and a trained staff, an ever-increasing workload, and

general neglect of the hall led to continuing deteriora-

tion of the coins and medals on display as well as in the

reference collections. There is a report that mentions

the cleaning of the silver coins in 1937,'' but the

situation became so intolerable by 1948 that the

.American Numismatic .Association appointed a com-

mittee to consult with Museum oflicials on the proper

preservation and display of the national coin

collection."'

Fig. 46. EXPERIMENT.\L DoUBLE Eagle. 1907,

by .Augustus .Saint-Gaudens, struck on 10-dol-

lar size planchet. The only two surviving spec-

imens are in the Smithsonian.

The committee met in July at the Museum and there

achieved full cooperation and a complete agreement

on remedies. Dr. William Blum, of the Electrodeposi-

tion Section of the National Bureau of Standards, and

his assistants conducted research to find the easiest

and safest methods for removing dirt and tarnish

from the surface of silver coins and the best inethod for

protecting all the numismatic items.'^

" US.\M Rfporl, 1961, p. 32.

" US.\'.\t Report, \9\-y p. ,33; 1916, p. 26.

"3 US.X.M Report. 1938, p. 74.

" Considerable material concerning the committee and results

of its activity has been consolidated in a file entitled "William

Guild and Stuart Moshcr" and consists of the old United

.States National Museum file numbers 17j 877, 176 221,

182 106. The file consists of correspondence and memoranda
from May 14, 1947, through January 28, 1949.

»> USMM Report. 1948, p. 79.
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Fig. 47.

—

Five-Cent P.atterns, 1909, some with portrait of Washington.

Becau.se of the lack of trained personnel the entire

collection was cataloged only superficially. During the

years 1923-1948, ho\ve\er, Belote and James R.

Sirlouis, a scientific aide, prepared a detailed listing of

the United States coins transferred to the Museum
from the United States Mint."^ In 1944 the numis-

matic reference collections were installed in two

rooms at the north end of the Arts and Industries

Building."' A vault provided with an electrical alarm

system was prepared for the storage of the collections

two years later."* Each of these measures marked a

slow but steach' progress toward the establishment of

the national numismatic collections as a clearh

defined imit imder its own curator."''

'!—ngKT

Fig. 48.—P.JiTTERN Half Dollar, 1916. Designed

bv .A. .X. Weinman.

The grouping of specimens in the reference collec-

tions according to accessions— a practice formerK' in

general use in the Di\ision of Numismatics—was

abandoned in 1956, and all specimens were arranged

b\- subjects. State bank notes, for example, were

grouped by states, banks, denominations, types, and

then by dates. This kind of rearrangement of the col-

lections was particularK' time-consuming because

many of the specimens had no identification as to

'« Ibid.
"" USAM Rftmrl. 1944, p. 70.

"" USNM Report. 1046, p. 7(i.

''"The SI Report. 1947, jnentions at pai^e VIII for the first

time the "Section of Numismatics," Theodore T Belote in

charge.

their accession and catalogue numbers, or e\-en their

s\.ibject classification.'*'

.'\n extraordinarv effort was made in 1949 in clean-

ing the 4,200 silver coins on exhibit. Upon Dr. Bhun's

ad\'ice a ,') percent solution of sodium c\anidc was

used to remove the tarnish, after whicli the coins

were carefiilly washed and dried. .A group of 100

coins was then lacc[uered experin^entally with Kry-

lon,"" and this method of protection against tarnish

was adopted for the entire collection. L'nfortunately,

howex'er, unskilled technical assistants often used the

laccjuer to excess with detrimental residts Xo the ap-

pearance of some of the specimens.'"-

• / *

i*>

Fig. 49.

—

Ten-Dollar Gold Piece issued by

Templeton Reid in Lumpkin County, Georgia,

1830. ,\ product of the first "gold rush" in the

United .States.

This method of spraying the coins and medals with

Krvlon was re-examined after 1956 and the results

were not considered fidly satisfactory. Fref|uently the

laccfuer would "build up" around fine details and

give an unnatural, glossy, and unesthetic look, es-

peciallv to bronze coins and medals. In addition.

Krylon cannot be readih' removed if aged,'"'' and

sometimes resists prolonged applications of thinners

or soUents. Immersion in boiling water may be effec-

tive in removing old coats of laccjuer, because of the

™ US.\.\I Report. I9,i8, pp. 4Rf.

i"i VS.\.\I Report. 1949, p. 77 .ind op, cit., 19'-,L'. pp. .'ilf.

'"^ US.\.\l Report, 1956. p. If!

"" US.Wf Report. 1958, p. 49.
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different coefficients of expansion of metal and

lacquer. The use of low-pressure aerosol sprayers for

the application of Krylon lacquer was therefore dis-

continued, and experiments were conducted spraying

conveniently thinned lacquers with compressed air

at about 40 psi.

|.--

non-ionic wetting agent (Photoflo, 2 cc), and distilled

water (enough to make 1 liter). After cleaning, the

coins must be carefully rinsed in running water,

followed by a mild soap solution, then rinsed again

and finally washed in distilled water.'"'

The ion-exchange process has been used on a large

number of communion tokens made of lead that were

encrusted with carbonate. "Rexyn RG 50 (H)" of the

Fisher Scientific Company was first used experi-

mentally by the Division of Numismatics in 1960.

After treatment the tokens were given a protective

coating of wax.

Fig. 50.

—

Unique 10-Dollar Gold Piece issued

by Templeton Reid in California, 1849.

Through the cooperation of the Union Carbide

Corporation, the opportunity was given the Di\ision

of Numismatics to test a new and promising method

of protecting silver coins against corrosion. The prod-

uct tested is a low-viscosity solution containing 7.5

percent silicone solids in a solvent system formulated

primarily for spray application. '"' The results were

satisfactory mainly for protecting bright, brilliant

objects. Matt surfaces, especially of bronze medals

and coins, should not be coated using this or any

other product currently a\-ailable becavise of the re-

sulting "wet" appearance. The coating obtained was

absolutely clear and no more than approximately 0.05

mils thick. The protective film may hi- readily re-

moved wdth acetone, butyl Cellosolvc, methylene

chloride, or other similar solvents.

^p!^
7^^ae

Fig. 51.

—

Unique Gold Ingot for 9.43 dollars

issued by Moffat & Co. in San Francisco.

Potassium cyanide is frequently used for removing

tarnish from silver coins, but it is dangerous and
not recommended. A method used to clean daguer-

reotypes was tried on coins and found to be satis-

factory. This cleaning .solution consists of Thiourea

(70 grams), phosphoric acid (85 percent, 80 cr).

Fig. 52.

—

Five- and 10-Dollar Pieces issuca oy

the Cincinnati Mining and Trading Co.. 1849.

Ultrasonic cleaning was used successfully to clean

several steel punches. It was found that any loose

material was slowly knocked away by cavitation until

only the base metal remained. Caution must be ex-

ercised, however, against indiscriminate use of this

method for cleaning coins and medals made of

bronze or other such inetals for it could damage the

objects.

An electrolytic apparatus was installed in 1958 for

cleaning tarnished and corroded coins. In the elec-

trolytic cleaning process, by the action of the electric

current, the corrosion process is reversed and the

metal is redcposited while the intruding ions are

displaced into the bath.

">* US.VM Rfporl, 1962, p. 56.

'"' Charles Van Ravenswaav, ".\n Improved Method for

the Restoration of Daguerreotypes," Image ( 1956), vol. 5. no. 7,

p. 158. This method had been developed at the Missouri

Historical .Society and was adopted at the George Eastman
House where we learned about its practical application.
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For storinc; paper currencies rie;id controls were in-

troduced in the nse of \-arioiis holders conunercialh

available. Unfortunately, it was found that some (jf

the acetate and di-acetate films used for their manu-

facture were not sufficiently stable and were harmful

to paper. In\aluable help in this preservation project

was received from Dr. H. .A. Pace of the Research

Di\'ision of the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Gompany,

Akron, Ohio, and from the Film Department of E. I.

du Pont de Nemours & Go., VViliuint;ton, Delaware.

ThrouE;h the cooperation of Dr. Pace it was also

possible to conduct fadc-ometer tests of currencN'

samples partially covered with ciuarter-inch Plexic;las

filters and aluminum-foil masks. An exposure of 132

iiOLirs was used, and dyes were considered fadeproof if

no perceptible change occurred after 100 hours of

exposure. The tests pro\-ed that, in addition to lisht

filters, controlled ambient conditions are necessary

to assure maximum protection for paper currencies

on display. It appears that success has been achie\-ed

in protecting paper documents of \alue and ribbons

of decorations from the harmful effects of light and

other ambient conditions by eliminating sulphur

dioxide from the atmosphere,""' and through im-

pregnation with phenantrenonc.'"'

TECHNICAL EXAMINATION OF MATERIALS
NONDESTRUCTIVE ANALYSIS)

The Smithsonian is frequently faced with the

problem of determining the specific composition (>(

coins and medals. One of many methods used in

this research is electro-spectrographic analysis, biu

electric sparks may damage the surface of a coin.

X-ray spectrography, however, is harmless to the

specimen. This method permits exaunnation of the

coin, giving the composition of a thin surface layer

only. It has the advantage that it can be done in

10 to 20 minutes with an accuracy of a few tenths of

a percent.'"^

The method is of distinct practical use. A half eagle

struck in 1849 at San Francisco by Ncrris, Grieg,

and N'orrij had been condemned by sev'cral experts as

a counterfeit because of its unusual ""rippled" surface.

\Vhen submitted to the Di\'ision for examination,

certain details were noticed whicli indicated that the

coin was authentic and that a more thorough inves-

tigation was warranted. Througli the cooperation of

the PvCA laboratories the composition of this piece

was tested and compared with that of other similar

coins preserved in the L'nited States Mint collection

since 1850. The results obtained with lluorescent

analysis ecpiipment showed that in addition to gold-

both silver and tin were present in considerable

cpiantities in all specimens tested, and there were

traces uf iron as well. The presence of tin in all

specimens tested was, of course, diagnostic and

[proved that all pieces examined were minted from an

allo\' of identical origin.

'>.^:^ (:r
~

^"^!t-l

Fig. 53.

—

Five-Dollar Gold Piece issued by the

Massachusetts and California Co.. 1849.

Once the special composition of the allo\' becomes

widely known, counterfeiters may, of course, take

ad\'antage of this knowledge, and other non-destructive

tests may have to be devised from time to time.

.\rrangements are being made, for example, for

""'
I l.-\Ns KoTiE, "The Dur.Tbility of Papr-r." Allirmnur Papir]-

Rimthchau (1056), no. IL', pp. .'}77-37').

""John O. Hawthorne aiicl Mvron II. Wilt. .Metli.id of

protecting material against the cllrc ts of lii^ht. I'.S. Patent

L'.90r),.'-)70, Sept. 22, 195'!.

""Dr. Bernard DeVVitt of C^oknnbia-.Soullii'rn ( iurporation.

Barbcrton, Ohio, analyzed on September \:\ I'l.'ili, a British

sovereign dated 19.57 and a Newfoundland 2-dollar gold pieee

dateci IHJil by using the smooth surface of a United States

eagle of 1897 as a presumed standard of 90'
,

.gold and Id' ,'

copper. The X-ray analysis was made with a Phillips electronics

X-ray spectrograph. The sovereign was shown to contain 'tl .'i'

,

i;old and K.7' ;, copper, while the 2-dollar piece was shown to

cont.iiii 91.7',, gold and !!.'.', copper. .\ll .specimens were

made a\ailable for testing Ijv Dr. Kenneth ( :. Kberly, of .\kron.

Ohio,
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neutron-activation tests. These involve the irradiation

of coins to be analyzed in a neutron pile. The gamma-

radiation resulting from the neutron bombardment

is characteristic in wavelength and half-life according

to the content of the specimen. The radiation must be

sorted out and measured carefully in order to ascertain

the composition of the object.

Experiments were conducted in February 1960

concerning the application of the principle of X-ray

diffraction as a nondestructive means for determining

techniques used in the manufacture of coins and

Fig. 54.— ItN-DuLiAR CJoLD Piece issued about

1849 by J. S. Orsmby & Co. in Sacramento,

California.

medals. Deceptive centrifugal casts may be readily

ascertained and eliminated tiirough this method.

This was demonstrated in tests conducted in coopera-

tion with the United States Secret Service and the

Bureau of Standards. X-ray-back-reflection patterns

of two United States 1 -dollar gold pieces showed

definite differences as can be seen from the juxtaposed

photographs (fig. 140). The rings on the right are

much narrower and less spotty than those on the left.

They correspond to a struck, genuine piece on the

right and a cast, counterfeit one on the left."* These

experiments are based on the fact that the structure

in this type cast metal is crystalline with extremely

small crystallites due to the rapid cooling, while the

processes in the manufacture of a struck piece induce

distortions in the crystalline lattice. These differences

of the structure of the metal result in diff"erent X-ra\-

back-reflection patterns.

In 1964 tests were conducted by the Division of

Numismatics in cooperation with the Bureau of

Standards to determine metallurgical details in con-

nection with a platinum 50-ccnt piece dated 1814,

a Russian 3-ruble piece, and two 5-dollar gold pieces

issued in 1849 by the Massachusetts and California

Gold Compan>-. X-ray radiographic and diffraction

techniques were used, and the experiments were

USA'.y/ Report, I960, p. 49.

Fig. 55.

—

Five- and 10-Dollar Gold Pieces

issued in 1849 by the Pacific Co. in San

Francisco.

continued in the spectrochemical analysis section of

the Bureau of Standards.""

Through the cooperation of the Naval Research

Laboratory, it was possible to conduct comparative

analyses of an ancient silver quarter shekel, struck

during the first year (A.D. 66 67) of the Jewish

war against the Romans, and of a silver shekel struck

during the third year of the same war. The compo-

sition of the quarter shekel was found to be silver, with

2 to 3 percent copper and approximately 1 percent

arsenic, according to X-ray fluorescence analysis.

Fig. 56.

—

Ten-Dollar Gold Piece issued in 1861

by J. J. Conway and Co., Colorado.

The shekel was made instead of practically pure silver,

Willi only 1 percent copper and no other elements

were present. The interpretation of the X-ray diffrac-

tion patterns allows some conclusions concerning the

manufacture of the pieces, the quarter shekel was

apparently worked cold, while the shekel planchet

was subject to a long annealing process with very

little, if any, cold work. '" Such analyses are iin-

'" US.\.\1 Report, 1964, p. 66.
'" Ibid., pp. 66-67.
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portant for a better knowledsie of ancient metallurirical

and striking techniques, and they are being continued

and expanded in our research laboratory. "'

A systematic study was started in 1965 in coopera-

tion with Mr. Maurice Salmon of the Smitlisonian's

Conservation Research Laboratory on the use oi

X-ray diffraction methods in the identification of

various kinds of metal working. Thus it was possible

to distinguish between nickel coins struck on plan-

chets cut from rolled metal and coins struck on plan-

chets produced through powder metallurgy.

In another instance two ancient Greek silver staters

Irom Acgina, supposedly struck in the 6th century

B.C., were examined and proved tu ije modern

counterfeits. Subjected to X-ray-dilTraction examina-

tion one coin showed a general imiformity of metal

structure which led to the conclusion that it was cast.

It was even possible to ascertain that the metal was

chilled rapidly, being cast in a rather cold mold. The

X-ra>-di (Traction patterns obtained from the second

coin also indicated casting, but using an unevenly

heated mold, whicli let one side of the coin cool more

slowlv than the other.

NEW HORIZONS
The future development of the national numis-

matic collections will continue along lines stemming

from a fundamental recognition that our foremost

dut\' is the search into the history of all lorms ol

money, attempting to explain their origin, their e\o-

lution, their extrinsic appearance as well as their

intrinsic ciualities, their relations to economics, to

social and cultural history, as well as to the history ol

art. Parallel with this is tlie search into the \arious

aspects and developments of medallic art.

Fig. 57.

—

Pattern .Silver Ruble of Tsar Alex-

ander I of Russia, 1807.

We expect numismatics truly to broaden its scope

more and more from a science which virtually re-

stricted itself to metallic forms of currency or coins to

a science concerned with the meaning and back-

ground of all forms of money, including primitive

media of exchange, money substitutes, and docu-

ments of value.

A continuous reappraisal of tiie scope of numis-

matics will be essential. In order to be able to design

"- V. C)i.,mn-.StkK..\nf.lli, ".\n .Application of l*li\<i<s in

.Ancient Numismatics," American Journal nf Aulia'ulnr\ fl'Mih),

^ol. 70, no. 2, p. 18,").

and project plans for the futur; we should consider.

for instance, that at this time, in 1966, the amount of

metallic currency' in circ.ilation in the United States

does not exceed 3 '^ billion dollars compared with

41 billion dollars in paper currency. These amounts

are, in turn, dwarfed by the sums of money trans-

ferred in 1965 by the intermediary of checks. Tlie

Federal Reserve banks alone handled in that year

492 million Government checks for nearly 135 billion

dollars. They also handled 4 bilhon 601 million other

checks amounting to about 1 trillion 631 billion dol-

lars. A multiple of this amount was transferred during

the same period by other banks. This gives us a better

perspective of the relatively limited role of hard

currency in inodern money transactions. The ever

increasing use of checking accounts will lead to

f^jf

Fit;. 58.—H.^LF-OuNCE AND '2-Olince Gold

liiKENS issued in 1853 by the "Kangaroo

OfFicc" in Victoria, .Australia. Only two other

specimens arc known to exist.
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automation in banking, a necessary development in

our modern credit-based economy. It is our mission

to follow these developments and to preserve historical

records typifying this evolution while it is in progress

and while documentary material is relatively easy to

obtain. What might be obvious to us today should he

documented for the enlightenment of future genera-

tions.

Fig. 59.

—

Onza Struck in 1836 at the La Rioja

Mint in .Argentina.

The continuous, it should be repeated, reappraisal

of the scope of numismatics and the recognition of its

ever developing duties should not be swayed by tra-

ditional concepts like the prevailing mctallistic ap-

proach. Also, in our quest for history there is little if

any place for the curious, the unusual as such.

Emphasis must be placed instead on the historically

significant aspects.

We expect that the growth rate of the collections

will remain high, at least for some years, in contrast

with the slow rate of growth of up to ten years ago.

For comparative purposes we will mention the United

States Mint collection which increased in 85 years

—

from 1838 to 1923— to around 18,000 specimens, or

by a yearly average of 212 items. The United States

National Museum collection showed an increase of

595 pieces each year during the period from 1881 to

1923. The national numismatic collections continued

to grow from 1924 through 1956 at a yearly average

of 531 items. In fact, during the latter period 17,000

items were added to the collections. In the past ten

years instead the average yearly rate of growth in-

creased to approximately 20,000 objects, the number
of items added varying, of course, greatly from year

to year.

It will be necessary to assemble and preserve the

[)ertinent documentation that will enable us to

study and better comprehend the development of

money and of media of payment in their broad

historic and economic context. True comprehension

of these phenomena is possible only based on primary

"numismatic" source material. Modern instances of

regression to more "primitive" forms of monetary

exchanges in times of need or economical stress

pro\ide case studies of enormous practical meaning.

Thus it will be necessary to assemble documentary

material to foster the study of monetary history in

all its complexities. This difficult task might be aided

Fig. 60.

—

Set of Gold 2-, 5-, 10-, and 20-peso Peruvian coins struck at Philadelphia in

1855 for the Lima Mint as samples from American minting machinery purchased by Peru.
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Fig. 61.

—

San Francisco Committee of Vigilance

gold medal, 1856.

by the establishment of an American Institute of

Numismatics.

Considering the ever broadening scope of the

collections and the activities of the Division of

Numismatics, it will be necessary to give recognition

to the various areas of knowledge by establishing

specialized sections. It also will be necessary to con-

sider the introduction of new methods of electronic

data processing and information retrieval.

The exhibits will be expanded within the near

future to include displays illustrating a history of

banking and other historical topics. To show particu-

larly extensive and space consiuiiing displays like

paper currencies and documents of value as well as

large series of coins, it will be necessary to expand the

use of semi-automatic multiple tray exhibit cases.

It appears desirable to develop special exhibit units

featuring electronic selector devices in combination

with storage units containing several display panels

from which the visitor may select the one of particular

interest to him. This should further increase visitor

participation.

Research into the application of scientific methods

of investigation, particularly physics, to numismatics

will be intensified and developed even further. The

application of optical interferometry in surface

examination is an example of recent work done in

this field in our Division. Perfecting methods of trace

analysis and mass-spectrography may be used in

metal dating; isotope ratios may give indications for

the provenience of metals used in coinage. These

examples are mentioned to show some of the new

horizons in this area of research which we plan to

pursue with the cooperation of the National Museum's

Research Laboratory.

Last but not least, we believe that metal analysis

should become a prerequisite and a routine require-

ment in descriptive works. Indeed, the correct

composition of metallic objects must be established

for cataloging purposes. It is not sufficient to give a

description and to indicate with varying degrees of

accuracy the relative position of die axes, or to record

^^0m\,i,.
r/-
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Fig. 62.

—

Bronze Casting from first study for

Franklin medal made by A. Saint-Gaudens in

1906.

the individual weights; as we must proceed further

in many series to comparative die studies, we also

must consider of equal significance a better and exact

knowledge of the composition of the matter studied.

In summary, the advancement of the Division of

Numismatics must be linked to the following basic

quests: The development of aiUhoritative collections,

the arrangement of educationally meaningful exhibits,

and the training of specialists, thus fulfilling the

mission of a modern museum.

All these activities will be given true significance and

a measure of permanent value only through an ade-

quate and parallel publication program. New horizons

dawned in this field with the series of publications re-

leased since 1965. Further activities along similar lines

will help us expand all our programs and will help

give the numismatic activities at the Smithsonian

Institution the recognition they deserve.
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Fig. 63.

—

Plaquette of CoUis P. Huntington by

Victor D. Brenner.

Fig. 65.

—

Unique Striking

in silver of Navy Medal

of Honor. Designed by

.•\nthony C Paquet.

Fig. 64.

—

Cast-Bronze Plaquette of President

Theodore Roosevelt by Victor D. Brenner, 1908.

Fig. 66.

—

Badge of the Society of the Cincinnati.

This specimen can be traced back to 1862.



Fig. 67.

—

Steel Plate for the printing of Confederate 50-dollar

and 100-dollar notes, 1861. Three quarters actual size.

Fig. 69.

—

Stu.art Mosher (1904-1956), acting

curator of the Division of Numismatics,

1948-1956.

Fig. 68.—Moritz Wormser (1878-1940) medal.
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lig. 70.—Paul A. Strauu UB65-1958)

Fig. 71.

—

Gold 50-Zecchini Piece struck in the

name of the Doge of Venice, Paolo Renier

(1779-1789). Obverse.

Fig. 74.

—

Medallic Silver Piece struck in the

name of Johann Friedrich of Brunswick, New
Liineburg, 1677.

Fig. 73.

—

Gold S-Ruble Piece of Tsar

.\lexander III of Ru.ssia, 1882. One of six

pieces struck.

Fig. 77.

—

Guide for Press Shaft with name

plate of E. Stabler, Harewood, Maryland.

38



Fig. 75.

—

,\dmiral Vernon Medal in lorass,

commemorating his capture of Porto Bello on

November 22, 1 739.

Fig. 76.

—

Edward Stabler's seal press.

Fig. 79.

—

Design for a Silver Dollar by C.

Gobrecht after Thomas Sully's "Seated Liberty,"

drawn on mica to facilitate transfer to a brass

study die.

Fig. 78.

—

Die Trial in Lead of Christian

Gobrecht's Liberty bust for half dollar. 1836.
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Fig. 80.

—

Cast Bronze Model by C. Gobrecht, after a design

by Franklin Peale.

Fig. 81.

—

Mechanical Reduction from cast

bronze model to actual size used on pattern

half dollar, 1838.

Fig. 82.

—

Bronze Trial from hub.



mm

Fig. 83.

—

Ink Drawing by C. Gobrecht used, with

slight variations, on tlie reverse of the pattern

half dollar, 1838. It follows closely an original

sketch by Franklin Peale.

Fig. 84.

—

Pencil Dr.awing by George T. Morgan

for a proposed lOO-doUar gold piece, 1876.



Fig. 85.

—

Original Dies made by Robert Lovett in Philadelpliia for the striking of Confederate cent, 1861

Fig. 86.

—

Experimental Double Eagle, 1907, originally

owned by President Theodore Roosevelt.

w
m
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Fig. 87.

—

Copper Plate of September 26, 1778, used by the

British to counterfeit 40-dollar Continental currency notes.
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Fig. 88.

—

Alaskan '25-Kopeck sealskin note, issued by the Russian-American

Company (ca. 1826).

yKr„/fM/j/rv/. yX-^-^-<.^ /</"^

Fig. 89.

—

Scrip for 6)4 Cents (Yi bit) issued in Washington, D.C., by Gadsby's

National Hotel, July 18, 1837.
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Fig. 90.

—

.Sub-Treasury Interest-Hearing certificate of deposit for 10,000 dollars payable through

the C:incinnati Clearing Mouse. Issued under the Act of I'ebruary 25, 1862. I hree i|uarlers actual size.
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Fig. 92.—Specimen printing of United States 1 00,000-dollar gold certificate, 1934 series.

About ^4 actual size.
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Fig. 93.

—

Pewter Medal distributed to Indians by Missouri Fur Trading Co.. 1043.

Fig. 94.

—

Silver Shell of George Wasliington

medal, attributed to Conrad H. Kiichler and

supposedly prepared for Peace medal.

Fig. 95.

—

White Metal Shell of James Madison

medal bv Moritz Fiirst.
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tig. 96.

—

Trial Impression in white metal

of John Adams Indian Peace medal.

Fig. 97.

—

Silver Med.iiL, 1826, by C. Gobrecht, commemo-

rating Charles Carroll of CarroUton, a signer of the

Declaration of Independence.

J A

Fig. 99.

—

Silver Stater struck by Celtic tribe in

the Danube region, ca. 2nd century B.C.

I'ig. 98.

—

Silver drachma struck in .Athens, 5th

century B.C. Twice actual size.

^ly

Fig. 100.

—

Gold M Stater struck by Celtic tribe

1st century B.C. or later in imitation of post-

humous stater of Lysimachus of Thrace.

Fig. 102.

—

Bronze Coin struck in Macedon

during the reign of Emperor Gordian III

(A.D. 238-244).

Fig. 101.

—

Bronze Coin struck at Amphipolis.

Macedon, in the name of Geta as Caesar (.A.D.

198-209).

Fig. 103.

—

Bronze Medallion struck in the name

of Emperor Philip I (A.D. 244-249), showing

view of the city of Bizya, Thrace.
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Fig. 104.

—

Bronze Contorni.oiTE struck about .\.D.

356-399 showing head of Emperor rrajan and

view of circus maximus; monogram in silver

inlav.

Fig. 106.

—

Germ.^.n Br..\cte.ate struck by Oount

Burkhard II of Falkcnstcin (1147-11741.

Fig. 105.

—

Bronze Foll.^ro struck at Salerno,

Italy, durint; the 10th century.

^
L*-!

Fig. 107.

—

Necessity Silver Taler struck in the

name of Sigismund II .'\ugustus of Poland in

1564. during the war with Livonia.

Fig. 108.

—

Necessity Qu..\rter Gulden stamped

on cardboard during the Spanish siege of

Leyden in I 574.

© v« >s?

\S^

Fig. 109.

—

Silver Half Poltina of Peter the

Great, 1701.

Fig. 11 0.

—

Silver Ruble of Peter the Great, 1710.
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rig. 111.—CoppKR J RIAL Kopeck of

Peter the Great, 1721.

"^ .*

Fig. 112.

—

Silver Double Ruble of Peter the

Great, 1722.

^^m^^

Fig. 115.

—

Copper Polushk.-\ of

Peter II. 1727.

'-•fJ/ii

Fig. 1 14.—Squ..\Ri. GoppER Hale Poi.tina ot

Catherine I. 1726.

Fig. 116.

—

Trial Kopeck in copper

of Peter II (1727-1730).

Fig. 118.

—

Copper Pattern for 5-

kopeck piece struck in 1771 by

Catherine II, during the occupation of

Moldavia and VVallachia.
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Fig. 113.

—

Pattern Half Poltina in silver, 1726; with mint tag.

Fig. 117.

—

Copper Pattkr.n Ruble of Catherine II, 1771.

Fig. 119.

—

Fifty-cent Piece of Canada, 1921.
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Fig. 120.

—

Swedish Certificate of credit for 25 dalers in silver, 1666, issued by the .Stockholm

Bank. One of the earliest bank notes issued in the Western world. Slightly reduced.

Fig. 122.

—

\ .iOO-Pi.-^sTRE Note issued by General Gordon in Khartoum, Sudan, 1884.
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Fig. 121.

—

One-Lire Note issued during the Austrian siege of Osoppo (Lombardo-Venetia) in 1848.

Sii.i'

Fig. 123.

—

Gold Medal commemorating coronation of

Frederick I of Sweden. May 3, 1720. Engraved by J. K.

Hedlinger.

Fig. 124.

—

.Silver Medal commemorating the capture of Noteborg, 1702, by Peter the Great of Russia.
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Fig. 125.

—

Silver Mf.d.vl of .Alexander I of

Russia, commemorating the construction

of the .Stock Exchange in .St. Petersburg,

1805. Ensrraved bv F. Leberecht.

Fig. 126.

—

"The Philosopher," reverse of Rembrandt medal in cast

bronze by French medallist Raymond Joly.

Fig. 127.

—

Obverse Die used for marriage medal of

Mary, Queen of Scotland and Lord Darnlev, 1565. '<^^m^
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Fig. 128.

—

General View of the northwest court in the Arts and Industries Building, about 1915.
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Fig. 1 29.

—

View of Numismatic Exhibits in the west-north hall of the Arts and Industries Building, 1 924.
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Fig. 130.^ViEW OF Numismatic Exhibits in th<' northwest ianc;c of the Arts and Industries Biiildint;, 1932.
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l"ig. 131.

—

Numismatic Exhibits in the Arts and Industries Building, 1957.
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Fig. 132.

—

Modernized Numismatic Exhidits. Arts and Indusiries Buildini;, IMi.l

.

I'ig. 1 33.--I''iRST Six:tion of history of money exhibit.
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Fig. 134.

—

Exhibit Illustrati.nt. the penny as the dominant coin of the \Vestern world in the Middle Ages.
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RISE OF MODERN AMERICA, 1873-1900
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Fig. 135.

—

Panel Illustrating the period ol' economic expansion in the United States during the late 19th century.
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l ig. 1 36.— Tablk Case Arrangement depicting liic history of the Reformation in coins and medal>

Fig. 138.

—

Semi-automatic Display Case

housing the Moritz Wormser collection of

20th-century coins of the world.

I'"ig. 139.

—

Hai.i. oi- Monetary History and Medam.ic .Xrt in the Museum of History and 1 echnology. 1965.



Fii;. 1411,—X-RA\-B.\cK-REFrECTiON [Jattcrns of

l«n i^old coins, serving to distinguish between

a genuine struck coin (left) and a eounterfeii

cast piece (right).

I'ig. K57.

—

Reconstruction of Leonardo da

Vinci's coin stamper.
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Appendix I

Smithson's Gold Sovereigns

From the very beginning of minting operations in

the United States, choice specimens were sought for

the Mint Collection. William E. Du Bois in his

Pledges of History. A BrieJ Account oj the Collection oj

Coins Belonging to the Mint of Ike United States, More

Parlicidarlv of the Antique Specimens (Philadelphia, 1846)

states that from the early days of the Mint, Adam
Eckfeldt (fig. 12) used to select "and to retain some

of the finest foreign specimens, as they appeared in

deposit for recoinagc." This had become an estab-

lished procedure by Jime 1838 when the Mint

cabinet was officially opened, Just a few months before

the huge Smithson gold deposit was received. The

eagerness of the Mint assayers, William E. Du Bois

(fig. 13) and Jacob R. Eckfeldt, to complete the Mint

collections is well recorded. In his Pledges oj History

in 1846 and, again, in a second edition in 1851, Du
Bois mentions that after the collection took a per-

manent form in June 1838, it "has gone on in a con-

tinual auginentation . . . specimens of new coinage,

domestic or foreign, must be added as they appear.

".•\ great majority of the coins—almost all of those

not over three hundred years old—ha\e been culled

from deposits, and consequently have cost us no

more than their bullion value. They are moreover, the

choicest of their kind. . .
."

Data concerning coins which might have been

represented in the Mint collection in that early

period of its existence may be excerpted, with caution

and some qualifications, from Eckfeldt and Du Bois'

A Manual of Gold and Silver Coins of All Nations Struck

Within the Past Century (Philadelphia, 1842). A medal-

ruling machine invented by Christian Gobrecht and

perfected by Joseph Saxton was used in making the

illustrations in this Manuitl. The method required the

preparation of galvanic copies from actual coins,

and we must assume that they used only examples of

coins easily accessible to them, and drew largely,

therefore, on the Mint collection.

Among the English coins illustrated on plate \'I of

the Manual and described on pages 192 and 193 are

found sovereigns of George III dated 1817 (illus. 5),

William IV dated 1831 (illus. 7), ai;d one dated

1838 of Queen \'ictoria (illus. 14). These, of course,

may not be considered as a listing of all sovereigns

represented at the time on the trays of the Mint

collection, but rather as a selection considered to be

within the scope of the Manual.

.Some years later, a catalogue listing all coins in the

Mint cabinet was prepared under the direction of

James Ross Snowden, director of the Mint. Entitled

.1 Description of Ancient and Modern Coins, in the Cabinet

Collection at the Mint of the United States, it was published

in 1 860 in Philadelphia. English coins from the period

of the .Smithson bequest may be found listed on pages

193-199. From this listing we learn that the collection

contained sovereigns dated 1817,'" 1818,"^ 1823,

1826,"'' 1831, and 1838."'' Sovereigns were first issued

in 1817 in the name of George III and continued to be

struck in his name up to the end of his reign in 1820.

Under George I\' (1820-1830) there were two issues

showing distinctly different designs. William I\'

(1830-1837) sovereigns were struck with dates from

1831 to 1837, while 1838 is the first year of sovereigns

issued in the name of Queen Victoria (1837-1901).

One might assume that sovereigns similar to any of

these, bearing various dates from 1817-1838, would

have been included in the .Smithson deposit of

104,960 pieces; this, however, does not seem to have

been the case.

The 1826 sovereign and the 1831 sovereign of

William I\' are not of a regular issue coined for

circulation, but rather specimen strikings or proofs.

Both pieces are preserved in the national numis-

matic collections at the Smithsonian. Obviously,

these two pieces could not hav'e been selected from

deposits, but came directly from the London Mint

and were among the "sample coins" which Franklin

Peale was "obliged to purchase" and which he sent

in 1833 to Samuel Moore, then director of the United

States Mint, together with a few others presented to

him by Mr. Morrison, the deputy master of the Royal

Mint."'

There are, however, two sovereigns struck in the

name of Queen Victoria, both dated 1 838, and these

are listed in Snowden's catalogue on pages 197ff.

under numbers 183 and 184. One of the sovereigns

"^Snowden, Description, p. 19;i, no. 124. .\ die break on the

reverse side identifies this piece with the one illustrated on plate

VI, 5 in the ".Manuat" and with the one now in the national

collections.

UMbid., no. VZ').

"'Ibid., p. 195, nos. 149-150. The WIS sovereign is not

listed in the second (1913) and third ( 1914) editions of the U.S.

Mint catalogue, neither can it be located in the collection.

'I'Ibid.. p. 197, no. 169.

'" Letter from Franklin Peale to S. .\Ioorc, November 20,

18:!;3, National .\rchives. Records of the United States .Mint at

Philadelphia, Franklin Pejile Correspondence, No. 1

.
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is illustrated on plate XIX, 1."^ These listings of the

two coins of identical dates are confirmed in later

editions oi the Mint catalogue prepared b\' Thomas
Louis Comparette,"" and, in fact, both of the 1838

sovereigns have been in the Smithsonian since the

transfer of the United States Mint collection to

Washington on Mav 29, 1923.

Assuming th? "continual augmentation" of the

Mint collection, and with 104,960 gold sovereigns in

the Smithson deposit of 1838 froni which to choose, it

seems likely that special circumstances led to the

presence in the Mint collection of two identical coins

of 1838. This strongh suggests tliat the Smithson

deposit made by agent Rush did not contain so\ereigns

from dates other than 1838.'-" Had all dates issued

for the 1817-1838 period been represented it might

be expected that at least some oi the later dates would

have been in the Mint collection, but they are not.

Perhaps the simplest and most obxious explanation,

for assuming that the two 1838 sovereigns in the

Smithsonian Mint collection were chosen from the

Smithson deposit is that Richard Rush—a lawyer, a

former Attorney General and Secretary of State, and

the appointed agent of the United States in acquiring

the Smithson bequest— tried to obtain coins of full

weight. Considering the large quantitv of so\ereigns to

be remelted and recoined, this was a most impcjrtant

factor. C^onsequently the\ had to be in mint condition.

The obvious choice was to acquire coins of the most

recent mintage, 1838, for that date itself would guar-

antee against any possible weight loss through circula-

tion (fig. 2).

Appendix II

The Columhian Institute's

Numismatic Collections

In the minutes of its meetings, as well as in other

papers of the Columbian Institute preserved in the

Smithsonian Archi\'es, Miscellaneous 92, we find

records for approximately 60 accessions. The iirst

donation, of 107 coins, was recorded at the meeting of

December 17, 1825. These were presented by Dr.

Tobias Watkin.s, a meml:)er of the Institute. The
second donation, recorded on .Xugust 12, 1826, con-

sisted ol 110 ancient copper coins collected by officers

of the L'nited States" squadron in the Mediterranean

in and aroimd Tunis and transmitted on their behalf

by Lieutenant Bell. Finally, in 1833, the Institute re-

ceived from I. H. Causten, Jr., a medal commemo-
rating the reform of the C^onstitution in Clhile.

The Institute had been housed in the L'nited States

Treasury building from 1820 to Decern Ijer 7, 1822,

when it moved to the basement of City Hall. It re-

mained there until the latter part of 1824, when a

Room 44 was assigned for its use in the Capitol

building, under the library. We must assmne that this

small numismatic collection of 218 items was kept

with the other objects or "curiosities"" in tlie Institute's

cabinet.

Appendix III

John Varden's "Washini^ton Museum"

John \ arden, according to his own account, had

been a resident of the District since 1803. His decision

to open a museinn was prompted by the fact, as he

noted, referring to the period before 1829, that three

persons had opened and made very great collections

with the help of generous citizens, and then moved

away from Washington, "taking the man\ rich and

scarce donations with theni thus leaving the .scat of the

goN'ernment without so valuable an institution.""

In 1843 \'arden became a self-appointed "curator""

of the articles sent to the National Institute by the

United States Exploring Expedition (1843-1853).

W'hen these materials were mo\'ed to the Smithsonian

in 1858, he moved with them, and continued as an

'"arranger."" His diary for 1857-1863 is preserved in

the Smithsonian Archives. In January 1865 his health

failed and he died on Fei)ruar\- 10, at the age of 74

years.'-'

\'ardcn"s records of his museum and its numis-

matic collections are preserved in the Smithsonian

.\rchives under Miscellaneous 52. In general they are

rather fragmentary and fairly continuous only for

1830. For the months of Januars through .\pril 1830,

"'' .Sec also Eckfeldt and Uu Bois, op. cit., pi, VI, H,

' " Catalogue oj Coins, Tokens, and Medals in the .Numismatic

Collection oj the Mint of the United Stales at Philadelphia. Pa. (2ml

ed., Washington, 1911,', and 3rd cd. l'.U4). Part II. p (4(i, nos.

202-203.
'-" A check of the United States Mint records at the Nation.il

Archives was inconclusive in this respect.

'' 'Ihr obitu.iry iii I he Ereiiin« Slai of Saturday, February I 1

,

18()."). recounts his museum career while 7 he .iValional Repuhlican

of the s.ime date mentions that he wa.s oriKinally from Baltimore

and that he served under CJencral J.ickson ,it the battle of

New (Means.
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we find 15 donors of nuniisinatic materials listed, the

number of pieces received amounting to 91. A. Mon-

dellic, Jackson Gra\-, George Allen, C. Bentle\-, and

J.
Dunn are some of the names of donors mentioned.

The latter may be identified with James C Dunn,

publisher of the American Spectator and Washington City

Chronicle and the National Messenger.

An analysis of all records preserved shows for the

entire period from 1829 to 1841, 23 numismatic

donors. The total number of numismatic objects

indexed amounts to 246 specimens, among which arc

4 iiiedals, 24 silver coins, 69 copper coins, 136 coins

or medals not further identified, and 13 Continental

currency notes.

In the Smithsonian Archives there are on file under

Miscellaneous 52 four catalogues of objects in John

Garden's museum. For reference purposes these cat-

alogues are designated A through D. They were pre-

pared at various times and cover the period from 1829

to 1841 with \arying degrees of completeness.

Cdtdlogue A

"Joii.N \'.\rden's Museim" is a leathcrboimd index

measuring 25 x 36.7 x 2.1 cm with entries on the first

28 pages, which are unnumbered. The first entry is

dated October 1829 and the last is in June 1840. The

most extensive entries are for January through April

1830 and most of the numismatic items are found in

this period. There is little information for the years

1831 through most of 1835, since \'arden lost his

"small" catalogue at sea on .\ugust 11, 1835, as he

notes on the fifth page. All information of numismatic

interest in this volume is listed suiisequently. To pre-

.serve the "Varden flavor," his spelling has been left

unchanged. The information has been annotated and

completed with additional information taken from

the other three manuscript catalogues.

Cdtdlogue B

"SuNDRiE Articles Collected for the ^V.^SH-

iNGTON City Museum Beginning the 20rii of Octo-

ber 1837."

This is a small leatherbound copybook with 44 im-

numbered pages, measuring 15.4 x 22.3 cm. There

arc various numismatic entries and notes on pages 1

through 32, and 43 and 44. The entries on pages 2

through 27 covering the period from October 20,

1837, through May 1840, were canceled as though

they had been transcribed into a permanent index.

Cdtdlogue C

"John V.\rden's Museum W.^shington City D.

of C."

This manuscript, measuring 20 x 31.8 cm, consists

of eight double sheets, one of them serving as cover

and title page. The first seven sheets are consecutively

numbered with entries on only one side and contain

a carefully written, frequently condensed version of

his "accessions" for the period from October 1829

through July 1836. \'alues of the coins and medals

listed are indicated in this inventory. Small pieces

are valued at 6'^ cents each, larger ones at 12,!2

cents or one bit, a medal at 50 cents.

Cdtdlogue D

"Washington Museum, John \'.^rden Proprietor"

This index gives a list of objects "as they were at the

time a Committee from the National Institution

examined them on exhibition . .
." in January 1840.

The manuscript measures 25 x 36.7 cm and con-

sists of three unnumbered and 29 consecutively num-

bered pages with entries through page 20. It was

prepared about 1855 since it mentions on page 1 that

the objects had been in use for some 13 or 14 years.
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Page No.

John Varden's Museum: A List of Numismatic Items

1830, January

5 Peices of Old C'opper coin

2 Silver Coin of pernio

1 Copper Coin

2 Silver Coin

1 Canadian shilline;

2 Silver Coin of South America

4 Peices of Copper Coin of EnG;land

1 Do of Siher

1 Silver Cbin of South America

A Silver Cin of England 6 Pence made
in 1567

Antonious Mondellie

Jackson Gray

A Mondellie

Nemiah Lewis

Georc; Allen

Do Do

Marlhev An Honewell

February

A Silver Coin

9 Peices of Coin

1 Peice of Coin

2 Do of Do

1 Medal by . .

3 Peices of Coin

1 Silver C'oin

Amy Patterson

John Smith

Marythey Ann Honevvel

William Harison

Jackson Gray

March

I Silver Coin of England

1 Sih'er Cbin

1 Silver Coin of the East Indies

1 Copper Coin }> penney

1 Coin of France

4 22 Four Copper Coin

26 Thirty five Copper Cbin

A. Mondellie

Mr Clark

Mr Clark

Bardarah Leighay

Henry Banaster
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Page No.

April

28 A Silver Coin of Brisicls

One East Indien coin died the tash George Stevenson

33 A Copper Meddal of General Washington James Dunn

34

35

A Farthing token

A Copper coin of Porlagale

Four Silver Coin

One Columbian Dollar

vSeveral Silver and Copper Coin

I W Blair

James S. Rowe

Mrs. Sarah M Cafferts

56

October

One of the smalles peices of Silver

Coin
1836, June & July-

Mrs. Rosina Rowe

13 1 10 Pieces of Coin Caleb Bentley

June, 4th

10 2 A Copper Meddal of the Second Presidency pt by \Vm Durr
of George Washington in the year 1 796

21 6 Peices of Coin

June, 27th

July, 6th

11 42 110 Pieces of Coin and Meddals

12 71 Three Copper Coin

September

94 Loand—A fine Meddal of Horatio Gates

13

pt by N M Ludlovve

Caleb Bentley

C Bentley

to Loand and to be

Returned if called for

bv Caleb Bentley

18

25

26

1838, September

Three Pieces of Old Coin Joseph Ledger

1839, October

3 Copper Coins or Meddals

1 Impression of the first Doller coined in the
L'nited States

November

13 Pieces Contcncntal Money Paid to the b\ Col. J. H. Hook
Officers of the U. States armey

* * *

[The following excerpts arc from Ms. B] *
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31

32

1841, February

11 [?] pieces of copper coin pt. b\ Lieutenani

[blank]

March

A siKer coin of [blank] pt. bv Mr. Fisher.

Appendix IV

The National Institute

A. Numismatic Collections, 1841-1846

Four •Bulletins of the National Institute," ItUi

1846, published in \\'ashint;tun contain records of

donations of numismatic material receixed from aijont

70 diflerent donors duriu" that period.
'-'-

ArraiiEjed by categories, insofar as is possible, the

Institute's collection consisted of: 7t) I'nited States

coins; 160 or more ancient Greek and Roman
pieces;'"' 1,810 medieval and modern bronze .md

silver coins; 6 modern gold coins; 1 Russian platinum

coin; 580 or more paper currencies, most of them

.American C'.olonial and Continental issues; and 2011

medals, of these about 54 United States pieces.

These figures must be regarded only as estimates

'-- How.ARD L. .\DF.I-snN, 7 /ii' Anh-jutin .\unj!smalu- Soa<'/\

l858-1958{New York, PJ-iii), p. 5, points out that ""It is question-

able whether there were actually three hundred numismatic

collectors to be found in the United States in the year 18.5(1."

1 Ic draws this conclusion from a letter by Edward Cogan to the

editor printed under the title "Concerning the Coin Trade in

.America" in the American Journal of Aumismatics (New York,

March 1867), vol. 1, pp. H6f. .\ctually Cogan indicates (p. 87)

that "it may be fairly questioned, whether, at this time there

could have been one hundred persons named, that were Coin

Collectors, in the wliole of the United States." While assuming

that Cogan had in mind only active collectors his statement

may be accepted only with caution and it certainly gains an

entirely different perspective considering the large number ol

donors and donations received by the Institute between 1841

and 1846. It should also be considered that a large number oi

the donations were coming from a relatively limited geographical

area in the United .States.

'-' The number of ancient coins was probably much larger,

possibly close to one thousand pieces. In fact, included among
the modern bronze and silver coins is a "C'ollection of Coins,

etc. eight hundred and fifty-three Copper, thirteen Silver"

mentioned in the Tfitrd Bullrlm, page 377, under February

loth, 1845, without indicating the name of the donor. This

may well be the "collection of ancient coins" shipped by

George Moore, United States Consul at Trieste, by the Caniitia

to New York, as he announced to the Institute in a letter

dated June 22, 1844. Cf. Third Bulletm, page 365.

because the exact number of specimens recci\"ed is

not gi\-en in e\-ery entry, f )f these donations received

during a period of six years, only 2 percent of the

total was United States coins. They included a

"complete collection of dimes," '-' and a half dollar of

1 792,'-' possibly one of the extremely rare Washington

pieces. The cabinet did include, however, a sizable

number of C;olonial and C^ontinental notes, among

them 67 X'irginia issues.'-''

\\"orth\- of note among tiic Lnited States medals

represented arc 49 national medals sent in 1844 by

Franklin Pcale, chief coiner of the Philadelphia

Mint.'-' Of particular interest is the listing attaclicd

by Peale which contains several significant remarks

confirming a fact known from other sources—that in

1844, the presidential series issued by the Department

of Indian Affairs did not include medals of Presidents

Washington, John .Xdams, and Harrison. Peale

emphasized the fact that the national medals were

usualh" struck in silver.

.\mong the list of donors are the names of many

prominent personalities of that period. The Honorable

and Mrs. Joel Roberts Poinsett, Secretary of War

(1837-1841), one of tiie founders of the National

Institute and its first president, contributed many

significant coins and medals, among them a Russian

platinum piece. '-^ Governor Kirke Paulding of

New York, tiie popular writer and one-time Secretary

of the Navv (1837-1841), donated among other

pieces 8 ancient Greek and 45 Roman coins.'-"'

Members of the diplomatic corps and foreign repre-

sentatives also contributed in a large measure to the

increase of the collections. Charles Serruys, charge

d'affaires of Belgium, for instance, presented several

'-'* 'lhn,l Bulbiiii of th,- Proerrdwgi of the National Institute for

/he I'lomolioii of Scii-me. U'rnhiii!;ton, D.C. Frbruaiy, W-12, to

l-ehiuarv. 18/5. p. 347
I-' Second liullelin . . . Miiiih. IHII, lo Fehiuary, 1842, p. 224.

1-". I hud lintletin. p. 322.

I" Ibid., p. 355.

'!» First Bulletin, p. 43; Second Bulletin, \>\i. 74, 83.

'2» Third Bulletin, p. 340,
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meda's on behalf of his Government."" The first

donation of niunisniatic material received for the

cabinet of the National Institute came from the

United States consul at Malaga, G. Read. It consisted

of 24 Roman, Moorish, and Arabic coins.'"

Charles Rhind, former United States Commissioner

to Turkey, gave a group of Russian coins and medals

as well as several Turkish coins and some ancient

pieces.''" \V. B. Hodgson, United States Consul in

Tunis, also contributed a significant group of ancient

mintings.'^' Certainly among the most assiduous

donors was John P. Brown, "First Dragoman" in

Constantinople, who contributed a large number of

Turkish issues."^

A letter characteristic of the inspired interest of that

period is preserved in an extract in the "Proceedings."

It was written by Lieutenant .Andrew A. Harwood,

USN, from the New York Navy Yard on November

16, 1841, wherein he pointed out that "officers,

particularly of the Mediterranean Squadron, may
render very essential service to the Institution, the

interests of which I feel assured they will all take a

pride in advancing. '^'^

"By means of that simple apparatus the Electro-

type, perfect fac-similes of the choicest medals, both

ancient and modern, may be collected; "'^ and if the

apparatus of Daguerre could be placed on board one

of the ships, perfectly accurate views of the

most interesting sites and monuments of classic

history obtained." The record shows that Lieuten-

ant Harwood donated in 1841 four clectrotyped

medals."'

The Institute maintained close ties with the Phila-

delphia Mint. Director R. \L Patterson was a cor-

responding member, as was Joseph Saxton, the

ingenious inventor and constructor of the Mint's pre-

cision scales.

""Second BuUetm, pp. 122, 127.
'5' On December 14, 1840, see First Bulletin, p. 14.

'" Third Bulletin, p. 331.
'" Ibid., pp. 235, 262.
'3* Ibid., pp. 274, 286; Fourth Bulletin, pp. 486, 493.
^" Second Bulletin, pp. I27f.

"' Electrotyping was in vogue at that time and frequently
referred to as Professor Jacobi's process. In fact, it had been
described by Dr. M. H. Jacobi of Dorpat, Russia, in The
London and Edinburgh Philosophical .Magazine and Journal oj

Science (London, 1839), vol. I.'), pp. 161-163 ("On the Method
of Producing Copies of Engraved Copf>er-plates by Voltaic
.Action").

"'' Second Bulletin, p. 121.

The numismatic collections of the young institution

were also enhanced by Professor C. A. Holmboe, of

Norway, who sent copies of his own publications to the

library and donated 1 76 medieval coins, mostly Nor-

wegian from the cabinet of Christiania L'niversity

where he was teaching. He also sent duplicates for

exchanges to be made by the National Institute.'^'

Characteristic of the wide support of numismatic

endeavors was the donation by a "club of members'"

of copies of medals of French and English sovereigns,

from William the Conqueror to Queen Victoria and

Louis Philippe. These were clectrotyped by Professor

Wyatt and presented on May 18, 1843, by B. Ogle

Tayloe of \Vashington.'^'

The Institute's medal collection benefited also from

Alexander Vattemare's exchange arrangements be-

tween France and the United States. Through his

eflforts, the National Institute received numerous

medals presented by eminent men in France, as well

as works of art and books. Prominent French medal-

lists joined the Institute as corresponding members;

among them Jean Jacques Barre, Graveur General de

Me'dailles at the Paris Mint from 1842 to 1855; Jean
Frangois .'\ntoine Bovy, the well-known medal

engraver of Swiss extraction ; the celebrated medallist

Andre Galle, as well as his prolific colleague Jacques

Edouard Gatteaux. Several of these medallists con-

tributed examples of their work, through the good

offices of Vattemare, to the collections.'*"

The records of the Institute yield the names of many
prominent foreign numismatists of that period, such as

the Polish Count Edouard Raczynski, the famous

Frangois Lenormant of France, and Count F.

Szecheny from Hungary. Closer contacts were estab-

lished with the noted medievalist Joachim Lelewel.

living as a Polish expatriate in Brussels. .\ number of

his publications were in the Institute's library.'*'

Official numismatic donations to the National In-

stitute are listed in Bulletins of the early years (the

original spelling and pimctuation is preserved)

:

'3* Ibid., p. 98; Third Bulletin, pp. 340f.; Fourth Bulletin, pp.
487f, 496.

"9 Third Bulletin, pp. 302, 306. In the United .States Mint
records presersed at the National .\rchives, "Correspondence,"
there are letters dated March 2 and 9, .\pril 26, and May 19,

1843, concerning VVyatt's request to obtain impressions in tin

of medals, that should enable him to present medals in silver

by the elect otype process to the National Institute.

'*» Third Bulletin, pp. 34.5, 347, 348, 380f; Fourth Bulletin,

pp. 489, 494.
'<' Second Bidletin, pp. 80, 99; Third Bulletin, pp. 271, 274.
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Date Received Item Description and Donor
No.

99 Sur les Medailles et Monnaies de Foux, par M. Lelewel, Bnixelles,

1837; (a bibliographical rarity,) in the Polish language.

—

From

H. Kallussowski, West River, Maryland.

Sept. 13. 1841 104 Seven Medallions in Plaster—Frow W. C. Gill.

.\o\-. 8, 1841 118 One Five-Pound Note, 1759, Pennsylvania.

—

Froryi the same. (Benjamin C.

Burt, Warwick, Orange County, New-York.)

Nov. 8,1841 118 One Dollar Note, 1775, Maryland.—From //if MWf.

118 Coins

—

From Dr. Hanson Penn.

Dec. 13, 1841 121 Four medals, electrolyped by the same (Lieut. Hanvood).

—

From the

same (Lieut. Andrew Allen Harwood, ^'.S..^'.).

122 Four Medals. No. 1. Struck by the Royal Society of Sciences, Letters and

Arts of Antwerp, on the occasion of the bis-secular fetes in honor of

Rubens. No. 2. Of the National Exhibition of Fine Arts, in 1839,

intended as a national reward. No. 3. Commemorative of the opening

of the First Section of the Belgian Rail Roads in 1834. No. 4. Struck

in honor of the Regent of Belgiimi.

—

From Mons. Charles Serruys,

Belgian Minister, in the name of the Belgian Government.

127 From M. Serruys, Charge d'Afifaires of Belgivmi, Belgian Legation,

Washington, December 8, 1841.

Dear Sir: In addition to the Antique Roman Lamp, which you had

the kindness to accept in my name for the National Institution, I hope

you will allow me to offer you now

—

1st. A medal struck by the Royal Society of Science, Letters and Arts

of Antwerp, on the occasion of the bis-secular fetes in honor of Rubens.

2d. A Medal of the National Exhibition of Fine Arts in 1839, intended

as a national reward.

3d. A medal commemorating the opening of the first section of the

Belgian Rail-Road, in 1834.

4th. A Medal struck in honor of the Regent of Belgium.

These Medals are presented by me, in the name of the Belgian

Government, as a proof of the warm interest in the establishment and

prosperity of the National Institution for the Promotion of Science,
' founded at the seat of Government, which is destined, I believe, to

shed lustre on the United States.

127 From Lieutenant Hanvood, U.S. Navy (Andrew A. Harwood) (Extract)

L'.S. Navy-"S'ard. New York, November 16, 1841

My Dear Sir: . . . . But I beg to remind you that they [certain

objects] are not forwarded so much for their novelty or intrinsic value

as to point out a way in which the officers, particularly of the Mediter-

ranean Squadron, may render very essential sei"\ice to the Institution,

the interests of which I feel assured they will all take a pride in ad-

\ancing.
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Date Received Item Description and Donor
No.

By means of that simple apparatus the Electrotype, perlect fac-siiuiles

of the choicests medals, both ancient and modern, ina\ he collected;

and if the apparatus of Daguerre could be placed on board one of

the ships, ]5erfectly accurate views of the most interesting sites and

monuments of classic history obtained."

Feb. 14. 1842 147 Antique Silver and Clopper Coins, from .Syria, Greece, and Samos.

—

From the same. [Captain \V. K. Latimer, U.S.X.]

147 Antique C'opper Coins, from Baiae.

—

From tlw same.

149 C^oins, (copper.)

—

From Martin Johnson.

149 Medal, (copper).

—

From Robert Graham.

149 Coin of L^nited .States, 1783.

—

From George W. Palmer, Baltimore.

149 C-oins, of United States.

—

From James Callaghaii.

149 Clontmental Paper Money, ( 1 776).—From Dr. I . B. j. Frye.

149 C'oins, Silver and Copper, (elcxen pieces.) -/^/o//( Wm. Shoemaker.

149 Cloins, Copper, (thirty-eight pieces.)

—

From R. B. Fowler.

149 Medal, Spanish. -From George Shoemaker.

Third Bulletin of the ProcceJinL;s of the National Institute for the Promotion of

Science, Washington, D.C., February, 1842, to Fehruarv, 1845.

Date Received Item Description and Donor
No

Apr. ll,ltU'2 224 One Cent, coin of 1783; one Cent, coin of 1787.—Frow William

Blanehard.

224 Half Dollar, emission of 1792.

—

From George .\1 . Davn.

May 9, 1842 233 Coin, antique.- -/•>()/» Wm. hemhle, Esq., .\ew Fork.

233 Copper C'oins.

—

From .i. F. Cams.

233 Copper Coins.- From Daviei .\Iycrle, h'entneky.

235 From VV. W. Hodgson, L'.S. Consul. Tunis, March 1, 1842: Presenting

one hundred ancient coins, with observations on the subject. Will

forward others, &c.

June 13,1842 236 Five Clopper Coins.- -Frow Fhomas Bneh. Jr.

236 Seven Pieces of Copper Coin. —Frow J. J. Greenhough.

237 Five Pieces of Cbin. Fremi .1. W. Deorselling.

Juh 11,1842 243 Eleven pieces of Coin. l''rom J. P. Conlhoiiy.

243 Two .Votes. (1840 and 1841.) From Charles H. James.

243 One Note, of llir City of Macon, Georgia, 184U . . . V'Vom .1. C I'an

Epps.
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Date Received Item Description and Donor
No.

244 Medallion head of Cabot, from a design by Chapman.

—

From Chas. Gill.

244 —From Rev. Mr. Curly. Georgetown College . . . Several Copper Coins. . . .

Aug. 8,1842 246f A Manual of Gold and Silver Coins of all Nations struck within the past

centurv', showing their history and legal basis, and their actual weight,

fineness and value, chiefly from original and recent assays: with which

are incorporated Treatises on Bullion and Plate, Counterfeit Coins,

Specific Gravity of Precious Metals, &c.; with recent statistics of the

Production and Coinage of Gold and Silver in the world, and sundry

useful Tables; by Jacob R. Eckfeldt and William E. Du Bois, assayers

of the Mint of the United States, illustrated by numerous engravings

of coins, executed by the medal-ruling machine, and under the

direction of Joseph Saxton, of the United States Mint; Philadelphia,

1842, quarto.

—

From the Authors.

249 From J. D. Doty, Madison, Wisconsin Territory, July 2, 1842: Sending

impressions on wax, of a coin found in the ruins of Aztalan. Hopes the

Institute will be able to throw light on the subject, by comparing it

with other coins. Enclosing printed description of Aztalan.

249 From Jacob R. Eckfeldt and Wm. E Du Bois, U.S. Mint, Philadelphia.

July 11, 1842: Presenting a recent work by them, on coins and

precious metals.

249 From George R. Morton, M.D., Sandusky, Ohio, July 15, 1842: Asking

information respecting the Institute, to which he wishes to make con-

tributions of coins, minerals, &c. Inquiring, also, how presents are to

be forwarded, and the terms of membership, &c.

Sept. 12,1842 251 Twelve pieces of Copper Coin.

—

From Jeremiah Sullivan.

252 Copper Coin.

—

From E. P. Batly.

252 Copper Coins.

—

From Henry Hardin.

252 One Copper Coin of 1822.—From Joseph Boss.

252 Five Copper Coins.

—

From G. IV. Harris.

252 Two Notes, of five cents each, Philadelphia.

—

From H'. S. Walker.

253 Copper Coins.

—

From James D. Cox.

254 . . . one Silver Coin, and four small Bank Notes.

—

From Margaret

Julien.

255 ... A number of specimens of Continental Money . . .

—From

Dr. John Redman Coxe, Philadelphia.

258 From W. H. .Smyth, Chelsea, England, August 20, 1842: Acknowledging

bulletin No. 2, and forwarding his privately printed catalogvie of

Roman brass medals; also, specimens of impressions of the head of

Hipparchus, from the Poniatowski-gem. intended as a vignette

illustration of his work. «
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Date Received Item Description and Donor
No.

No\-. 14, 1842 262 . . . 3,289 Dollars Continental Money, (including counterfeits).

—

From H. H. Sylvester.

262 Twenty-two Ancient Roman Coins.

—

From (('. B. Hodgson.

262f . . . one lunidrcd and forty-two pieces of Continental Paper Money.

—

From John Redman Coxe, M.D.

263 Eight C'.opper Coins, collected on the Exploring Expedition.

—

From

David Smith.

265 Descriptive Catalogue of a Cabinet of Roman Imperial large Brass

Medals, by Capt. W. H. Smvth, R. N., &c.; Bedford, 1834, quarto.

. . . —From Capt. H". H. Smyth, R. .N.

Dec. 12, 1842 271 Continental Note of forty dollars, Philadelphia, 1778.

—

From Carr B.

Thornton.

271 Two English Copper Coins.

—

From Captain Eashy.

271 Two Siher Coins of Mexico.

—

From Rev. Mr. Richards.

271 Etudes Xumismatiques et Archeologiques, par Joachim Lelewel;

octava. Bruxelles, 1840. . . .

—

From Joachim Lelewel, Bruxelles.

274 From John P. Brown, First Dragoman, Constantinople, .September 27, 1842:

Stating that he has forwarded to the Collector at Boston a series of

coins of the Ottoman Empire, one himdred and ninety-three in

number; and that he will fonvard other coins as he collects thenr.

274 From Joachim Lelewel, Brussels, October 19, 1842: Acknowledging with

thanks the honor of membership conferred upon him, and presenting

se\eral works of which he is the author

Jan. 9, 1843 278 American Medals struck in France, presented by Mr. Brent. Owned
originally by the American Historical Society, reported "wanting"

by the curator. Dr. H. King.

Feb. 20. 1843 279 Two C^ontinental Notes.

—

From John T. Towers.

Feb. 20. 1843 279 One Continental Note of Rhode Island.

—

From Joseph M. Lyon.

279 Copper Coin.

—

From Master Kendall.

279 One three cent Note of the State Bank of New York.

—

From H. L.

Ellsworth.

279 One English Copper Coin of 1738.

—

From Joseph S. Hedges.

280 Eight Copper Cbins, six SiKer Coins, and eleven Tokens.

—

From

James Howks.

280 One Corporation Note of Washington CUty.

—

From S. P. Franklin.
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Date Received Item Description and Donor
No.

280 One Silver Coin of Prussia, 127 years old.

—

From Maurice W/iail,

Baltimore.

Apr. 10. 1843 286 Box, containing a series of Coins of the Ottoman Empire (one hundred

and ninety-three in number).

—

From John P. Brown, First Dragoman of

of the U.S. Legation, Constantinople.

286 Five Copper Coins.

—

From Dr. IVm. Wallace.

287 One Silver Coin.

—

From Edward Stuhhs.

287 (^ne German Coin.

—

From Edward Smith, Philadelphia.

287 Two Coins.

—

From George Henley.

287 One Silver Token, or Bank of England Dollar, George III, 1804.

—

From George A. Davis, Washington.

287 Two Continental Notes.

—

From George Lindweaver, Pennsylvania.

June 12, 1843 302 ... Piece of Chinese Money.—From /?. ;in;§/^<.

302 Medals—two series; the first embracing the British Sovereigns from

William the Conqueror to Queen Victoria; the second, those of France

from Pharamond to Louis Phillippe; electrotyped by Professor

VVyatt.

—

From a club of members.

303 Paper Money on a Sheet.

—

From

304f From John P. Brown, Dragoman, Charge, &c., at Constantinople, April 12

1843: Has forwarded to the Collector at Boston a box for the Insti

tute, containing Turkish weapons and other things, of which he en-

closes a list; is collecting coins, &c.

306 From B. Ogle Tayloe, Washington, May 18, 1843: Stating that two series

of rare medals of French and English sovereigns, from William the

Conqueror and Pharamond to Queen Victoria and Louis Phillippe,

electrotyped by Professor VVyatt, have been purchased by a club of

members and presented to the Institute.

July 10, 1843 308 Elcxen pieces of Copper Coin.

—

From Henry Polkinlwrn.

Oct. 9, 1843 309 Silver Coin of Philip \" of Spain, 1724.—From William Anderson.

309 Coin, George III, Virginia, 1773.

—

From John Carroll Walsh, Baltimore

County, Maryland, by the hands of the Hon. Secretary of State.

309 Coins of Central America.

—

From J. W. Simonton.

312 From John Carroll Walsh, Baltimore County, Maryland, July 26, 1843:

Telling him that the Secretary of State has presented the coin he sent,

and his letter to the Institute.
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Date Rccei\"ed Item Description and Donor
No.

315 From William Anderson, Washington, JiiK 1, 1843: Presenting a coin of

Philip \' of Spain, 1724.

315 From John (Carroll Walsh, (to Secretar\ ol .State,) Baltimore County,

Maryland, July 4, 1843: Pfesenting a coin of George III, \'irginia,

1773.

317 From Col. J. J. Ahert, Washington, August 7, 1843: Presenting, in the

name of J. \V. Simonton, a package of coins of Central America.

No\'. 13, 1843 319 Copper Cent of America, Washington and Independence, 1783.

—

From Capt. J, S. Inglee.

320 . . . fi\e pieces of C^ontinental Paper Money.

—

From J. Templar.

320 Copper C'oin of George II, of England.

—

Prom Daniel Holmes.

320 Chopper Coin, with the Lord's Prayer on one side, a Ch'own and Halo on

the other.

—

From Peter Callan.

Dec. 11, 1843 322 Two packages, containing si-\tv-se\en Virginia Proxincial Notes and

twentv-four Mar\land Proxincial Notes.

—

pyom Franeis B. Mayer

Baltimore.

322 Collection of rare Coins and Medals, as follows.

—

From Charles Rhind, of

New York, late U. S. Commissioner to Turkey.

1 Russian Medal, struck after the capture of Parma from the Turks.

2 Russian Medal, on the peace with Turkey.

3 Russian Medal, on the death of the Empress, widow of .Alexander.

4 Turkish Piastre, of the year 1 143, (of the Hegira.)

5 Silver Rouble of Russia, 1829.

6 Coins of Russia, 1830.

7 Para of Tmkey, (hardly now to be foimd.)

8 Greek' C'.oin, of very remote antiquity.

9 Aspre, reign of Sultan Selim, (extremely rare.)

10 Gold Coin, Mahmoud 2d, 20 piastres.

11 Gold Cloin, Mahmoud 2d, 5 piastres.

12 Turkish asprcs and Paras, of \arious dynasties, (all extremely

i-arc.)

13 Turkish Coins, Mahmoud 2d.

323 Three Shilling Note of New Jersey, of George III, March 25, 177(3; a

C:ent, Washington, 1782.

—

From John P. Bethell, M.D., Philadelphia.
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No.

323 Copper Coin of \'irginia, 1773.

—

From J. H. Causten, Jr., M.D.

323 Three Notes, Baltimore money, 1840, sent by mail.

—

Anonymous.

326 To J. P. Betheli, M.D., Philadelphia, November 3, 1843; Acknowledg-

ing letter, and sending a coin of 1783.

327 From D. C. Croxall, U.S. Consul, Marseilles, August 5, 1843: Enclosing a

letter from Monsieur Dan. Groux, an antiquary, offering for sale a

large and valuable collection of coins, medals, &c.

327 From W. W. Irwin, Charge, &c., Copenhagen, August 28, 1843: Stating that

Mr. Lay, our Charge at Stockholm, had placed in his hands for the

Institute some curious Swedish coins, which he has handed to W.
Gordon Reed, of Boston, by whom they will be sent to Washington.

329 From Francis B. Mayer, Baltimore, October 1, 1843: Presenting two

packages continental money, &c.

331 From Charles Rhind, late L'.S. Commissioner to Turkey, New York, Novem-
ber 17, 1843: Transmitting to the Hon. H. Fish, of New York, for the

Institute a collection of very rare Turkish coins of which he en-

closes a list &c.

Jan. 8, 1844 340 Forty-five Roman Coins, (forty-four silver, one bronze); fifteen mixed

Coins, (fourteen silver, one bronze;) two Alexander Coins, (silver;)

nine Corinthian Coins, (silver;) eight Greek Coins, (silver;) seven

Egyptian Coins, Ptolemies, (one silver, six bronze.)

—

From Gouverneur

Paulding, New York.

340 Box, containing one hundred and seventy-six small Coins, of the middle

age, chiefly from Norway, of fifty-six difTerent Stamps, and many
duplicates to enable the Institute to exchange, from the Numophyla-
cium of the University of which he is Professor.

—

From Professor C. A.

Holmhoe, Christiania, Norway.

341 Descriptio Ornamentorum Maximam Partem Aureorum et Nu-
morum Saeculi Vlllvi et IXni, etc. etc. by Professor C. A. Holm-
boe, 1835.— . . . De Prisca Re Monetaria Norwegiae, by the same,

1841.

—

From Professor C. A. Holmhoe, Christiania, Norway.

345 From Ale.xandre I'attemare, Pans, December 10, 1843: Explaining his

system of exchanges as it concerns the National Institute, &c.,

forwarding a large collection of books, &c., in advance of a still

larger collection he has on hand for the Institute, on which he expects

expenses paid, &c.; and accompanying his letter with various

printed and manuscript documents showing the steps he has been

taking to promote exchanges of books, works of art, &c., &c.,

between France and the United States, &c.
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May, 1844 347 Two large boxes, containing Books, Engravings, Medals, &c.

—

From

Alexandre I'atlemare. Paris.

347 Package of Continental Money.

—

From 'I Immas Pratt, Philadelphia.

347 Package of large and curious Swedish Coins.

—

From George IT. Lay, U.S.

Charge d'Ajfairei, .Stockholm.

347 Medal—Head of Alexandre Vattemare.

—

From M. \'attemare.

347 Coin, found in the District of C^olunibia.

—

From Captain R. France.

347 Box. containing a complete collection of dimes . . .

—From [blank]

348 Two Boxes, containing a large and \aluable collection of Books, En-

gra\ings, Medals, &c., of which a list is gi\-en.

—

From Alexandre

J'attemare, Pans.

348 Descripti\e Catalogue of a Cabinet of Roman Imperial large Brass

Medals, by Capt. W. H. Smith, Royal Navy, &c., &c., Bedford,

1834, quarto.

—

From Captain J. H. Aulick. U.S. .Uavy.

354 From H. Ledyard, U.S. Charge dWjfaires. Parts, March 15, 1844: . . .

stating that he lias Ibrwarded, via Ha\re, b\' the packet Duchcsse

d'Orleans, two more boxes, containing books, engra\ings, medals,

&c., from M. \'attemare, &c.

355 From Franklin Peale, Chief Coiner, U.S. Mint, to Mr. Spencer, Secretary

of the Treasury, Philadelphia, March 28, 1844: Presenting to the

Institute a full scries of the national medals, foiu'ty-nine in nmuber,

of which he encloses, witli the medals, a catalogue, &c.

355f List of .Xational Medals presented to the .National Institute, hy Franklin Peale,

Chief Coiner of the Mint of the United States, 1944.

PRESIDENTIAL SERIES

The dies of this series were constructed for the Department of Indian

Affairs. The medals are usually struck in silver.

.\o. 1. Jefferson; No. 2, Madison; No. 3, Monroe; No. 4, J. Q.

Adams; No. 5, Jackson; No. 6, Van Buren; No. 7, Tyler.—Whole

number, 7.

Dies of Presidents Washington, John Adams, and Harrison, ha\e

not been constructed.

MILITARY SERIES

Army.—The two first of this series are in honor of Revolutionary

ser\-ices, and were originally struck soon after the close of that war;

the remainder in honor of services dining the late war.
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No.

No. 1, Gates; No. 2, Morgan; No. 3, .Scott; No. 4, Miller; No. 5,

Gaines; No. 6, Porter; No. 7, Brown; No. 8, Ripley; No. 9, McComb;
No. 10, Jackson: No. 11, Shelby; No. 12, Harrison; No. 13, Croghan.

Whole number, 13.

Navy.—All of this series were struck in honor of services during the

late war.

No. 1, Hull; No. 2, Jones; No. 3, Decatur; No. 4, Bainbridge; No. 5,

Perry; No. 6, Perry's crew; No. 7, Elliott; No. 8, Burrows; No. 9,

McCall; No. 10, Lawrence; No. 11, Macdonough; No. 12, Henley;

No. 13, Cassin; No. 14, Warrington; No. 15, Blakeley; No. 16, Stewart;

No. 17, Biddle.—Whole number, 17.

ELECTROTYPE SERIES

This series has been copied from niedals, the dies of which were

constructed in other countries or are lost.

The medal voted to Capt. Stewart has not been recovered.

No. 1, Washington; No. 2, Wayne; No. 3, Fleury; No. 4, Col. Wash-
ington; No. 5, Captors of Andre; No. 6, Howard; No. 7, Green; No. 8,

Preble; No. 9, Jones.—Whole number, 9.

ADDITIONAL SERIES

No. 1, State of Pennsylvania to Perry; No. 2, Inauguration, Van
Buren; No. 3, Visit to the Mint, Tyler.—Whole number, 3.

Aggregate number, 49.

357 From Hon. George P. Marsh, House of Representatives, April 4, 1844: . . .

inquiring . . . about the Norwegian coins presented by Professor

Holmboe, of Norway.

359 From Thomas Pratt, Philadelphia, April 30, 1844: Presenting a package

of Continental money.

Sept., 1844 365 ['"rom George Moore, U.S. Consul, Trieste, ]\\nc 22, 1844: . . . presenting

a collection of ancient coins, which he has shipped h\ the Clamilla

to New York.

Dec. 9, 1844 369 Box, containing one large Silver Medal; one large Copper Medal;

twenty-seven Silver Coins; seventy-one Copper Coins; two Strings

Chinese Cash.—Box, containing seven Coins, found at Pestum,

Italy.

—

From Mrs. Anne Izard Deas.

Feb. 10,1845 377 Collection of Coins, Medals, &c.—From Mrs. Anne Izard Deas.

'ill Collection of Coins, &c., eight hundred and fifty-three Copper, thirteen

Silver.

—

From [blank]

377 Medal, Head of J. Fcnnimore Cooper: "The personification of honor,

truth, and justice;" reverse, "To J. Fennimorc Cooper, the ofifering

of a grateful heart, for his disinterested vindication of his brother

sailor, Jesse D. Elliott."

—

From Commodore J. D. Elliott.
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380f From A. \'attemare. Pans, December 26, 1844: Statinc; that he has

foi"wardcd, \ia Havre, a large box, containing eighty-six \olunics, and

thirty-one medals, presented by eminent men in France, and will

forward by next packet the Jom-nal des Sa\ans, and other works;

has sent Ijy same opportimity a large number of volmncs, cngra\ings,

medals, sc, for several States of the Union, &c., &c., &c.

Fourth Bulletin of the National Institute for the Promotion t)f Science, WashmgttMi,

D.C., February, 1845, to November, 1846.

Date Received Item Description and Donor
No.

485 From D. Groii.w .\'i-w )'ork, June 15, 1845: On the subject of his large ard

valuable cabinet of coins, medals, &c., offered b>- him for sale to the

Institute.

486 *From John P. Brown, U.S. Dragoman, Comtanlino/ilc, September 25'

1845: Describing a series of oriental coins presented by him to the

Institute, c&c.

487f From C. A. Holmboe, Professor of Oriental Languages. Christiama, .Norway,

May 2, 1846: Transmitting to the Institution, by the hands of M.

Lovenskiold, the newly appointed minister of Sweden and Norway, a

bronze medal of the late king, Charles John, in his coronation dress,

at Drontheim, struck by the city of Christiania twenty-fiN'e years after

the event; also, three coins struck by King Oscar, &c.

488 From D. C. Groux, Philadelphia, June 6, 1846: Transmitting a complete

catalogue of his collection of coins and medals, eight thousand two

himdrcd and seventy-two in number, which he offers to the Institute

at a low price.

488 From M. .Serope M. Alishan, Cons/anlinople, June 17, 1846: Giving a his-

torical accoimt of the Armenian medals presented b\- him to the

Institute.

489 *From A. f'allemare. Pans: Transmitting a descripti\-c catalogue of books,

engra\ings, statutes, medals, maps, &c., presented by ministerial

departments, societies, and eminent persons in France, placed in

charge of the Hon. Reverdy Johnson, U.S. Senator from Maryland.

493 Box of Oriental Coins, &c.

—

From J. P. Brown, Dragoman, U.S. Lega-

tion, Constantinople.

494 Box containing Medal of General Lafayette, by M. Gatteaux; ten

large Medals, Six Medals. Fixe Medallions, b\' M. Galle.

494 Two boxes, containing valuable Books, Medals, Medallions, Statues,

&c., from difTerent branches of the French Government and eminent

men of France- -Sent hy M. I'attemaie, Paiis, under the rare of Hon.

Reverdy Johnson, of Baltimore.
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496 Slx rare Armenian Coins of the Rupinyan Kings, between the eleventh

and thirteenth centuries.

—

From S. M. Slishan, of Constantinople.

496 Medal of Charles John of Norway; three Coins of King Oscar, of

Sweden.

—

From Professor C. A. Holmboe, Norway.

496 Copper Coin, Geo. Ill, 1773, Virginia.

—

From Edward Stubbs.

Appendix IV

The National Institute

B. \'arden's Catalogue

The manuscript catalogue prepared by John
\'arden is preserved in the Smithsonian Archives in

Miscellaneous 52.

"Things belonging to the Patent Office and State

Department in the National Gallery September 1,

1852." This notation in John \'arden's handwriting

appears on the front of a manuscript inventory with

gray covers, measuring 16.5 x 19.1 cm and consisting

of 18 unnumbered leaves, with entries extending from

leaf 1 through leaf 12. Below, someone added, "This

Catalogue was prepared by M. John \'arden, Curator

in the Gallery of the U.S. Patent Office, and sub-

sequently at the Smithsonian Institution until his

death." Varden never was a curator of the National

Institute, but we are, nevertheless, indebted to him

for the care with which he noted certain numismatic

exhibits.

This catalogue concerns objects which belonged to

the Patent Office and the Department of State and
were on deposit only in the displays of the National

Institute. The catalogue lists 6 United States and 28

foreign medals, some coins of Morocco, an American
Colonial note, and some primitive media of exchange.

In the following excerpts containing all data of numis-

matic interest in the catalogue, John V'arden's

spelling has been retained.

Page

[2] A list of articles belonging to and under the

controle of the Patent Office proper and now in

Page

[3]

the Hall of the National Gallery

September 1st 1852

+ A. medal of the King of Sweden (Barnadott)

in cast iron

Two medals in cast iron presented by the Society

of Beneficence of Cracow to the President of

the United States. James Munroe

A. Case of coin of Morocco . . . [Cancellations]

Som taken by T. Hond. Nov 9th 1848

Two Copper Medals of Horatio Gates

Two Do Do of Nathan Green

One Do Do of Neopolian 1st Consul

Two Silver Do of National Congress

Two Do Do of Leapold 1st KingBenges

[4] Two Silver Modals of Leapold

Two Do Do not mad[e] out

Two Do Do Regent of Belgeum

Two Do D not mad[e] out

TwelveDo East side of case No. 24.

F'our Do North End of case 24 small.

10] One Specimen of Brick Tea from the Province

of Yunann, China by George West June 1 9th

1850

[15]

:i7]

One Piece of Provincial Money

7. By Orders from the Corns of Patents One
Medal of General Green was Exchanged with
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Page

[23]

Dr Lewis Roper of Pliiladelphia for a Medal

of Georg Washington Deer 28th 1844. H. L.

Ellsworth

10 Washington City Janr 29th 1843

Parser Bridge presents his compliments t(.i

Mr Ellsworth and scndes for the National

Gallery a few curiosities from Africa and of

which he mentioned to Mr Ellsworth yesterday

and of which the following is a list iinciantific

language Nati\-e Money from Sett[ra?j Koroo

Africa Made of Old brass run in moulds of

sand \'alue SI. 50. small dowries sevvd upon

cloth Native Mone>- \alue 25 cts. . . .

35 Brick tea from the Province of Yunann.

C:hina . . . by Mr George R West June 19th

1850. Ths Ewbank Corns of Pats.

Appendix IV

The National Institute

C. Hunter's Guide

More comprehensive than John Warden's catalogue

is a guidebook published in Washington in 1855 which

describes displays arranged by the National Insti-

tute in the Patent Oflice Building. Alfred Hunter's

guidebook is entitled .1 Catalogue of the Extraordinary

Cunosttiei of the j\ational Institute to lie seen in the Patent

Office Building; also a Catalogue of the Botanical Plants,

to be Seen in the Government Conservatories, Foot of the

G2/>;/o/ (W'ashington, 1855). .-X later edition of Hunter's

guidebook was published in Washington in 1859

under the title: .1 Pofnilar Catalogue of the Extraordinary

Curiosities in the National Institute Arranged in the Building

Belonging to the Patent Office.

The following are excerpts of numismatic interest

from Hunter's 1855 catalogue.

Pago

1 7 Opposite Case 6

A collection (jf Continental and Prcjvincial

money; one for 20 shillings, dated 25th Ajjril,

1776, issued by the Assembly of Pennsylvania in

the name of George HI, and ]jrinted by Benjamin

Franklin: also what was called shin-plasters in

Page

later times issued all tlirough the LI.S. at various

times. Some of the old Continental money was

redeemed, but the greater part was lost in the

hands of the owners.

2

1

Case 9

100 to 103. Gold and zinc coins from Japan.

22 Case 10

Copper coin of the Republic ui C:hili. Has a

single five-pointed star in the centre, is worth one

and a quarter of our cents. Presented by Lieut.

George W. Hammersly, Ex. Ex.

23 C;ase opposite 1
1—Indian Curiosities.

. . . prepared skins, wampum, pipes, neck-

lace made with beads and the claws of the

grizzly bear.

43 Case 28

C^illection of ancient coins, collected in

dillerent parts of Europe b>' Thomas Munroe,

while aid to the Emperor of Russia: presented by

his father.

.Medals bv the go\'ernmcnt of Belgium ; medals

oi the Royal Society of Sciences, Letters, and

Arts of Antwerp, on tiie occasion of the Rubenical

ietest in honor of Rubens—one given by the

National Exhibition of Fine Arts, in 1839, and

intended as a national reward; one commemo-
rative of the opening of the first section of the

Belgian railroad, in 1834—by Clhas. Serruys,

Belgian minister.

44 Case 29

Mone\- from .\frica. .\nother piece of the value

of SI. 50; four of these buys a good sized negro

boy.

33 Case 24

. . . Medals from the Belgian government,

struck on the occasion of the inauguration and

completion of the great railroad. The great seal

of the United States.

Box ol old Spanish coins.

Medals.
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Page

35 Window opposite Case 24

Pro\incial money of Pennsylvania, printed by

Benjamin Franklin.

Continental money.

An ens;raving showing the clemency of

Napoleon.

Page

38 Case 27

Muskrat—common American kind. Formerly

they constituted a large item in the northwestern

fiir trade, and have been sold by traders to

manufacturers for 37}i cents a-piece. In some

parts of the Middle States they are raised or

propagated for market. The pelts of the early

spring rats are the best.

Appendix V

Numismatic Collections in U.S. Public Libraries, 1850

The findings given in Charles Coffin Jewett's 207-

page report entitled ".'\ppendix to the Report of

the Board of Regents of the .Smithsonian Institution,

Containing a Report on the Public Libraries of the

United States of America, January 1, 1850" was

published separately in 1851 as an appendix to the

Fourth Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the

Smithsonian Institution . . . During the I'ear I S49 (Wash-

ington, 1850). In spite of an unavoidable lack of

completeness this report is of great value to us.

More than 900 circulars had been sent out plus

hundreds of additional letters requesting detailed

information from the various libraries about their

organization and their holdings including coins and

medals. Many circulars remained imanswered, "others

were filled out hastily, and ga\e but a meagre ac-

covmt of the collections; others, again, simply referred

to some source from which authentic details might be

gathered."'" Jewett was forced, therefore, to seek

additional information wherever available.

Over 40 libraries in 14 different States had collec-

tions of coins and medals: Massachusetts led with ten

collections, followed b\' Pennsylvania with six, and

New York with five collections. Some holdings were

small, limited in scope, and hardly merit being

designated as collections, while others contained up

to 2,000 pieces. It is remarkable that St. Joseph's

College in Bardstown, Kentucky, had a collection of

400 medals of each century from the 15th through

the 18th. The collection of 8,000 "sulphurets" of

ancient Roman and other coins in the "Libraries of

the College of New Jersey" at Princeton seems to

indicate a serious interest in numismatic research.

The following are items of numismatic interest ex-

cerpted from the Jewett report. Page references are

to Jewett's .Appendix and not the Report.

LIBRARY FO UNDED REPLY

The New Hampshire Historical Mar. 13, 1823 "ancient coins" (mentioned as being in their

Society collection already in 1838), (p. 11).

Concord, X.H.

Athenaeum Library

Portsmouth, N.H.

State Library'

Montpelier, Vt.

1817 "246 coins" (p. 14).

"thirty medals" (p. 17).

The Boston .Vthcnacum Library organized 1806 "the most valuable collection of coins in

Boston, Mass. incorporated 1807 that part of the country" (p. 21).

'"Charles C. Jewett, ".Appendix to the Report of the .Xmerica, January 1. 1850," in Fourth Annual Rfport oj the

Board of Regents of the Sniithsonian Institution, Containing Board oj Regents oj Itu Smilksoman Institution . . . Wa-shington,
a Report on the PubUc Libraries of the United States of 1850, p. 3.
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LIBRARV FO UNDED REPLY

Library of the General C'.ourt Mar. 3, 1826

Boston, Mass.

Library of the Massachusetts

Historical Society

Boston, Mass.

organized 1791

incorporated

1794

"6 medals" (p. 24).

"a few coins'" (p. 26).

The American Oriental

Society

Boston, Mass.

'Recent" "68 Mnhammedaii coins"

Harvard College Libraries

Cambridge, Mass.

"Of Roman coins and medals, the library has

671 in copper, 43 in siKer, and 1 in gold; of

ancient coins other than Roman, 8; there are

about 500 modern coins of all sorts, and 35

modern medals" (p. 33).

The Athenauem Library

Xantucket, Mass.

1836 'several hundred coins of small value" (p. 38).

Library of the Essex Institute

Salem, Mass.

1848 'a few coins" (p. 41

Williams College Libraries

Williamstown, Mass.

1793 'a \'ery few coins" (p. 41).

Library of the American Anti-

quarian Societ\-

Worcester, Mass.

Oct. 24, 1812 "medals" (p. 43). "The cabinet contains a

collection of coins, comparatively small,

but amounting to nearly 2,000 pieces, of

which, howe\er, many are duplicates.

Among them is a considerable number of

coins of the Roman Empire, and a few said

to be of still more remote antiquity. It is

believed there are specimens of nearly all

the pieces of money ever struck in the pres-

ent L^nited States" (p. 45).

Library of the C'.ollege of the

Holy Cross

Worcester, Mass.

1843 '650 coins and medals" (p. 47).

Wesleyan L'niversity Libraries

Middletown, Conn.

1831 "coins" (p. 68).
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LIBRARY

State Library, Department of

the Miscellaneous Library

Albany, N.Y.

FO UNDED REPLY

1818 "Medals 25"

(p. 73).

"The catalogue published in 1846 is in two

parts, paged separately. . . . Part seventh

contains a catalogue of works of art, globes,

atlases, maps, plans, paintings, engravings,

busts, and medals (pages 909-950.)" (pp.

75f).

The Library of the United

States Naval Lyceum
Brooklyn, N.Y.

1833 '531 coins, 49 medals" (p. 79).

The New York Society Library .-^pr. 2, 1 754

New York, N.Y.

"a small but beautiful collection of bronze

medals . . . and one set of Waterloo

medals, fifty in number." (pp. 87f).

Library of the New York

Historical Society

New York, N.Y.

1804 'Medals, about 200

coins, about 1,400"

(p. 93).

Columbia College Library

New York, N.Y.

1757 "a series of bronze medals illustrative of the

Elgin marbles" (p. 94).

College Library

Burlington, N.J.

1846 "several hundred coins" (p. 105).

Libraries of the College of

New Jersey

Princeton, N.J.

1755 "a small one [collection] of medals and coins,

and has lately received more than 8,000

sulphurets—fac-similes of ancient Roman
and other coins" (p. 106).

The Easton Library

Easton, Pa.

1811 "a small nimiber of coins"

Pennsylvania College Libraries 1832

Gettysburg, Pa.

'about 50 medals, and 400 or 500 coins."

(p. 109).

The Library Company and the July 1. 1731

Loganian Library

Philadelphia, Pa.

'In 1752, 'a noble present of ancient medals'

was received through Mr. Peters from Mr.

Gray, member of Parliament for Col-

chester." (p. 115).
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LIBRARY FO UNDED REPLY

'In ( )ctober, 1773, sc\'eral specimens of min-

erals and 53 curious coins, were presented

by Edward Pole. L'nfortunately, the secre-

tary, in reporting the gift, was obliged to

add the following memorandum: 'iMit the

library being entered by some thief (as

supposed) last night, he carried off all the

coins and tokens, together with some change

which was left in the drawer.' Mr. Pole,

however, received the thanks of the di-

rectors, and the articles were ad\-ertised,

but never recovered." (p. 1 17).

Library of the American

Philosophical Society

Philadelphia, Pa.

1742 'The society has also an 'extensive collection

of manuscripts, maps, charts, and engrav-

ings, and, in its cabinet, medals, coins, &c."

The precise number 'cannot readiU' be

given.' "
(p. 123).

The Library of the Historical

Society

Philadelphia, Pa.

1825 'collections of medals and coins." (p. 129).

The Chester Countx' Cabinet

of Natural Sciences

Westchester, Pa.

Mar. 1826 "a \ery few engraxings and medals, and

about 400 coins, (300 copper and 100

sih'er,), among which are 86 sih'er and 59

copper coins from 21 different governments,

collected during the circimina\igating

cruise of the Lhiited States ship Peacock,

in 1835-'37, by the late Lieutenant Dar-

lington, LTnited States Navy, and presented

by him." (pp. 130f).

Baltimore Female College

Baltimore, Md.

1850 'a cabinet of ancient and modern coins. Of

ancient coins there are more than 500.

(See catalogue of the B. F. C. for 1850)."

(p. 136).

The Library of Congress

Washington, D.C.

Apr. 24, 1800 "a series of medals designed by Dcnon and

executed by order of the French govern-

ment commemorative of events during the

reign of Napoleon . .
." (p. 138).

The Library of the War De-

partment, Washington

Washington, D.C.

1832 'all the government medals, (50 or 60 in

number,) . .
." (|3. 140).
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LIBRARY

The National Institute for tlie

Promotion of Science

Washington, D.C

FOUNDED

Mav 1840

REPLY

"many medals, coins, &c." (p. 142).

Emory and Henry College

Libraries

Emory, Washington

County, Va.

1839 '63 coins" (p. 144).

The Virginia Historical and

Philosophical Society

Richmond, Va.

Dec. 29, 1831 "a few medals, coins" (p. 147).

Franklin College Libraries

Athens, Georgia

1831 'a medal struck in commemoration of the

\ictory at Saratoga, 3 gold, 94 silver, and

249 copper coins, ancient and modern."

(p. 156).

VVesleyan Female College

Library

Macon, Ga.

Xov. 1837 "a few valuable ancient coins" (p. 157).

The Franklin Society

Mobile, Ala.

Jan. 17, 1835 "a few coins" (p. 159).

Oakland College

Claiborne County, Miss.

1831 "200 medals and coins" (p. 161).

St. Joseph's College

Bardstown, K\-.

1824 'It has also about 400 medals of the 15th'

16th, 17th, and 18th centuries, and about

200 modern coins." (p. 165).

Georgetown College Libraries 1837

Georgetown, K\.

'It has also 64 medals and 676 coins, com
prising those of Burmah, Siam, Hiadostan

the East India Company, South America'

Dutch East Indies, &c." (p. 166).

Ohio Wesleyan L'niversity

Delaware, Ohio

1845 "curious coins" (p. 171).
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Appendix VI

Smithsonian Publications of Numismatic Interest, 1860-1907

A Note on the Numismatic Library

Papers of nuniisinatic interest published durina; the

vears from 1860 to 1907 in the Smithsonian's Annual

Reports are listed below in chronological order. In

addition, there is a brief account of the condition of

the numisniatic librar\ in 1888 and in 1925.

MoRLOT, A. "General \'ie\vs on .Xrcheoloaix'."

Transl. b\- Philip Harr\-. Pp. 2P.4-343 in the

Annual Report of the Board of Regent i nf the Smith-

sonian Institution, 1 HtiO (Washington, 1860). Greek

coins are mentioned on pp. 328f lUid 337 in con-

nection \\ith chronolosjical problems.

Pollock, |.-iiMEs. "A Brief Account of the Processes

Employed in the Assay of Gold and Silver Coins

at the Mint of the United States." Pp. 422-428 in

the Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the

Smithsonian Institution, 1868 (\Vashins;ton, 1869).

R.-\u, Ch..\rles. "Ancient Aboriginal Trade in North

America." Pp. 348-394 in the Annual Report of the

Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution. 1872

(W'ashington, 1873). .Special ntention is made

of "wampum" (pp. 379-383) and trade in

copper (p. 355). This is an enlarged and improved

version of a paper first published in German in

Archil' fin Anthropologie. vol. 5 (Braunschweig.

1872).

M.-\so.\, Otis T. "The Leipzig Museum of Ethnol-

ogy." Pp. 390-410 in the Annual Report of the

Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institut on. 1873

(Washington, 1874). (Objects of cultural-historic. 1

nature are listed in the order of their dc\'elopment.

Thus, numismatics appears fairK' well defined

(pp. 408f): "Money—Coin—Substitutes for coin

—

Paper money—Certificates of indebtedness -Med-

als, badges, and other outer decorations."

Rau, Charles. "The Stock-in-Trade of an Aboriginal

Lapidary." Pp. 291-298 in the Annual Report of the

Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, 1877

(Washington, 1878).

Mason, Otis. "The Ray Collection from Hupa

Reservation." Pp. 205-240 in part 1 of the Annual

Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithwnian

Institution, 1886 (Washington, 1889). This pajjci

contains a section on "Monev and its L'ses"

(pp. 231-234).

Stearns, Robert E. C. "Ethno-Conchology—

A

Study of Primitive Money." Pp. 297-334 +
9 plates in part 2 of the .\nnual Report of the

Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution. 1 887

(Report of the L'.S. National Museum) (Wash-

ington, 1889). This paper is still considered basic

tor the stud\' of shell monc\'.

GowLANu. W. "The .\rt of Casting Bronze in Japan."

Pp. 609-651 in the Annual Report of the Board of

Regents of the Smithsonian Institution. 1894 (Wash-

ington, 1896). This paper was first published in

the Journal of the Society of .Irts. no. 2215, vol. 43,

May 3, 1895. Gowland discusses the earliest

coinage of Japan (p. 614) and gives the analysis

of late 17th-century coins based on the average

composition of 7,600 pieces melted together

(p. 619). In this connection, he mentions the

conversion of Buddhist statues into coins during

the 15th and 17th centuries. Of particular interest

is plate 70 illustrating molding and casting

techniques in use at the old mint in Edo around

1835.

Wilson, Thomas. "'The Swastika, the Earliest Known
Symbol, and Its Migrations; With Observa-

tions on the Migration of Certain Industries in

Prehistoric Times." Pp. 757-1011 in the .Annual

Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian

Institution. I8'JI (Washington, 1896). This paper

contains a special discussion of the swastika on

ancient coins (pp. 871-879, figs. 224-236, and

pi. 9).

Rhki;s, Willlvm J. Visitor's Guide to the Smithsonian

Institution and i'.S. .National Museum m Washington.

D.C. (Wa.shington, n.d., ca. 1890). Special

emphasis is placed in the guidebook on a talh

stick, used by the Court of Exchequer of England,

with one full page on the subject (p. 34). See also

pp. 33 and 38.

Hoffman, Walter James. "The Graphic .Xrt of the

Eskimos." Pp. 749-968 in the .Innual Report of the
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Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, 1 895

(Report of the U.S. National Museum) (Washing-

ton, 1897). This unusual and rather broadly

cast study discusses the coinage of the ancient

Britons and ancient trade routes (pp. 818-824

and pis. 46-57).

Adler, Cyrus and C.asanowicz, I. M. "Biblical

Antiquities: A Description of the Exhibit at the

Cotton States International Exposition, Atlanta,

1895." Pp. 943-1023 + 46 plates in the Annual

Report oj the Board oj Regents oj the Smithsonian

Institution, 1896 (Report of the U.S. National

Museum) (Washington, 1898). This paper con-

tains a special discussion of "A Selection of the

Coins of the Bible Lands" (pp. 982-988 and pi. 9).

White, Ch.arles A. "The Archaic Monetary Terms

of the United States." Smithsonian Miscellaneous

Collections, vol. 50, part 1, no. 1714. (Washington,

1907).

BECKwrrH, P.aul Edmond. "Indian Peace Medals;

French, Canadian, British, and Medals of the

United States." Pp. 829-836 in part 1 of Handbook

of American Indians North of Mexico (Bureau of

American Ethnology Bulletin 30). (Washington:

Smithsonian Institution, 1907).

Library

Numismatics as a museum discipline demands a

complete reference library. In the early days, however,

since the museum had no specialized staff of numis-

matists, very little was done to build up an adequate

library. In the 1880s a beginning was made to obtain

various periodicals and 13 numismatic publictions

were received in 1888.'*^ Unfortunately, this be-

ginning was not pursued as a long-range project for

the museum.

In 1925 the numismatic library was substantially

increased with the addition of about 800 volumes and

pamphlets from the old Philadelphia Mint cabinet.
'^^

No systematic acquisitions were made, however, and

current publications, periodicals, and standard refer-

ences were acquired only sporadically. Since 1956 an

increased flow of books and periodicals has come in,

mainly through donations. Although the library still

has serious gaps, the Smithsonian numismatic library

ranks among the leading specialized libraries in lliis

country.

Appendix VII

Gift of Gold Coins from Japan to President U. S. Grant

A collection of gold and silver coins from Japan
was given to President Grant by the Japanese Govern-

ment "as a slight return for [his] liberality and thought-

fulness in sending to His Imperial Majesty one of

[his] blooded horses." The coin collection was pre-

sented later to the United States Government by

Mrs. Julia Dent Grant and Mr. W. H. Vanderbilt.

President Arthur's message to Congress on Febru-

ary 4, 1885,'" concerning Mrs. Grant's offer to give

the Government the testimonials lately belonging to

General Grant, contains a schedule of these objects.

In this schedule the Japanese collection is mentioned

on page 3: "Collection of coin (Japanese). This is the

only complete set, except one which is in the Japanese
treasury. Seven of these pieces cost $5,000. This set

was presented by the Government of Japan." The
collection was accepted by a resolution of Congress

which became law on August 5, 1886. (Mr. Isao

Gunji of the Economic Research Dept. of the Bank of

'" SI Report, 1888, pp. 33, 36.

'" USNM Report, 1925, p. 109.
'<5 Exec. Doc. No. 60.

Japan recently expressed the opinion that some of these

pieces were made during the 18th century for

collectors.)

The only known illustrations of this collection are

in William H. Allen's The American Civil War Book and

Grant Album published in 1894.

The following is a transcription of data from original

correspondence on file in the Registrar's office, United

States National Museum.

Depariment of Colonization.

Tokio. Japan December 2. 1880.

Sir

I liavc the honor to inform you that His Imperial Majesty,

having highly appreciated the swiftness and beauty of the

stallion, of your own breeding, which had been kindly

presented by you. has ordered me to make use of him for

breeding, in order to improve our native horses, and that

the stallion has been sent to the Agricultural farm at

.\arwye in the Province Dohima, in the Island of Gesso,

for that purpose. I have no doubt that fine stock will soon

follow in abundance.

It affords me great pleasure to present you certain articles

mentioned in the enclosed list, as a token of our appreciation
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of your courtesy, and I shall feel much gratified if vou will

be pleased to accejn them.

Availing myself ol this opportiuiily to express my best

wishes for your good health and prus|3erity,

I have the honor to be. Sir,

Yoiu' obt. .Servant,

Kuroda Kiyotaka

Minister of Colonization

General U.S. Grant

Legation of Japan

Washington

January 7. 18H1.

My Dear Sir:

I have the honor to state that a ho.\ has reached the

Legation this morning, wliich contains a small collection

of the ancient C'oins of japan, intended as a i^rescnt for

you, from the Department of Goloiiization. and .is a slight

return for you liberality and thoughlfiilness in sending to

His Imperial Majesty one of your blooded horses. It affords

me great pleasure to forward the same to yoiu address by

Adam's Express today, and to enclose a letter from General

Kuroda. together with its translation and a descripton

of the coins.

1 av.iil mvself of this occasion to present to you and

Mrs Cirant, the compliments of the season and best wishes.

Very Respectfully and .SincereK' yours,

Voshida Kiyonari

General Li.S. Grant

List of Old Coins

Presented to

General U.S. Cirant

.\o. 1. Yudzuriha Ban.

" 2. Higashiyaina Ilowo Maru Ooban.

" 3. Kiyosu Ooban.
4. Kameyama Ooban.

5. Voshi Mame B.m.
" 6. Taiko Fukjuban.

7. Tasima Ooban.

Antes.

Xo. I
.
Was made during the reign of the Shogun ;\shikaga

Voshimasa in the sears Hotok and Kotok— 1450-54 .\.D.—
and it is said th.ii the coins were used as rewards.

No. 2. Was made in the Ginkaku (Silver Palace) at

Higashiyaina in the Province of Yamashiro, by the Shogun
Xshikaga 'I'oshimasa in the year Bun Mei— 1480 /\,D.

Xo. 3. Was nwde by Udaijin Ota Nobimaga in the year

"S'eiroku -
1 559 .\.D. when he \sas the Ruler of Kivosu in

the Province of Owari, and the coins were distributed among
his rel.iiners for war-like e.xpjoiis.

.\o. 4. Is said to have been made for war purposes by Akechi

Mitsuhide the ruler of Kameyama—in the Tenth year of

1 ensho— 1582 ,\.D.—in the Province (jf Tanba.

Xo. 5. Is said to have been made for prizes by Kikkawa
Motoharu, the ruler of Idzumo province, in the years

Tensho— 1570-8fJ A.D.

Xo. t-). Is said to have been made bv Kwanbaku I'oyotomi

Hides'oslii in the years 'lensho and Keieho— 158(1 90 .-X.D.

and was used as a high prize.

Xo. 7. Was made in the Province of Tasima, after the end

ol the Kiushu war by Kwanbaku I'oyotomi Hideyoshi

in the 14th and 15th years of Tensho— 1586-87—A.D.
and was distributed among the soldiers who had distin-

guished themselves.

Appendix VIII

The United States Mint Collection

The Mint cabinet was officially started in June

1838, but its liistory goes back to the beginning of the

Mint in 1792-1793. The Chief Coiner, Adam Kckfeldt

(fig. 12), connected with the Mint since its inception,

"led as well by his own taste as by the expectation

that a conservatory would some day be established,

took pains to preserve jiiaster-coins of the different

annual issues of the mint, and to retain some of the

finest foreign specimens, as they appeared in deposit

for recoinage." ''"^ Among the coins deposited by

Adam Eckfeldt was, for instance, the famous Brasher

Doubloon (fig. 15j. When a special annual appropri-

ation was instittited for this purpose by Congress in

1838. the collection took permanent form and grew

continuously.

The eagerness of the Mint assayers William E.

Du Bois (fig. 13) and Jacob R. Eckfeldt to complete

the Mint collection contributed to its continued

"'' William E. Du Bois, PleiJi;ei of History. A Brief Aceouni

of the Collection of Coins Belongini; to the Mint of the United .States.

.More I'aTtieularly the Antiejue Speciriiens. Philadelphia, I84f),

pp. tif. .\ ''.Second edition, with additions" appeared as .ni

appendix to Jacob R. Eckfeldt and William E. Du Bois,

.Veir Varieties of Gold and Silier Coins . . . New York, 1851.

See there the passage quoted by us, pp. 20f. It was reprinted

under the title "Collection of Specimen Coins at the Mint,

Phil.idelphia" in The .\'umismatist (1937), vol. ,50, pp. lOlf.
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growth. Dii Bois in his Pledges of History (1846,

second edition 1 85 1) mentions that after the collection

was officially established in June 1838, it "has gone

on in a continual augmentation . . . specimens of

new coinage, domestic or foreign, must be added as

they appear." In the same volume Du Bois also

describes the early Mint exhibit, located at that

time at 17th and Spring Gardens Streets in

Philadelphia.

The suite of apartments in the Mint, appropriated to the

exhibition of coins, ores, and national medals, occupies

the front of the building in the .second story, and measures

sixteen feet wide by fifty-four feet long. (Jris^inally there

were three rooms, connecting with each other by folding-

doors; the removal of ihesc has made one large saloon,

with recesses, very commodious and suitable for the use to

which it is applied. I he eastern and western rooms are ol

uniform size and construction; the central one has a dome

and skylight, supported by four columns; with a corre-

sponding window in its floor (protected by a railing) to

light the hall of entrance below.

The ancient coins are displayed in eight cases, mitred in

pairs, and placed erect against the walls in the wide door-

ways and the middle room. The modern coins are variously

arranged; part (including all those of the L'nited States)

being in a nearly level case which surrounds the railing

above mentioned; and part being in upright cases, disposed

along the walls of the middle and west rooms. The ores,

minerals, and metallic alloys, are placed in the west room;

in the eastern are shown the national and other medals,

and the fine beams used for the adjustment of weights.

All the cases are fronted with glass, and besides allowing

an inspection of every specimen, present an agreeable

coup d'oeil on entering ihe room, especially l)v the middle

door.

Visitors arc admitted in prescribed hours, if attended

by an officer or conductor of the institution

Data about the growth of the Philadelphia Mint

collection may be gleaned from Mint records pre-

served in the National Archives as well as from

occasional published notes and reports. Some early

illustrations of coins from the cabinet are contained in

Jacob R. Eckfeldt and William E. Du Bois' A Manual

of Gold and Silver Coins of All Nations, Struck Within the

Past Century (Philadelphia, 1842). The illustrations of

coins were executed by the medal-ruling machine

invented by Christian Gobrecht and perfected by

Joseph Saxton. The volume has 16 plates, but not all

coins illustrated are frotii the Mint cabinet. The first

full catalogue of the collection appeared in 1860 mider

the direction of James Ross Snowden. Entitled A

Description of Ancient and Modern-Coins, in the Cabinet

Collection at Ihe Mint of the United States (Philadelphia,

1860), it was prepared by George Bull, in charge of

the cabinet, with the advice and assistance of Du
Bois, at that time assistant assayer and curator of the

cabinet. In 1861 Snowden published the Medallic

Memorials of Washington in the Mint of the United States.

He was very much interested in this particular section

of the cabinet and made every effort to enlarge it.

Notes about additions to the collections were pub-

lished by \V. E. Du Bois in "The United States Mint

Cabinet," '*" where he mentions that "the whole

number of coins and medals at this time [1874] is

6,484," and in "Recent Additions to the Mint

Cabinet." '^* Reports in later \ears were given by

Patterson Du Bois.'" A design b\- D. A. Schuler

(fig. 9) dated 1885 and published in A. M. Smith's

Visitor's Guide and History of the United States Mint,

Philadelphia, Pa. gi\es a view of the exhibits of that

period.'^" In connection with Du Bois' earlier de-

scription, it renders a general idea of the numismatic

displays at the Mint during the 19th century. In

1891, R. A. McClure, curator of the Mint collection,

prepared An Index to the Coins and Medals of the Cabinet

of the Mint of the United States at Philadelphia, published

by the Superintendent of the Mint, O. C. Bobyshell;

and in 1894 the Philadelphia Telegraph reported on

"Late Additions" to the Mint cabinet; "8,000 coins

were on display, the case of current coins stands to the

left of the museum door, opposite the C'urator's

desk." '5'

With the completion of a new mint in Philadelphia

in 1902, described as "the finest building ever con-

structed for coinage purposes in the world," the

cabinet was moved to the new location. It was rein-

stalled there in sumptuous surroundings and in new,

rather ponderous exhibit cases. An illustration

(fig. 10) in the Director's report shows a picture of the

new displays. '^^

^*'' American Journal of .Numismatics (1874), vol. 8, p. 65.

'*' Ibid. (1877), vol 11, pp. 86-88.

'""Comptc Rendu," ibid. (1884), vol. 18, pp. 89-91; "Hog
Money, etc.," ibid. (1885), vol. 19, pp. 66f.

''* Reprinted from .VVw Varieties oj Gold and Silver Coins by

Jacob R. Eckfkldt and William E. Du Bois (.\ssayers of the

Mint, 1851), New York, 1851, p. 29.

'5' Reprinted in The .\umismatist (1894), vol. 7, pp. 158-162.

^'"-Annual Report oj the Director of the Mint . . . 1902, Wash-
ington, 19C2, plate at p. 76.
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The first and only formally recognized curator of

the Mint collection ^vas Dr. Thomas Louis C^omparette

appointed to the post in 1905.'^- (V'arioiis other people

had been delegated to take care of the Cabinet but

witiiout the title curator.) Comparette immediately

made plans for expansion and improvement of the

Mint collection. "The most pressing needs appear to

be a new catalogue and a rearrangement of the coins

in the cases," according to his comprehensive report

about the numismatic collection.'''' In the same

report he mentions, referring to the past, ''An apparent

tendency to gi\c undue preference to rather expensi\e

rarities for exhibitions as 'show pieces' has resulted in

restricting the numerical development of the collec-

tion, in the increase of certain scries at the expense of

others, and especially in the neglect of the coins of

lower denomination, which are nuich less attractixe

to the a\'erage \isitor but necessary in order to gain a

proper idea of the complete coinage of a gi\en coimtry

or period and highly \alued by the better informed.

The more serious purpose better harmonizes with

what is felt to be the worthier function of the collec-

tion, for the attitude of the cabinet has been from the

first that of an educational institution." ''''

The preparation of the catlogue took Clomparette

about se\en years; it appeared in 1912 comprising 634

pages and 15 plates. In 1914 a so-called "third edition"

followed with the same number of plates but expanded

through additions to 694 pages.'''' A most useful

106-page Guide to the Aumimuitic Cnllection of the Mint

of The United Slutes (it Philadelphia, Pa. was published

in 1913. In addition to the catalogue Dr. Comparette

'^^ Born in Dekalb C^ounty, Indiana, in 1868, Clonipaictto

was educated at the University of Wooster, CJhio. I le continued

his studies at the Universities of Michigan, Chicago, finally

Halle and Berlin. Comparette became also a member of the

.American .School of .\ntiquities, Rome. From 18'j:i to Ui'l7 he

was professor of Greek and Latin at the Texas Christian

University at Waco, Texas, then served as assistant in Latin at

the LIniversity of Missouri until 1905. For further information,

see The .Numismatist (101;l'„'), vol. 35, pp. 377f,

''''"Numismatic Collection." pp. ri5-75 in the .innual Report

of the Director of the .Mint . . . 1'I05. Reprinted under the title

"On the Utility of a Cabinet of Historic Coins" in The .Mimn-

matist (1906), vol. 19, pp. 78-79, 103-111, 146.

'^'Annual Re/ml of the Director of the .Mint . . . I'MTi, p. b'>:

7 he .\umismalist (1906) vol. 19, p. 78.
''^^ Catalogue of Coins., Tokens, and Medals in the .Xurntsrnatie

Collection of the Mint of the United States at Philadelphia, Pa.,

Washington, 1912; "3rd edition," 1'I14.

published \arious papers, particularly in the field of

ancient numismatics.'''"

While in charge of the Mint cabinet Clomparette

expended considerable time and effort to mobilize

support for the improvement of the collection. He
attempted to obtain the support of President Theodore

Roosexelt to secure for the cabinet the H. C. Hoskier

collection of Greek and Roman coins when the owners

who li\ed in .South Orange, Xew Jersey, offered it for

sale.''^' Comparette succeeded in obtaining the

support of the Assay Commission of 1909; Their

committee on resolutions passed a inotion recom-

mending that the coin collection be improved and

suggested the striking of artistic medals with the

understanding that the profits from their sale should

benefit the Mint collection.'^'-' .Similar resolutions were

passed by the annual Assay Commissions meeting in

subsecjuent years. '^"

''''TnriMAs Louis Comparette: "Inaccurate Tables of

Roman C;oins in .\merican Latin Grammars," American Journal

of .\iimismatics (1912), vol. 46, pp. 12.5-129; "Debasement of

the .Silver Coinage under the Emperer Nero," American Journal

of \i,misrnaties { l'll3) (New York, 1914), vol. 47, pp. 131-141
;

".\es signatum," Arneriinn Journal nf .\urnismatics (1**18) (New
York, I'M'M, vol. 52, pp. 1-61, pis. 1 8; "The Decadrachms of

•Svr.acuse." 1 he .\umismatist (1'I13), vol. 26, pp. 57-64; "The
Fir.st LInitcd States Mint," ihc .Numismatist (1910), vol. 23,

pp. 2-5, i't 42; " 'La Risposta"
—

'Territorial' vs 'Private,'"

I he .Vumismalist (1910), vol. 23, pp. 9-10; "Society, not State,

Introduced Coinage," 'Tlie .Vumismalnt (1910), vol. 23, pp. 43-

45; ".\ Brief .Study of the Medal, its Origin and Earlv Develop-

ment," / fie .Kumismatie and .inticiuarian Society of Philadelphia.

Proceedings ( 1907-1909), pp. 91-113; "Coins and Medals in the

L'nited States in 1913," .-Imerican Journal of .Vumismatics ( 1913)

(New York, 1914), vol. 47, pp. 142-158," pis. 7-12; "Medals
Engraved in the United .States of .America in the Year 1914,"

American Journal of .Numismatics (1914) (New York, 1915), vol.

48, pp. 205-218, pis. 27-31; "Coins and Medals Engraved in

the L'nited States of .\meric.i in the Year 1915," .American

Journal of .Numismatics (l'll5) (New York, rU6), vol. 4'l, pp.

199-209^ pis. 23 27.
'''"^ His efforts were, however, in vain: The Hoskier C'ollection

was sold on auction by Dr. J.acob Hirsch in Munich in I '107;

see the latter's catalogue no. XX.
'''' Reported under the title "For the Improvement of the

National C^oin Collection" in The Mumnmalist (1909), vol. 22,

pp. 144f. Chairman of the Committee on Resolutions w;is the

well-known numismatist Farran Zerbe, members were .\mbrosc

Swazey, Dr. William Sturgis Bigelow, and others. The resolution

was supported by the Director of the Mint, Frank .\. Leach,

the Chief of the Secret Service, John E. Wilkie, and Congress-

m.m Ira W. Wood.
"" "The .\nnual .\ssay Connnission. Reconnnendation for the

Support of the Mint Cabinet," '/he .Numismatist (1910), vol, 23,

pp. 179f; Proceedmp^s of the Assay Commission of 1912 . . . pp.

17f. ; Annual Report of the Director of the Mint . . .
I'tl5, p. 56;

op. rit., 1916, p. 42! op. cit. 1917, p. 27; op. cit., 1'I18, p. 38.
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Reports about the growth of the collection were in-

corporated in the Director's Annual Report from 1910

through 1921 under the title "The State of the Numis-

matic Collection" (after 1917, "The Progress of the

Numismatic Collection").'*' All these activities

ended with Dr. Comparette's sudden death on July 3,

1922.

The idea of the transfer of the collection to Wash-

ington had been proposed as early as 1916 by Dr.

George F. Kunz of Xew York, President of the

American Scenic and Historic Preservation Society

and one of the most active members of the American

Numismatic Society. He discussed the idea with Dr.

Charles D. Walcott, Secretary of the Smithsonian,

and with the Director of the Mint, Robert VV. Wooley,

on April 4, 1916. The following documents trace the

transfer of the Mint Collection to the Smithsonian

Institution.

Xew York City.

April 6, 1916.

401 5th Avenue.

Hon. Robert \V. WooUcy,

Director of the Mint,

Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Woolley:

.•\ppropos of our conversation of Tuesday. I am now
writing the following letter:

In view of the fact that in a number of foreign countries,

a great national collection of coins is in the National

Museum and in the national capital, it occurred to me that

if the United ,States Government transferred the majority

of the coins froin the Mint in Philadelphia to the United

States National Museum and had it distinctly known that

a great national collection was being formed there, it would

undoubtedly be enriched by gifts and legacies from time to

time. The Curator in charge could be transferred from the

Mint to the National Museum.

The collection there would be more accessible to the

Director of the Mint and. undoubtedly, would be of con-

siderable value to him; the collection at present is more or

less inaccessible. .-X greater number of visitors would see it

at the National Museum and the study of coins and coinage,

which has had great bearing upon Art in history, would be

materially advanced.

I had the pleasure of dining with Director W'alcolt of the

Lnited States National Museum on luesdav. the 4lh. and

^" Annual Report of the Director oj Ihf Mini . . . /91J, pp. \9(.:

op. cit., 1912, p. 18; op. cit., 1913, pp. 23f.; op. cit., 1914, pp.
28f.; op. cit., 191,3, pp. 29f,; op cit., 1916, p. 24; op. cit., 1917,

p. 34 ("The Progress of the Numismatic Collection"); op. cit.,

1918, p. 33; op. cit., 1919. p. 33; op. cit., 1920, p. 42; op. cit.,

1921, pp. 33f.

spoke to him of the possibility of a coin collection at the

Museum. I think that he seemed interested.

There are a number of large collections of coins in the

United States and with the example of Mr. Treer giving

jjaintings, there may be something doing in the coin line.

Believe me.

Very truly yours,

George F. Kunz

The lack of a curator after the death of Dr. Com-
parette and the closing of the Mint to the public

because of a robbery at the Denver Mint (committed

after thieves obtained information through a previous

visit) were among the factors that persuaded the

Secretary of the Treasury, .\ndrew \V, .Mellon, to de-

cide to transfer the collection to the National Museum
in W^ashington, and he so notified Secretary Walcott:

Washington

February 8, 1923.

Hon. Charles D. Walcott,

Secretary. .Smithsonian Institution

Washington. D.C.

My dear Dr. \Valcott:

It has recendy been deemed advisable in the interest of

safety to close the United States Mints to visitors. .As you

are aware, there is a large numismatic collection in the

Mint at Philadelphia. Since the Mint is to be permanendy

closed to visitors the inspection of the collection by the

public is no longer possible. There is an important and very

beautiful selection of coins, tokens and medals, perhaps the

largest and most complete numismatic collection owned
by the Government. The logical place for this collection

would seem to be in the National Museum in Washington,

and I am writing to ask if you would consider it feasible

to have the collection transferred there. In case you con-

sider the undertaking favorably may I suggest that you

designate a representative of the National Museum to

inspect the collection in order that you may be advised as

to its scope and importance, and as to other details involved

in the proposed transfer.

The Curator of the Mint at Philadelphia died several

months ago, but we have made no special effort to fill the

position for the reason that the removal of the collection to

Washington has been tentatively considered for some time.

The collection is tmder the jurisdiction of the Director

of the Mint, and I shall be glad to instruct that officer to

jjlace before you all available information in regard to it.

I am enclosing a Catalogue of the coins, tokens and medals

which may be of interest to you in considering the projxjsed

transfer of the collection for the Mint to the National

Museum.

\'ery truly yours,

A. \V. Mellon

Secretarv of the Treasurv.
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The Secretary of the Smithsonian ackno\vledc;ed

Andrew Mellon's letter on Februarx' 12 and delegated

Mr. W. de C. Ravenel, Director of the Museum, and

T. T. Belote, curator of history, to discuss the necessary

arrangements for the transfer.

Mv dear Mr. Mellon;

—

I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of Febru-

ary 8, concerning the transfer to the United .States National

Museum of the numismatic collection at present in the

Philadelphia Mint, and to assure you of my deepest interest

in the safeguarding and exhibition for the Ix-netit of the

public of this exceptionally important and valuable collec-

tion. The addition of the material to the collection of the

same character already in the custody of the Museum

would render available to those interested in the science of

Numismatics an exhibition collection comparaljle to those

shown in the other great museums of the world which have

recognized the importance of this subject. .\s a part of the

collections already in the National Musemn representing

the more general subject of History, with which Niunis-

inatics is closely allied, the material from Philadelphia

when installed in the Museum would be seen by the

thousands of visitors annually from all over the L'nited

States who are attracted to the Museum h\ the variety and

scientific and popular importance of its exhibits,

-In accordance with your suggestion, therefore, it will

give me much pleasure to authorize Mr. W. de C:. Ravenel,

the Director of the Museum, and Mr. I. I. Belote. Clurator

of History, who is thoroughly experienced in numismatic

work to inspect the collection and confer with the jiroper

officials of your Department regarding the transler.

Wry truly yours.

Charles D. Walcott

Secretary.

The Honorable A. \V. Mellon.

Secretary of the 'Ifeasury

\Vashington. D.C.

Formal acceptance of the collection by the .Sec-

retary of the Smithsonian Institution followed on

February 19:

My dear Mr. Mellon:—
Referring to my letter of Februaiy 12. concerning the

numismatic collection now in the Philadelphia Mint, .is

to the conference between Miss O'Reilly, .-Xcting Director

of the Mint, and Mr. T. I. Belote of the Museum stall.

I now take pleasure in advising you that the .National

Museum is very glad to accept this splendid collection .iiid

will be pleased to receive it whenever it is convenient lor

the officials of the Mint to have it packed and forwarded.

.\ representative of the Museum will visit Philadelphi.i

to inspect the cases in which the collection is no\s installed

with a view to determining whether they will be serviceabh-

to the Museum.

In this connection I wish to assure you of my a]5preciatioii

of your thoughtful interest in making such an important

contribution to the national collections.

\'ery truly yoius.

C. D. Walcott

Secretary.

The Honorable A. W. Mellon,

Secretary of the Treasury,

Washington, D.C.',

On February 28, Theodore T. Belote was authorized

to inspect the numismatic collection at the Mint in

order to plan for its packing and transportation to the

National Museum. He spent March 6 and 7 there and

reported on Marcli 8 to Miss M. M. O'Reilly, acting

director of the Mint, his findings and recommenda-

tions. The following passages are of interest: '"the col-

lection . . . was partly in exhibition cases and partly

in wooden cabinets in the office of the curator. The

entire collection was counted by the lady in charge.

Miss Anna Tibbies, and myself with the exception of

a collection of United States war service badges,

which Miss Tibljles informed me had already been

completely listed, and a large amount of European

emergencN' currency of coinparatisc small intrinsic

value.

"The specimens in the exhibition cases were counted

by case and country and two copies of the list were

made one of which was entrusted to Miss Tibbies and

one retained by myself. The specimens in the storage

cabinets were counted by trays."

He suggested that the coins "be placed in envelopes

of suitable size with the small lables which they now

bear, then grouped in boxes of strong paper, about

twelve by twelve by fourteen inches in size, and finally

inclosed in a series of stout wooden boxes of convenient

size for shipping such heavy material by express. The

medals which are not so liable to injury in transit as

the coins may be placed in envelopes of a good

quality and packed directly in wooden boxes for

shipment. Copies of those sections of the lists prepared

by Miss Tibbies and myself referring to the contents

of the \arious boxes ma\' \x ]3ackcd with the coins to

which they refer.""

On the same date, Theodore 'F. Belote, forwarding

to Ra\cncl his report to Miss O'Reilh', made some

additional remarks that should be f|uoted here:

I found that the size and importance of the collection has

been very materially increased since my last visit to the

Mint in Philadelphia ,ind ih.u the acccptaiue of this

colleetirjii will pi. ice the .N'.ilioii.il Museum in the front
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rank of the museums of the world so far as the science of

numismatics is concerned. . . .

In this connection special attention should be given to

the offer of the Treasury Department to transfer to the

Museum the exhibition cases in which the collection is now

contained. These cases were specially designed for numis-

matic material and are the safest of any types of such cases

I have ever seen. The woodwork is heavy mahogany, the

glass is a fine quality of heavy plate, and each case is fur-

nished with a unique double locking device which renders

it apparently as safe as it is pos,sible to construct such a case.

The cases are at present arranged against the walls of an

octagonal room or rotunda and are of three sizes all of

the same general type. They consist of the following:

Twelve wall cases each six feet long;

Fourteen cases, each four feet long, built tangent to a

circle; and fourteen cases, each two feet long, built on the

interior of the circle.

All these are aljout six feet high with an u|)right portion

against the wall and a horizontal section extending out

from the wall each of these portions giving an exhibition

space of about twenty-four inches extending the length of

the case. The interiors of these cases are arranged for the

exhibition of numismatic material in an artistic and service-

able manner.

In addition to the cases described above the office of the

former curator of the collection in the Mint contains two

oak cabinets with combination locks and shallow trays for

coins. The smaller of these two cabinets is 24" x 36" x 48";

the larger is 24" x 52" [? illegible] x 72". Ihey would

afTord space for the coins of lesser value during the period

when they were not on exhibition and could not be dupli-

cated now by any cabinet maker for less than thousands

of dollars.

The office of the curator also contains two large oak book

cases containing a number of very rare and expensive

works on the subject of numismatics . . . which are now
offered to us with the collection of coins and medals. . . .

These should certainly be accepted as they will be priceless

aids to the arrangement of the collection in the .National

Museiun.

The fact that the transfer of this collection to Washington

will mean the shifting of the numismatic center of gravity.

so to speak, in the United States from Philadelphia to

Washington, is very keenly felt by the higher officials of

the Mint . . . who seem to be all Philadelphians . . . and

they did not hesitate to express to me their distinct opposi-

tion to this action on the part of the Treasury Department

and some of them even went so far as to hint that a propa-

ganda would be initiated to have the proce.ss reversed.

Pressure did indeed build up in Philadelphia against

the proposed transfer. The Philadelphia Ledger of March
31 expressed great concern "that the Philadelphia

Mint's invaluable collections of coins, medals and

tokens is being boxed, ready for shipment to the Na-

tional Museum in Washington. The collection which

was begim with the inception of the Philadelphia

Mint in 1 792, is believed to be one of the finest in the

world." Another editorial on the same subject appeared

in the Ledger on .\pril 1.'*-

\'arious local organizations, and through them

congressmen from the area, were mobilized in an

intensive but futile action to re\-erse the Treasury De-

partment's decision, which was enunciated in a press

release

:

Tuesday, .^pril 3, 1923

The Secretary of the Treasury announces that he has

approved the recommendations of the Director of the Mint

for the transfer of the collection of coins, tokens and medals

in the Mint at Philadelphia to the National Museum at

Washington. This is a national collection, and therefore

most appropriate for exhibition in the National Museum,

where it will be open to a larger public than at the Mint.

.-\ll of the Mints, moreover, are now closed permanently to

visitors, and if kept at the Philadelphia Mint the collection

would have been inaccessible to the public.

This press release could hardly calm the local re-

sentment and the pressure groups. On a national

le\-el, however, the American Numismatic Association

immediately supported the transfer. In an editorial

comment which appeared in the May 1923 issue of

The Numismatist ,^^^ this position was made very clear:

Taking a broad view of the matter, the National Museum
in Washington is the logical place for the coin collection.

It has been termed the Mint collection, though, strictly

speaking, it is the national collection. The National Museum
already has a collection of medals, and the merging of the

two collections will be advantageous.

The construction of the Mint Cabinet is such that it would

be impossible to enlarge the space for the collection without

remodeling the entire rotunda. 'This fact would prevent

the material growth of the collection. ... In the National

Museum more space will jirobably be available, and per-

haps more money for the purchase of additional specimens

can be obtained.

Washington is the home of our other national collec-

tions. . . . The Capital City is a Mecca for sightseers and

visitors, and the other collections will help to attract a

larger number of visitors than a collection of coins alone

could command.

There is one phase of the matter that is worthy of reflec-

tion, but which may not have received consideration by

the Treasurv officials in reaching their decision. The late

"'- Sec, The Aumismatist (1923), vol. 36, pp.
'" Vol. 36, pp. 202f.

198f.
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Dr. Cximpaiettc ... is said to ii.ivc bcrii '4i(\iti\ cdii-

ceriicd . . . about the apparent deterioration of the eondilioii

of the eoiiis in the colleetion. The cause ol lliis . , . was

beheved to be due to an atmospheric condition . . on 1 lie

M.dl in Washini^ton, all Mich conditions will lie leinoved

The editorial concludes that the closini; ol' the

mints to \'isitors "is to be regretted more than the

transfer of the collection from one cit\- to another."

Concerned about the protests from I'hiladclphia,

which multiplied during the month of April, Helote

tried to obtain the active support of liie national

numismatic organizations.

He visited New York where he had a series of

meetings on May 7 and 8 with Edward T. Newell,

President of the American Numismatic Society,

Moritz Wormser, President of the American Numis-

matic Association, and Howland Wood, C'.urator of

the American Numismatic Society's collections. He
obtained assurances that efforts would be made to

ha\'e resolutions passed b\- the executive bodies of

the two societies for presentation to the Secretar)- of

the Treasury recommending the proposed transfer

without delay.

As a result of these conferences, the C^ouncil of the

American Nitmismatic Society passed a resolution

favoring the transfer of the Mint collection to the

Smithsonian, and on May 15 a letter to that effect

was sent to the Secretary of the Treasury "'' Howland

Wood reported to Belote that: "Our C!ouncil passed

a Resolution to write to Secretary Mellon favoring

the transfer of the Mint collection to Washington, and

a letter was sent to that effect on Saturday last.

Also, the N.Y. Numismatic Club on Friday evening

passed a similar Resolution. It looks now fairly

favorable for the National Museum's getting it."

Similar action was taken by the New York Numi.s-

matic Club upon motion brought by Moritz Wormser

at its May meeting. After obtaining the unanimous sup-

port of the board of governors of the American Numis-

matic Association as well, Wormser wrote on Ma>'

1 4 to Andrew Mellon :

(Jur As.sociation has noted, with great interest. news|)aper

reports stating that the Coin Clollcction. heretoloic on e\hi-

lion to the public and in charge of your Dep.niineiii .it

the Philadelphia Mint, is about to be transfeired to the

custody of the National .Museum in Washington.

\eedlc-.v to s,iv, our .\ssoci.ition is vit.ilK iiU'Te^tril m
this collei tion. ,iiid its ulliin.ile disjiosiiion. .nul we belirvr

that if ti.msferrcd to (he Nation. il .\Iuveiim. the t:olleaion

will serve a far niiMlei usehilncss ili.in .il the I'liiladi'lphi.i

.Mint. We .ire coiniiiced tli.it .it the .N.ition.il .Museum in

\\ashini;toii. it would be used to the best .idv.iiil.i^e for

scieritilu .md ediu .iiion.tl purposes. ( ()-oi(hn.Ued with the

splendid Collections in otiiei bi. inches of ,iit .ind siieiuc

wliiih .lie thr-ie di^pl.ucd. ih.it il could loim tlie nucleus

ol a l.iri^e n.ition.il collei linii. piopeiK linused, displ.ived,

.iccessible ,it all times lo .i w idei piiblii li om .ill p.ii l^ of our

t^ountiv. inde.\ed .md ullim.iIeK imie.isrd b\ propei

a|.ipropriatioii to .i si/e in keepint; with its import.nice .md
with collections owned b\ othei ( iovei iimcnts less wealthy

and powriiiil th.in outs.

Our .\ssociation. thionyli the pio|ier ai lion of out I5o.n d

of Clovernors. 1.)cl;s to yo uii ircoid .is he.iitiK in f.i\or of

the proposed ti.msiei of the Collciliou to ilir .N.ition.il

Museum and we ho|ie .md e.irnesiK ui^e tli.il \our Dep.irt-

ment will ellect the tr.msfci of the (iolleition to ilic .N.ition.il

.Museum, as indie.ited in these new .p.i|)er lepori^

In short sequence, .Secretary Walcott informed

.Mellon on May 16 that "the National Museum has

entirely perfected its plans for the acceptance and

approjjriate installation of the numismatic collection

from the L'nitcd States Mint" and asked whether the

Secretary of the Treasury could advise him "of the

e.xact time when the transfer . . . will lie com-

pleted." ""' .XctualK', all arrangements for the trans-

portation of the collection were completed without

further delay, and on .May 28, Ravenel was informed

that:

.\t the iei|iiest of the Diicctoiol I he .Mint, we are sendini;

to \(iu today 23 cases i onl.iininL; the niimiMu.itic collec tion

of this Mint.

I am enclosini; herewith receipts prep.iicd in liiplicale

w Inch I would tli.mk \ou to si^n. returning lo me the oi it;iiial

.md diiplii ate i opies.

I heie .lie some ( h.uiyes in the unmbeis as loiiiid b\ \oui

rcpiescnt.itive due to misioimt in ,i lew inst.iiues .md .iddi-

lion.il coins tli.il he did not see. discoveied bv us when ,ill

cases were emptied. .\s noted in the K'ceipt. wc li.ive

returned to Joseph K, D.ividson's Sons ined.iK lo.ined by

llieni lo the Mini, dem.ind loi which w.is in.ide b\ tlHin.

KespeclhilK

M II Ch.illin

.Sujiei intendent.

I reasury Dep.irtment

"' H. Wood's communication to T. T. Helote uf May 1
')-

Letter in United States National Museum file No. 70 1
CI.

This flic has been recently consolidated to contain all pertinent

information on the Mint collection transfer.

Carbon copy in CSNM file No. 711 li'i
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The shipment went forward by registered mail,

insured and accompanied by Secret Service men.

It arrived at the Smithsonian the next morning. It

was formally "accessioned" as a transfer on June 13

under number 70 139. Below is a copy of the detailed

receipt signed by W. de C. Ravenel.

Received from Frciis Stycr, Superintendent of United States Mint, Philadelphia, Pa., United States and foreign coins and medals

enumerated hereunder by cases, sections, countries and numbers as determined by count made by representatives of the Mint

and the National Museum, at the Mint at Philadelphia, Pa., with exception of medals returned to Joseph K. Davidson's Sons owners

of certain medals loaned to the Mint and additional coins stored in cases not noted at the time the count was made, as well as some

few changes in number of coins contained in certain sections ascertained on recount before packing.

Box

\o. 4

No. 5

No. 6

Section

No. 1 Case 24 Upper

Lower

Case 25 Upper

Lower

Case 26 Lower

Lower

No. 2 Case 26 Upper

No. 3 Box 1 in Office

2 " "

Small Cabinet

Curator's Desk

Case 4 Upper

Lower

Case 5 Upper

Lower

Case 6 Upper

Lower

Case 7 Upper

Lower

Case 10 Upper

Lower

Case 8 Upper

Lower

Case 9 Upper

Lower

Case 1 1 Upper

Lower

Case 12 Lpper

Lower

Case 13 L'ppcr

Lower

Kinds

U.S. Tokens & Patterns

California Gold

Colonies

L'nited States Coins

U.S. Commemorative Coins

U.S. Coins

Coins

Civil War Tokens

Counterfeits

Medals

Tokens

Gold & Silver coins

Great Britain

France
((

Italy

Portugal

Spain

Germany

Austria Hungary

Denmark

Sweden

Plate Money

Netherlands

Belgium

No.

Taken

out

291

73

103

136

395

255

230

35

342

251

470

30

189

722

24

195

167

127

126

154

128

88

140

124

49

135

149

128

109

178

174

187

107

4

147

87

11^
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Box





The total number of specimens in the I'nited

States Mint collection transferred to the Museum was

18,324. The unpacking of the collection started on

November 26, 1923, and the first case opened con-

tained, according to Mr. Belotc's report on file,

United States gold and silver coins of the late 19th

century. The unpacking and checking of all 23 cases

was finished on January 21, 1924.

In addition to the numismatic material, tlic .Mim

transferred all numismatic books which were seieeufl

by .\lr. Kelotc i'roni the s]5ecializcci librar\- al the

Philadelphia Mint on October 8, 1924. A total of 81)

publications were transferred to the Museum in

December 1924.

Appendix IX

The Paul A. Stmub Collection

The most important addition to the national

numismatic collections came during the period of

1923 to 1952 from Paul A. Straub of New York

(fig. 70). On May 13, 1949, Mr. Straub, accompanied

by his friend, Henry Grunthal, delivered to Stuart

Mosher, associate curator of the Division of Numis-

matics, and Charles Carey, acting head curator of

the Department of History, his magnificent collection

consisting of 1,793 gold and 3,855 silver coins.

Paul A. Straub was born on March 19, 1865, in the

city of New York. He was associated with sev-eral

china and glass importing firms. From 1895 to 1915

he resided in Dresden, Sa.xony, as European repre-

sentative of one firm. Returned home, he established

in New York in 1915 the firm of Paul A. Straub &
Company, which became one of the leading importers

of china and glassware.

When asked how he became a coin collector, he told

the following story:'""

I became interested in coins in \9'M) while in Dresden

on a business trip with some hiends.

Coming from a display of relics of the Rctormation,

shown in connection with the celebration of the fourth

Centennial of the Augsburg Confession, we passed the

windows of a coin dealer who displayed a couple of lU-

ducat pieces of 1(330 commemorating the First Centennial.

We stepped in to see whether he had any United Stales

sold dollars. He did, and my Iriends bought a few at 7

marks, or $1.75 each. On our way out, the dealer tried to

sell me the 10-ducat pieces. Quite surprised at his pro]X)si-

tion. I told him that I did not want them, and knew no

one who might care to have them. Then I lelt. but the

ducats had made an impression on me, lor after iuiuh I

confessed to my friends that I would like to go back to the

coin shop. We went—and I left with the It^-dueat jjieecs

in my pocket. I was a coin collector and have bi-en one

ever since.

His collection increased rapidly. As early as June 12,

1939, Moritz Wormser, who had shown so much

'"'Sec The Smithsonian Torch (Decembrr l'J.ib), p, 'I., abuut

Straub's visit to the museum in November lO.'jb.

interest in the transfer of the United States Mint

collection to Washington, wrote to Theodore T.

Belote, curator of the Division of History, mentioning

Mr. Straub's desire to find a permanent JKime for

his collection at the Smithsonian. Woruiser wrote:

This time I think I liavc- for you a ( ommunii .uion of

yieat interest to your.scll and to the .Smithsonian.

,\ very tjood friend of mine has discussed with nic tin-

thou'^ht that he mii^ht wish to bequeath his coin collection

to the Smithsonian. This gentleman is a very line collector

and owns a really magnificent collection especially strong

in the foreign field. 1 have had the privilege of seeing some

of his collection, durins; a five hour visit, when I could see

only about half of what he had and he has a wonderhil

series, especialh' (Jermans and t^old coins. What I have

seen is really too vast to mention in detail; but just lo

mention one item, he has a com|)lete set of the (juinea

series, hum the V, Cuinea to the 5 Guinea pieces of every

British Ruler, from C;harles II to Queen Victoria, exceptins;

of course the excessively rare George III. That was just one

of the items that hits you in the eye when lookinsj over the

collection. While I made no detail appraisal of the collec-

tion, 1 should think it represents a money value of about

$2:"),(ll"l.l)(» to $30,000.00.

.\s usual there is of course one string tied to his ideas ol

bequest: He has been down to the Smithsonian and he does

not like the way the collection then- is displ.nc-d; .uid he

waiUs some assurance and \mdersl.mdint; that his (olleelinn

would be displayed to bettei .idvanl.iKe, in some spe( i.il

arrangement of tiers, and perh.ips behind shatter prool

glass.

.\s I had read th.U the ( ioveriunem was going in lor so

mneh W.P..\. work. 1 think th.U the building .uid installa-

lioii of such display facilities should be readiK undertaken

by the (iovernment.

.'\t the present moinetU the geiuleman is le.ivmg on .m

extended vacation and \\ill not be back until e.irlv m

.\ugust.

However, 1 watUed lo write \()u about this while my talk

with the collector is fresh in mv mind, and vou might write

to UK- at vour leisure your reaction to this ide.i. and give-

some thought how it could be work<-d out with your Museum.
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The gentleman is a well established business man, with no

immediate heirs, so that I am convinced that his ideas art-

serious and not just '-pipe dreams."

The acquisition of this collection by the Smithsonian.

would I believe, give you a really outstanding coin collection.

Let me hear from you at your convenience.

Of course when my friend gels back from his trip and when

you get to New York after that time, I shall of course be

glad to introduce you to him.'*^

About July 20, 1939, Belote visited with Wormser,

who arranged for a meeting with Paul Straub in

March 1940. The delay was occasioned, in part, by

Straub's extended trip to Europe. Following the

meeting, Straub wrote on March 28, 1940, to Dr.

Charles G. Abbot, Secretary of the Smithsonian

Institution:

I have been collecting coins for a number of years, and

have somehwere between five and six thousand pieces at

present, and of these about 1200 pieces are of gold.

It is a general collection of types, and covers the Americas

and Europe from about 1500. Over ninety-five percent of

the pieces are extremely fine or better.

I would like to give this collection to the Institute [sic]

if it can arrange to show it, as I think it should be shown,

and if the necessary protection can be given it,—safety glass,

etc.

As to the collection itself, I would refer you to Mr. M.

Wormser, 95 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y., whom you

may know and who has seen it. Would gladly show it to

the Curator of this division of your museum any time he is

in New York.

If my offer appeals to you, I would be glad to hear from

you and remain.

Yours truly.

Paul A. .Straub

PAS:S

Mr. Graf: .See also letter of March 29, attached herewith.

In a supporting memorandum addressed to Dr.

Alexander Wetmore, the Smithsonian's Assistant

Secretary, Belote pointed out that Straub was

intensely interested in art and history [in fact, he had a large

library of Lincolniana] and this interest has expressed itself

in the form of coin collecting. He has spared no expense to

acquire a collection of the very finest specimens of ex-

ceptional art and historic interest and he now feels that he

might assure the perpetuation of the collection by present-

ing it to some mu.seum of the first rank in the United States

where it might be permanently shown for the benefit of the

American public. . . . .Xt first he thought of offering the

collection to the American Numismatic Society in New York

but finally concluded it would have a wider sphere of use-

fulness if accepted by the U.S. National Museum. If the

Museum should accept the collection, Mr. Straub will

continue to add to the collection annually as a gift to the

Smithsonian a large number of new specimens of the same

fine character as those which it already contains. '^^

The Secretary replied to Straub on April 17, 1940:

Dear Mr. Straub:

We appreciate indeed your recent letter, in which you

indicate that you wish to present your collection of coins to

the .Smithsonian Institution as an addition to our national

collections in this important field. Y'our material is well-

known to those working in numismatics, as containing only

the finest type of specimens.

You are no doubt familiar with our present important

collection, to which your series would make a highly valu-

able addition. We handle this material under suitable con-

ditions as regards display, and safeguard those parts of the

collection that are not on public exhibition, but are used

for study by experts, in a manner that insures their careful

preservation. For some of the important gold coins on dis-

play, we use a special safety glass that protects against

vandalism, a matter of definite importance now when the

high price of gold is considered.

With gifts such as the one you contemplate, it is our policy

in all branches of the Museum to catalog the material given

by the donor and to keep his name on the labels with each

individual specimen. We arrange our collection according

to some definite scheme of classification, interpolating new

pieces that come to us from material such as yours in the

proper place, with the name of the donor. The whole thus

makes a unified display with each piece properly labelled.

We do not find it practicable to display individual collec-

tions as a unit, since to do so detracts from the value of the

collections as a whole, since it makes it necessary for those

interested to go to several places to see our series covering a

single subject. I am sure you will appreciate the desirability

of having one systematic series so that the materials can be

directly compared. I shall appreciate hearing from you

further regarding your desires in the presentation of your

collection.

With appreciation of your attention, I am.

Very truly yours,

Charles G. Abbot

Secretary,

Abbot wrote at the same time to Wormser to

express his appreciation of "your long continued and

\aluable assistance." Wormser's reply of .April 26,

1 940, was characteristic of his unassuming attitude

:

I was very glad indeed to receive your kind letter of the

25th and to hear from you that the matter of the Straub

'•' Letter in the USNM Archives, Accession 161590. ">' USNM Archives, Ace. 161590.
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Collection is of interest to you. and is makinii some progress.

Really I have done very little in this matter; for after all

the prime factor in it is Mr. Straub's public spirit and 1 do

hope that the ultimate beciuest of the collection to the

.Smithsonian Institution will be accomijlished.

I can assure you that it is a wonderful and representative

collection of foreign gold and silver coins primarily, with

many rarities, and material in lirst-class condition, and its

ultimate acquisition by the Smithsonian would greatly

strengthen its numismatic section.

Of course I shall be most interested in the progress of this

proposition and hope that Mr. Straub will soon make a trip

to Washington for the discussion of ftu ther details.

"I am rooting hard for it."
'*"'

This was W'ormscr's last letter to the Smithsonian

for on May 22, 1940, this restless worker and dedicated

friend of the Smithsonian's numismatic collections

died unexpcctedh .

Discussions concernint; the donation continued.

In July, Straub visited the .Smithsonian and in

October he invited Belote to examine his collection.

Belote spent November 14 and 15 in New York and

Summit, New Jersey, with Straub, and in a detailed

memorandum he described the collection as well as

the conditions attached to the donation.

On January 7, 1942, .Assistant Secretary Wetmore

wrote to Straub goinir into details connected with

exhibiting, labeling, credit lines, and ditticultics that

would arise if blue \el\et lining should be used as

considered desirable by Straub.

In his reply of Januar\- 12, 1942, Straub set forth

"three fundamental conditions" for the gilt:

Thanks for yours of the 7th. I have carefully noted its

contents and am pleased to know that my collection has

had your consideration.

Replying I would sa\ that there are onlv three kuida-

mental conditions attached to mv giving the collection to

the Museum, viz.:

1 . That the coins be carelulU protected from injury and

theft.

'2. That they are ap|jropriately and advantageously

shown.

:i. That they arc made a permanent rxhiliit. .Ml other

matters are details that can be adjusted and arranged

withoiU trouble.

It matters little whether the cases are lined with blue

velvet, if the pieces are shown to advantag<- in another way.

I onh' suggested blue velvet because both silver and gcjld

show up well on it.

.Mso it would be well to show your pieces with mine, loi-

by so doing the object to my making the gill is aii.unrd.

'™ USNM .\rchives, Ace. Ifil.WO.
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'1 hat is. to jirovide the nucleus for a better ,md !.ri'.;(r

collection,—one that will ])lace at the disposal of the sludciii

and the artist specimens of the best coinage of othei' coun-

tries. ,Mso to dcvelo]) in oui' people a desire and demand f(ji

better designed monies tli.iii we have had in iri<-ru \ears.

.See oiu- Commemorative half dollars and <jiu Jellerson

five cent nickel.

If you think it best lo show silver and gold coins together

I will agree to it, although I am of the o])inion that it would

be much better to separate them. Try and vivuali/e ,i row

of gold ducats following a number of large, coarse, double

talers and talers. I am sure the sin.ill gold pieces would be

overlooked. Gold coins arc so much smaller and of so much
finer detail that it seems to me they should be shown by

themselves so as to bring out the beauty oi detail.

If it IS known that gold and silv<'r are shown si-]>ar,itely.

I don'l think anv interested person would oli|rct lo walking

across an aisle to see botli. I think the (ullniion is so ,u

-

ranged in Berlin

.

I don't consider a llat case the ideal wa\ to ^how coins,

and I only remember seeing coins so displa\ed in Paris at

the .National Library, and of course to the disadvantage of

the pieces displayed.

The only way to show coins, to my was of thinking, is in

upright cases, the way rvii show the .\meii(an and other

coins in the cases against the \s\i\\. However, they should be

without the cases in front of them so that a person can get

up close to the case and examine the pieces. What can one

sec of the details of a gold dollar or a two and a half dollar

gold piece at a distances of say one to two leet. or when

standing on one's toes and straining to see the piece at all.

I attach a sketch of my idea of an upright show case as I

have seen them in many Museums for your consideration.

The cases must be fitted with stifily glaa to prevent the glass

being smashed or cut with a diamond and valuable pieces

taken. There are gold pieces that cost up to S750., and silver

pieces worth up to $500. and more in my collection, and

ihev must be protected against accident or theft.

.\tlaching my name to the pieces means little to me. lor

like .\ndy Mellon I seek no notoriety in making the gilt.

However, that detail I would leave to you,

I hope that I have made my position clear, .md I would be

gl.id to hear from sou further afler \ou liave considered U.

Of course, I'll be glad to come down to Washington to

arrange details if we get together on the three main pouits.

I enjoy<-d Mr, Belnte's visit and il will give me ple.isure lo

meet you.

On February 11, 1942, Dr. Wetmore wrote Straub

accepting the collection under the stipulations ollered

bv Straub:

\„m kind li-lter of January 12 came to me in due time

.md I greatly aiipreeiate your statements in il regarding

your coin collection I hal I liav<- not repli.-d lo you earlier

iias been due to the ijicsenl war situation which has made it
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a little difficult for mc to see my way with regard to our

collections. These matters arc now clarified so that I know

better where we stand.

We should like to accept your collection under the stipu-

lations ofTered at the beginning of your letter and can a.ssurc

you that your wishes as indicated there will be met.

At the present time I do not feel that it is proper to make

extensive exhibitions of valuable gold coins for a number of

reasons. The principal one among these is the pos.sibility

that we may have some sporadic bombing from enemy

sources here along the Eastern seaboard. I am not pessi-

mistic concerning the matter but is it definitely prudent to

have this in mind and to make the proper dispositions in

case such circumstances should arise. I would consider it

very foolish not to make arrangements for such a possibility.

There is a further matter that at the present time so far as

I can see now it will be impossible to get the proper grade of

shatterproof glass for cases. We have some of oin- coin cases

now equipped with this gla.ss made for us by the Pittsbingh

Plate Gla.ss Company from a special grade called water

white which is so clear and so well prepared that there is no

hint ofcoloring and consequently no indication of the lamina-

tion of the glass. This grade of glass is not available at the

present time. The ordinary gla.ss such as is used in our auto-

mobiles and in the armored trucks that transport valueabls

around our cities will not serve since after a period of a year

or two it becomes yellow and more or less opaciuc.

We expect to place an important series of specimens from

our coin collection in a location outside Washington where

they will be properly guarded and safe from any bombings

that may come to us here near the coast. I realize that you

wish to make a permanent arrangement about your col-

lection. May I suggest to you, therefore, the po.ssibility that

you may wish to make the transfer to us at the present time.

It this is done we would accept the collection with the

understanding that the bulk of it would be put into safe

storage for exhibition at the clo.sc of the war. We would then

arrange the storage of the material with the other specimens

that we expect to remove from our collections here.

If this does not meet with your approval perhaps you
would be willing to consider the actual legal transfer of the

collection to us at this time with the understanding that it

would remain in your possession during your life.

I shall greatly appreciate hearing from you in regard to

these suggestions. I may add for your own information, and
not for publication, (hat in common with other large

museums we have removed some of our valuable specimens
already and that other material is being packed. We expect

to maintain our public exhibitions in their present extent

and will merely change somewhat the type of things that we
show. It is our definite feeling that our museums and art

galleries have a highly important function in times like

these in the mental relief they give to the individual from
the stresses brought about by the matters of the day. At
the beginning of the war in England the museums were

closed but were opened almost immediately on public

demand, and have been kept open often under the most

trying circmiistances since.

Straub, in turn, formally confirmed his gift with a

letter dated February 26,, 1942. At the same time he

announed the preparation of an inventory and raised

some questions concerning duplication of coins already

represented in the national collections. Wetmore

replied on March 9, and on the 29th Straub reported

to Belote that he was making progress with the prepa-

ration of the inventory as well as with the acquisition

of new pieces. Among others, he had acquired a 50-

zecchini piece struck in the name of the Doge Paolo

Renier of Venice (1779-1789) and had increased the

number of gold coins to 1,450 and the number of

multiple talers to 51 pieces.

After this the exchange of correspondence stopped

imtil 1945, when, in reply to a letter of March 27 from

Secretary \Vetmore, Straub promised on April 3

that he would have the collection ready "any time

after May 1st." He mentioned at the same time that

the collection of gold coins had grown in numbers and

importance. "There are now at least 1,750 gold

pieces ranging from Ya to 50 ducats."

Months went by and, in November, Straub apolo-

gized for the delay. He had discovered inconsistencies

between his listings and the collection which he was

attempting to clear up.

The delay in delivering the collection to the museum
in the beginning was caused in part by World War II.

The main reason, however, was Straub's ambition

to build up first a collection which "Uncle Sam could

be proud of," These were, in fact, the words used by

himself on more than one occasion.

.'\fter its arrival in 1949, delays in displaying the

collection followed. About half of the gold coins were

installed in six upright cases by May 1950."" Problems

in obtaining the special shatterproof glass delayed the

installation of the other gold coins until May 1953.'"'

Since that time the Smithsonian has had the largest

display of gold coins on view an\'where in the world.

Straub continued to take an active interest in the

exhibit, and in spite of advanced age, visited Wash-
ington from time to time, always bringing along a

few coins to be added to the collection.

He was appointed an Honorary Fellow of the

Smithsonian in 1955. He died on December 9, 1958,

at the age of 93 years.

""Letter from Stuart Moshcr to Paul .\. Straub, May 19'

19,')0.

'" Stuart Mosher to Paul A. Straub, May 7, 1953.
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A last gift of seven gold coins which he had not

been able to present himself reached the Museum
a few days before his death, a moving s\nibol of

Paul A. Straub's purposeful dedication.

In addition to the main donation in 1949 of 1,79:3

gold and 3,855 silver pieces, Straub o\er the years

ga\c 67 other gold coins and 31 siKer pieces. The
entire donation amounted to 1,860 gold and 3,886

silver coins, or 5,746 pieces in all.

It would require a special publication to do justice

to the overall significance of the collection. There are

27 10-ducat pieces represented in this collection, and

even heavier coins including a 25-ducat piece of

Transylvania struck in 1681 in the name of M.

Apafi (fig. 72), a 25-zecchini piece struck in the name

of the Doge of Venice Giovanni II C^orner (1709-

1 722), and a 50-zecchini coin of Paolo Renier of

X'enice (1779-1789) (fig. 71). The great rarities

contained in this collection are many; one example is

the Russian 1882 gold 3-ruble piece of Alexander III,

of which only 6 ]3icces were struck (fig. 73). Not mucii

the lesser in im]jortance is the collection of silver

coins. There are, lor instance, 50 multiple talcrs of

the Brunswick duchies. Among them, five are 10-

taler [)ieces. No references in other collections could

be found, for instance, for the medallic piece dated

1677 (fig. 74) struck in the name of Johann Friedricii

of New Liineburg.''

'

''- Mentioned without other references by John S. Daven-
port, Ort'rslzf Multiple Talus of the Brunswick Duchies and

Saxe-Lauciihuro (1956), p. 61), no. 211. See also R. Multhaui-,

"Mine Pumping in ;\gricoIa's Time," USAM Bulletin 218-

i'ontributions from the Museum of Ilistojv awl J echnolo/^v, Washing-

ton, 19')'J, p. 115, fig. 1.
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Reifenberg, Adolph, 25

Rhees, William J., 3n, 18, i8n, 87
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Stabler, Edward, 3n, 14, 38, 39
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Stack, Joseph B., 18
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Traveler's cheques, 25
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United States Mint, 25, 26

LInited States Secret Service, 32
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